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Forward 

Technical Assessment of Critical Issues 
in the Steady State Operation of Fusion Confinement Devices 

This is the fifth in a series of technical assessments of important issues produced by the 

Fusion Technologies Branch of the Division of Development and Technology in the Office of 

Fusion Energy (OFE). Included in the Fusion Technologies task area is work in Plasma-

Materials Interactions (PMl) and High Heat Flux Materials and Component Development 

(HHFMCD). The present technical assessment identifies the critical issues related to the steady 

state operation of an ETR or ITER device and emphasizes the critical areas in the PMl and 

HHFMCD fields because of their vital importance to the successful operation of steady state 

confinement devices. This assessment includes physics issues and information concerning 

steady state alternative devices. 

The assessments produced by the Fusion Technologies Branch since 1984 include: 

Volume I Critical Issues in the Plasma Materials Interaction Field 

Volume n Critical Issues in the High Heat Flux Materials & Component Development Field 

Volume EI Strategy for International Collaborations in the Areas of PMl and HHFMCD 

Volume IV Technical Assessment of Plasma-Interactive Options for Claddings and 
Attachments for Steady State 

Volume V Critical Issues in the Steady State Operation of Fusion Confinement Devices 

The above technical assessments have been, and new program plans in progress, are being 

prepared by task groups composed of persons from the various laboratories, private industry, 

and universities, which contribute to all aspects of the Magnetic Fusion Energy Program. The 

task groups cut across confinement concept lines. Each task group of six to ten principal 

investigators and/or consultants work under the guidance of a chairman drawn from a national 

laboratory or major university, and his counterpart, a staff member of the Fusion Technologies 
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Branch. In the case of PMI and HHFMCD, the OFE counterpart is Dr. Marvin M. Cohen. Each 

assessment operates through a number of ad-hoc task groups which were charged with the 

problem definition and discussion for specific technical areas. 

The emphasis of the present planning process is to seek out and examine potential problems 

early; determine the state of technical readiness, and to prioritize the research and development 

programs to meet the requirements which must be satisfied for the successful development of 

fusion reactors. It is important to realize that the assessments and plans describe problem areas, 

and that these assessments will have to be updated periodically. Furthermore, they should be 

regarded as outlining the major avenues to be explored, rather than as a detailed road map. The 

detailed approach to specific problems will be proposed by individual investigators in response to 

a forthcoming program plan. 

A total of over 60 individuals have been involved in the various stages of the production of the 

technical assessments and program plans. The wide representation of national laboratories, 

universities, and industry was encouraged to remove institutional bias as much as possible. I 

would like to thank all of the members of the task groups and technical community who 

contributed to these efforts. 

Gregory M. Haas, Chief 
Fusion Technologies Branch 
Division of Development and Technology 
Office of Fusion Energy 
Office of Energy Research 
Department of Energy 
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ive Summary 

Critical issues for the steady state operation of plasma confinement devices exist in both the 

physics and technology fields of fusion research. Due to the wide range and number of these 

issues, this technical assessment has focused on the crucial issues associated with the plasma 

physics and the plasma interactive components. The document provides information on the 

problem areas that affect the design and operation of a steady state ETR or ITER type 

confinement device. It discusses both tokaroaks and alternative concepts, and provides a survey 

of existing and planned confinement machines and laboratory facilities that can address the 

identified issues. 

A universal definition of steady state operation is difficult to obtain. From a physics point of 

view, steady state is generally achieved when the time derivatives approach zero and the 

operation time greatly exceeds the characteristic time constants of the device. Steady state 

operation for materials depends on whether thermal stress, creep, fatigue, radiation damage, or 

power removal are being discussed. For erosion issues, the fluence and availability of the 

machine for continuous operation are important, assuming that transient events such as 

disruptions do not limit the component lifetimes. The panel suggests, in general ^rms, that 

steady state requires plasma operation from 100 to 1000 seconds and an availability of more than 

a few percent, which is similar to the expectations for an ETR type device. 

The assessment of critical issues for steady state operation is divided into four sections: 1) 

physics issues; 2) technology issues; 3) issues in alternative concepts; and 4) devices and 

laboratory facilities mat can address these problems. The major technical issues in these groups 

are: 

A. Physics Issues 

1. Non-inductive current drive. Current drive is needed to establish the steady state plasma 

equilibrium in the generic machine families of tokamaks and Reversed Field Pinches (RFP). 
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Only stellarator types of machines avoid this problem, at the expense of complicated magnetic 

coil configurations, assuming that internal currents that may develop will not need to be canceled 

by an externally produced opposite current. There are several candidates for producing current 

drive, but these have not demonstrated good efficiency at high density. A solution will have be 

achieved before steady state tokamaks and RFPs can be operated. 

2. Profile evolution and stability. Profile modification by external techniques, such as 

localized heating, fueling, or current drive, has resulted in improvements in confinement and 

plasma performance in many machines. Control of the profile in steady state may not be possible 

due to profile consistency or other factors in the plasma. The amount of profile control and the 

optimum techniques to produce the desired profile must be determined for steady state plasma 

operation with the desired improvements observed during profile modification in pulsed devices. 

A collaboration on the TORE SUPRA tokamak between the U.S. and France will investigate this 

issue during pellet injection and pump limiter exhaust experiments with near steady state 

conditions. Additional experiments are needed on long pulse machines such as JET and JT-60. 

3. Impurity Control. Impurity production and accumulation are important issues for steady 

state machines. Control of the edge plasma temperatures and fluxes may lead to lower impurity 

source rates. Despite several candidate techniques for edge control, experiments have not 

established the degree of control to date. Impurity accumulation during H-mode confinement has 

been observed in ASDEX, and techniques to avoid this problem must be developed. 

4. Particle removal for density, impurity and He-ash control. Divertors and pump limiters 

are the major candidates for providing particle removal for ETR. These devices have several 

common issues: a) Control of impurity production that contaminates the plasma; b) Reliable 

steady state heat removal systems that can handle high heat fluxes; c) Steady state impurity 

removal and control demonstration; and d) H-mode (or good confinement via Super Shots, etc.) 

demonstration in steady state. Ergodic magnetic limiters may help with these issues, but the 

confinement and impurity control capabilities with this system is unknown. 
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B. Technology Issues 

1. Materials. Steady state operation will make material selection even more critical than in 

present machines. The plasma interactive components (PIC) material selection will be determined 

by the edge plasma and divertor plasma parameters, which control the impurity production and 

transport to the core, and the requirements for disruption survival. Better materials for PIC are 

needed, and the investigation of composite weaves and ceramics during plasma bombardment 

and neutron irradiation should be pursued. The fabrication of PIC materials and their joining to 

the structural and cooling materials is an important issue. Strong differential expansion between 

low Z materials and the cooling structures during neutron irradiation make the joint reliability an 

issue. Corrosion and erosion of the coolant tubes is also an issue. 

2. Heat Transfer and Thermal Stress. Active cooling of high heat flux (HHF) components 

is an important issue. The maximum power density that can be removed continuously will 

determine PIC designs. The thermal gradient in material exposed to a given heat flux limits the 

thickness of the material due to stress build up, which strongly impacts the lifetime of PIC 

exposed to steady state high heat fluxes. HHF test facilities (PMTF) and the actively cooled 

limiters under development for TORE SUPRA are starting to address these issues. 

3. Neutron Irradiation. Modifications in the materials properties is definitely a critical 

issue, with the magnitude depending mostly on the fiuence produced by ETR. Even if the bulk 

properties are not significandy changed, interfaces between plasma facing materials and their 

support/cooling structures are very sensitive and may be a problem. Irradiation effects depend 

strongly on the temperature and gradients in the materials, and no data base presently exists for 

most of the PIC materials. 

4. Erosion and Redeposition. Erosion is a major issue for impurity production and 

component lifetime in a steady state machine. The data base on erosion rates of low Z materials 

is good from ion beam experiments and recent laboratory plasma experiments (PISCES), 

However, the measured total sputtering yields are high and result in significant erosion in 

tokamak edge plasma conditions. The proposed control of the edge plasma temperature to reduce 
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the sputtering of PIC is relatively ineffective for the low Z plasma facing materials candidates 

because of a lack of a strong energy dependence in the erosion yield. This is due to the chemical 

sputtering of graphite and the low threshold for beryllium. High Z materials offer a high 

threshold so that an edge temperature control scheme might significantly reduce the erosion, but 

tokamak experiments (except for Alcator-C) have not demonstrated low impurity levels with high 

Z plasma interactive materials. Better materials are desired, and work on advanced ceramics 

should continue. 

The redeposition data base is emerging due to recent results from the PISCES experiment and 

observations in tokamaks. Redeposition is observed to reduce the net erosion rate of surfaces. 

However, the plasma tends to erode and redeposit at different rates in different locations. 

Regions of net erosion and net redeposition are observed, which implies that redeposition cannot 

yet be relied on to control the erosion of PIC unless some control of the location is achieved. 

5. Tritium Inventory and Permeation. The tritium inventory problems with present 

machines will be mostly alleviated by a proper site selection for a steady state ETR type machine. 

Retention in the PIC is an environmental and safety issue. Permeation of tritium into the coolant 

system is a critical issue due to the expense of removing and processing large amounts. 

Permeation barriers need to be developed for fusion conditions where heat removal and the joint 

reliability have an important role. The tritium data base is increasing due to results and 

continuing research in the TPX facility. 

6. Disruptions.. Surprisingly, disruptions are a major issue for steady state machines. The 

performance of components for steady state heat removal, end PIC designs with adequate 

lifetimes, are severely compromised by requirements for disruption survival. At the minimum, 

the number of disruptions must be limited in the device, and hopefully disruptions can be 

controlled or eliminated entirely by early precursor detection and feedback control systems. 

7. Heating and Fueling Components. Issues exist external to the tokamak, such as 

developing high power neutral beam systems, high frequency microwave sources, and active rf 
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tuning systems, capable of steady state operation. Issues internal to the tokamak are identical to 

the issues facing PIC, with impurity generation by rf heating systems being th3 major issue. 

8. Diagnostics and control. The modification of diagnostics for steady state operation can 

be a significant issue in many cases. A dependence on robust optical diagnostics is indicated, 

and new techniques will have to be developed to replace the standard magnetic loops and 

bolometers now used in pulsed machines. Recent advances with reflectometers and the LIDAR 

scattering systems are promising for steady state plasma density and temperature measurements. 

Developments are needed to increase the availability and reduce the calibration time requirements 

of most diagnostics. 

C. Issues in Alternative Concepts 

1. Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) and Spreromaks 

a. Physics Issues. As discussed in the physics summary section, non-inductive current 

drive is a critical issue for RFiPs. Understanding the physics which determines pe and TE, and 

the effect of the profiles on these parameters, is very important. The RFP has dynamo activity 

which sustains the mean field profiles in the plasma. The effect of tl .is sustainment mechanism 

on plasma transport, and the scaling with current and/or current density must be determined. 

b. Stabilizing Conducting shell. A conducting shell in close contact to the plasma and 

may be required for the stability of RFPs. Determination of the important features and 

parameters of the conducting shell is an important i:sue. Active feedback control of the plasma 

equilibrium is needed for steady state. The effect of introducing significant holes in the 

stabilizing shell, i.e. for divertors, may also be important in determining the stability of future 

devices. 

c. Impurity Control. As discussed for tokamaks, impurity control is an important issue 

for RFP devices. Similar limiter/divertor plate areas are required to remove similar amounts of 

power; therefore most of the issues are the same as for tokamaks. The high power density in an 

RFP on the first wall requires the use of a larger fraction of the first wall to remove the power, 
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and needs reliable steady state cooling systems. Pump limiters for an RFP require a gap between 

the limiter and the wall as the location of particle collection. The possible requirement of a close 

conducting shell for stability may reduce the effectiveness of a pump limiter. Divertors have the 

same problem with this shell, holes or channels leading to the divertor may affect stability. 

Divertors close to the plasma, similar to the open divertors in tokamaks, are now considered to 

solve this problem. The divertor plate heat flux may be significantly larger than in a tokamak, 

d> Disruptions. The problem of disruptions will be similar for RFPs as for tokamaks. 

D. Devices and Laboratory Facilities to Address Steady State Issues. 

The problems involved in the issues summarized above must be solved before a steady state 

ETR or ITER machine can be successfully operated. The confinement devices and laboratory 

facilities which can address these issues are listed in Tables 1 and 2 for the time intervals of 0 to 5 

years and 5 to 10 years. Several of the devices and facilities already have programs to address 

specific steady state issues, as shown in the tables. Many of these issues will be addressed to 

some degree in the next generation long pulse machines, specifically TORE SUPRA, ATF, and 

LHS, when they achieve significant pulse lengths. The extent to which the specific problems can 

be solved in these devices must be assessed in a forthcoming program plan. 

The U.S. laboratory facilities can provide very comprehensive data on steady state issues, 

especially in the technology field. Most of the PMI and HHF facilities already have some steady 

state capability. These facilities can be used to address the issues identified here if they are 

directed away from near term issues and toward steady state issues. 

From the tables it is apparent that some issues are not yet, or cannot be, adequately addressed. 

Disruption control and current drive, which are crucial for steady state, need to be emphasized in 

programs on confinement machines. The data base for neutron irradiation effects on fusion 

materials, component structures, and interfaces is very limited. The Hot Electron Beam Facility 

(HEBF) must be completed to provide this information. In addition, materials issues and 

diagnostics and control system development for steady state devices must be vigorously pursued. 
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Table 1. Devices and Facilities available to address Physics Issues for Steady State. 

PHYSICS 
ISSUE 

0 - 5 years 5-10 years 10+years 

Current Drive 

Profile Control 

Disruption Control 

Impurity Transport 
and Control 

Particle and Impurity 
Removal 

a - Particle Physics 

c f E, f, i, N N 

B,F ,H, i ,k ,M,N d, N 

hr n 

A.B.c, h,i, L, n,2 d,j 

A, B,i, L, N 

<h?) 

d, j ,N 

[note: BOLD lettas indicate program emphasis] 

Deviceff and Facilities Date of Operation 

a ATF 1988 
b ASDEX4J 1989 
c Alcator C-Mod 1989 
d CIT [planned] 1993 
e CCT operating 
f DIH-D operating 
g ETR/NET/1TER [planned] 2000 
h JET operating 
i JT-60 operating 
j LHS [planned] 1992 
k PBX-U 1988 
1 TEXTOR operating 
m TFTR operating 
n TORE SUPRA 1988 

1 PMTF operating 
2 PISCES operating 
3 TPX operating 
4 HEBF [planned] 
5 FELIX not operating 
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Table 2. Devices and Facilities available to address Technology Issues for Steady State. 

TECHNOLOGY 
ISSUE 

0 -5 years 5 -10 years 10+years 

Materials 1, 2, L, * 

Heat Transfer and 
Thermal Stress 

l ,a 

Neutron Irradiation 4 

Erosion and 
Redeposition 

2,* 

1,2,* 

Tritium 

Disruption effects 

3, m 

1,6 

Heating and Fueling N, * 
Components 

Steady State h, n, 2, * 
Diagnostics and Control 

2 , * 

3, d 

N, * 

j , n, 2, * 

ETR 

NET 

ITER 

notes: - BOLD letters indicate program emphasis, 
- * could be addressed to some degree in existing confinement machines 
- device symbol meanings given in Table 1. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This section attempts to list the important physics questions which must be addressed if a 

steady state fusion device is to be operated. Conversion from pulsed to steady state condition 

introduces some specific issues. The most important of these are a) whether a non-inductively 

driven plasma current can be maintained in a tokamak, b) the long-term evolution of profiles and 

the resulting stability conditions (especially important are the effects of self-generated alpha 

particle heating) and c) the problems of particle and impurity control. In the following text the 

physics issues are discussed under the headings: 

1) The equilibrium 

2) Stability and profile control 

3) Density control 

4) Impurity control requirements 

5) Bum control 

6) Helium ash removal 

7) Edge plasma conditions 

8) Impurity control systems in tokamaks 

For each subsection the main problems are discussed, and possible solutions presented. 

Those issues which are common to both steady state and pulsed devices g.ro generally ignored. 

Important experiments needed to clarify certain points are identified. The concluding section 

describes the impurity control techniques presently used in tokamaks and their issues for steady 

state operation. 
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I. The Equilibrium 

Starting at the lowest level, a steady state plasma requires a steady state equilibrium. There 

are three generic machine types presently considered as contenders for a magnetic fusion reactor, 

namely tokamaks, stellarators (and their associates, torsatrons and heliacs) and reversed Held 

pinches. Of these, only the steilarator family provides a steady state equilibrium through 

externally imposed fields. This is at the expense of complexity of the poloidal field winding 

configuration. Each of these generic types is now considered separately. 

a) TheTokamak 

The equilibrium is partly supplied by the self field of the plasma current, which decays 

resistively. A certain pulse length can be achieved using a transformer, before some additional 

current drive is required In any electron current drive system the radio frequency power must be 

sufficient to maintain a population of suprathermal electrons with energy E r e s against the 

frictional forces arising from Coulomb collisions. The resulting current drive efficiency is given 

by 

I(MA)/P(MW) = 2.4 Eres(ltX)keV)/(5+2effne(1020m-3) R (m)) 

Thus, the efficiency decreases with increasing ne and major radius R: it is important to maximize 

Eres- Various forms of current drive are being considered both experimentally and theoretically, 

namely 

(1) Electron cyclotron current drive. 

This suffers from limiting plasma densities and requires gyrotron development to higher 

frequencies, although schemes using lowered frequencies arc under investigation. 

(2) Lower hybrid current drive. 
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The right combination of low parallel index of refraction and high Eres are found with 

lower hybrid slow waves. At high toroidal fields efficient drive has been exhibited on 

Alcator and PLT. The required efficiencies to achieve initial current ramp up and 

accommodate periodic transformer recharge have already been achieved experimentally. 

However, at high densities with low toroidal fields the slow waves are not predicted to 

penetrate, so fast waves will probably have to be used. 

(3) Oscillating field current drive. 

This proposed technique is as yet unproven. Its first application is expected to be to 

reversed field pinches. The STX tokamak experiment, proposed by ORNL, will also 

investigate this technique. 

(4) Neutral beam current drive. 

This technique, demonstrated on the DITE tokamak, is net generally thought to 

extrapolate to reactors. However, neutral beams may be present in a reactor for 

heating or bum control, and, therefore, neutral beam current drive or beam-assisted if 

current drive current may be possible. 

(5) Alfven wave current drive 

This technique has not yet been experimentally tested. It has the advantage of driving 

current approximately on a flux surface, with high predicted efficiencies. 

An alternative to a true steady state tokamak is one where the plasma current reverses sign 

periodically, or uses two alternating adjacent equilibria with opposite directed plasma currents. 

Such systems must be reheated to ignition on each cycle, but it may be possible to store thermal 

and electromagnetic energy at the end of each bum cycle. However, no satisfactory solutions 

have been presenteJ for the controlled rampdown of current and density in the case of the 

alternating current scheme, and the proposal of two adjacent equilibria involves complex 

magnetic designs. 
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b) Stellarators. heliacs an j torsatrons 

These devices have an equilibrium maintained by externa] currents, so that current drive is 

unnecessary. However, internally driven currents (from finite pressure, heating systems and 

loss orbits) can lead to the creation of magnetic islands and subsequent loss of confinement in 

low shear systems. Externally driven currents may be necessary to control these internally 

generated currents. If this is the case, then the current drive mechanisms listed for tokamaks 

must be used for stellarators. 

c) The reversed field pinch 

This configuration is hoped to reach ignition and beyond with only Ohmic heating. Existing 

devices have operated with close-fitting conducting shells to maintain the flux reversal and 

stability. Experiments with segmented shells arc important for ultimate steady state operation and 

are being pursued. 

It has been observed that all reversed field pinches can last longer than model predictions 

using axisymmetric resistive field diffusion. Also, the associated fluctuations are above the 

thermal level. The field configuration is thought to be maintained by a process called the dynamo 

effect. It remains to be seen if mis process occurs at high temperatutes (and thus high magnetic 

Reynolds numbers). Recent theoretical work suggests that the reversed field configuration can 

be maintained in a quasi steady state by modulating the poloidal and toroidal fields at audio 

frequencies. An important question is whether this technique works, especially as the edge 

temperature increases. Also deleterious modifications to transport may result. 
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II. Stability and Profile Control 

In the experimental area, diagnostic enhancements have increased knowledge of linear 

stability. Improvements in fueling and heating technology have allowed considerable control in 

discharge stability. Techniques for the tailoring of plasma parameters include current and density 

ramping (gas puffing and pellets), localized heating (especially electron cyclotron resonance 

heating) and current drive. With these techniques many "best" discharges in smaller machines 

are achieved in conditions well away from steady state. Often neither the plasma current nor the 

density is constant. Results from larger machines (JET, TFTR) look hopeful; it appears that 

good conditions can be achieved in true steady state conditions. However, the available data base 

of discharge parameters should be used to identify any difference in maximum parameters (beta, 

confinement times, density, safety factor, etc.) when transient and steady state conditions are 

used. 

Two control techniques are of special interest in tailoring profiles: localized heating and 

localized current drive. Spatially localized heating is expected from electron cyclotron resonance 

heating, ion cyclotron resonance heating, Alfven wave heating, lower hybrid heating, and to a 

less extent, neutral beam injection. Thus, some control over both electron and ion heating 

profiles is available. Localized current drive is expected from lower hybrid current drive, 

electron cyclotron current drive, and neutral beam current drive. Existing experiments can 

identify the advantages of these control techniques in optimizing plasma parameters. The effects 

o r -narately controlling heating and current profiles on turbulence should be studied. 

Certain optimized configurations are being investigated for allowing stable high beta 

plasmas. These include producing high beta in the first stability regime (e.g. the proposed 

tokamak STX at ORNL) and producing high beta by accessing the seccnd stability regime (e.g. 

the PPPL tokamak PBX, and the ORNL torsatron ATF). It has also been proposed to obtain 

access to the second stability regime by using large R/a tokamaks, although a narrow unstable 
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region is still predicted which must be crossed (e.g, the SRX tokamak). All these devices may 

require profile control to obtain the hoped for profiles. 

The concept of profile consistency is found useful in moderate beta tokamaks; this argues 

against the possibility of profile control. It remains to be shown whether this is a useful concept 

at high beta. 
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Ill, Density Control 

Particle control in long pulse or steady state fusion devices is a necessary prerequisite for 

particle balance and a potential means for improvement of plasma performance. Density and 

impurity control are always linked. A control system for either acts by modifying sources, 

fluxes, sinks, or any combination of three. In pulsed systems it is simple to modify the sink by 

changing the recycling coefficient R, e,g, by gcttering. At high wall recycling (R»! ) and steady 

state operation, external particle sources such as gas puff, pellet injection, or neutral beam 

injection have to be balanced by corresponding exhaust. In addition to the working gas, Helium 

ash has to be removed in D-T burning devices in order to hold the ash concentration at a given 

level (e.g. < 5%). Comparison of pellet and gas fueling on the one hand, and recycling control 

with divertors, limiters, or gettering on the other hand, indicates that the control of particle 

sources and sinks is a key element for the optimization of plasma performance. While the 

continuous exhaust of plasma particles with divertors or pump limiters is established, the control 

of sources, sinks, and recycling for optimum plasma performance is far from being understood, 

although it has shown some success in the past. 

a) Sources 

The sources used for steady state would be the same as for pulsed operation, namely, gas 

puffing or pellet injection (increased velocities to 15km s"l are required). Neutral beams can also 

be used, but are an energetically expensive method. However, they may already be present as an 

auxiliary heating system, e.g. for burn control. Other techniques less well investigated are 

Marshal gun plasma injection and cluster injection. 

The most obvious correlation between fueling method and plasma performance has been 

observed with pellet fueling compared to gas fueling. Pellet fueling has the potential of changing 

the plasma source distribution in a way that alters the plasma profiles and improves plasma 

performance in terms of confinement, impurity concentration, and density limits. While on most 
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devices pellet fueling is being used to improve performance, systematic studies of various aspects 

of pellet fueling, like e.g. pellet penetration and profile build-up, are not available. For steady 

state devices, a crucial question is whether of not it will be possible to maintain favorable profiles 

with pellet fueling for a period of time longer than the central particle confinement times. After 

rimes comparable to several central particle confinement times, particles have diffused out of the 

core and built up recycling in the edge. It seems to be obvious that edge recycling needs to be 

kept sufficiendy low in order to prevent filling in the peaked profiles from the plasma edge. 

If this is a prerequisite for maintaining the desired profiles, only divertors with the capability of 

exhaust efficiencies near 100% would be adequate. It is not clear that 100% exhaust efficiency in 

continuous operation is a relevant scenario technically due to the very large gas load and high 

pumping requirements. Devices with pump ltmiters and exhaust efficiencies around 10% of the 

plasma efflux, and are likely to be recycling-dominated at continuous operation. In fact, efficient 

pump limiter requires high recycling at the edge. It is not obvious at present if an operating 

scenario with peaked profiles, maintained by pellet fueling, and high recycling localized in the 

edge for efficient pump limiter operation is possible. 

Central particle confinement times of several seconds have been observed in today's largest 

devices. In Tore Supra, pellet fueling for up to 30 sec with particle exhaust by pump limiters is 

foreseen. This should be adequate to study the prospects of continuous pellet fueling with a 

pump limiter exhaust scheme. For a corresponding scheme in a divertor machine, ASDEX 

Upgrade seems to be most suitable. It is designed for pulse lengths of up to lOsec, and has some 

pumping capability in the divertor chamber. 

In addition to systematic studies of pellet fueling, the benefits of other fueling schemes should 

be investigated, such as gas fueling through the limiter head to avoid ionization in the SOL, or 

plasma fueling through divertor or pump limiter throat 
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b) Recycling 

Recycling is the dominate fueling source in most configurations. In applications with 

sufficient pulse length and no external particle control scheme, recycling becomes the only 

fueling source. In long pulse devices in which the wall interactions are dominated by metallic 

(stainless steel) walls, discharges are maintained without any external source of fueling. Models 

for recycling on stainless steel include reflection, retention, diffusion, and recombination have 

described previous experimental results reasonably well. 

Recycling on carbonized walls or graphite, on the other hand, is very complex and a coherent 

model suitable to be used in transport codes is not available yet. 

Recent results on TFTR ('Supershots') have demonstrated that graphite can be conditioned for 

low recycling, leading to improved plasma performance. But, so far, this is a transient 

phenomenon and it is unlikely that this effect will be relevant at continuous operation, 

c) Sinks 

In short pulse devices (t = lsec) some particle exhaust is automatically provided because of 

the finite pumping capacity of the walls. Depending on history and preparation of the walls, 

recycling coefficients between 0.5 and 0.9 are typical for short pulse operation. With increasing 

pulse lengths, the walls saturate and lose their ability to pump. Two alternatives exist: pump 

limiters and divertors. 

1) Limiters 

Continuous particle exhaust can be provided with magnetic Jivertors or with pump 

limiters. In a pump limiter the sink is provided by pumping within an apertured limiter head. 

The principle concern is that the pump limiter now defines the plasma edge. The protection 

of this leading edge is ail important. Various schemes are discussed to avoid this leading 

edge problem. If the density and heat flux exponentiating lengths are known, a particular 

limiter geometry can be used to minimize tht problem. Changing exponentiating lengths can 
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be tolerated by changing plasma position. However, this is an unlikely solution because 

plasma position control is important Li obtaining optimum plasma parameters. 

The biggest problem associated with steady state is heat removal. Two schemes have 

been suggested to incease the panicle collection efficiency and simultaneously divert heat 

away from the leading edge. The first, called the intra island pump iimitcr or magnetic islard 

divertor, uses magnetic islands produced by external helical coils. The second uses oAs 

within the limiter head to modify the local toroidal field (similar to a bundle divertor) thus also 

diverting the particle and heat fluxes. It is important to understand experimentally if any of 

the pump limber schemes can produce the so-called high recycling regimes. High recycling 

is found important in poloidal divertor operation for attaining the high energy confinement 

regimes (H modes). In reversed field pinches, it is not clear if a pump limiter is compatible 

with the requirements of a close-fitting shell. 

Pump limiters are suitable to exhaust between 5 and 10% of the total recycling particle 

flux. This is sufficient to balance particle input by neutral beam injection and some modest 

additional fueling. However, it requires high recycling in the edge, and it is presently unclear 

if this is compatible with good confinement (K-modes) and peaked density profiles (P-

modes). Recent results from JFT-2M indicate that H-modes are achievable during operation 

wim a pump limiter. Experiments in Tore Supra will examine the ability to maintain peaked 

profiles from pellet injection during long pulse operation with exhaust by pump limiters. 

2) Divertors 

A more complicated sink is provided by magnetic divertors. These also assist in impurity 

control. Four main divertor types are available: the bundle divertor, the poloidal divertor, the 

toroidal divertor and the helical diyertor. All of tiiese have demonstrated good panicle 

exhaust, especially the toroidal and poloidal systems. The same two systems have 

demonstrated the best impurity control. In the case of the poloidal divertor high energy 

confinement (H mode) can be achieved under conditions of high local recycling at the divertor 
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plate. An important point to note is that the attainment of this H mode is associated with 

higher impurity confinement, and impurity accumulation on axis. If magnetic divertors are to 

be used for working gas control, and the H mode is necessary for reactor operation, an 

alternate means of controlling the impurity accumulation (such as asymmetric working gas 

flow) must be found. It is not clear if a divertor can be fitted to a reversed field pinch 

configuration. 

Divertors have the capability of a high exhaust efficiency, and the resulting low recycling 

fluxes and low neutral densities in the main plasma chamber appea1" to be favorable for good 

confinement. Although divertor machines have not been operated ii> the continuous exhaust 

mode in the past, because of other priorities, present experimental evidence indicates that high 

panicle exhaust and low recycling in the main chamber can be achieved with divertors in 

continuous operation. Experiments in machines such as JT-60 and ASDEX Upgrade will 

have to determine the required exhaust rates during long pulse operation to produce H-

modes, peaked profiles during pellet injection, and good plasma performance. 

The design of both pump limiters and divertors for working gas (i.e. hydrogen isotope) 

control is improving. Three dimensional calculations of neutral effects have been coupled to 

particle and heat flow both along and across field lines. However, in all cases the basic edge 

plasma transport must be assumed. This is discussed further in section 7, edge plasma 

conditions. We note that predicted performance of the modular pump limiter systems for large 

machines (e.g. Tore Supra) is marginal, although low recycling toroidal belts (TFTR, JET), and 

toroidal belt pump limiters (TEXTOR) have shown good performance. 
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IV. Impurity Control Requirements 

The maximum permitted values of bom central and edge impurity densities n z are nz/ni = 2% 

for low Z impurities and = 0.1% for high Z impurities. For central values above this a fusion 

burn will be quenched by radiative losses. For edge values above this a thermal collapse is 

predicted. Thus impurity production and accumulation must be minimized. A satisfactory 

situation for a pulsed discharge is not necessarily satisfactory for steady state operation. A 

simple model based on the continuity equation for the impurity densiiy n z produced by a impurity 

flux T z during a pulse length At gives 

"z = TzXzSf 1 - exp(-At/x2))/V 

widi t z the impurity confinement time, S the surface area and V the plasma volume. Thus, in a 

pulsed device w might have At/Tz small so n z = 0. Extending the pulse duration to approach 

steady state gives n z = r z t z S . Without knowing T z we can only ensure operation by reducing 

r z ; i.e., we must reduce the edge source as much as possible. 

Impurity control techniques can be categorized under the three headings of source, sink and flux 

control. Each of these is accomplished in a variety of ways. Sources are modified by material 

selection, conditioning and edge conditions. Sinks arc provided by gettering, pump limiters and 

divertors. Flux control is provided by magnetic forces (i.e. divertors), electric Field forces, 

momentum input forces, and frictional forces, 

a) Divertors issues 

A device which provides all thr;e (source, sink and flux control) is the divertor. At 

present, die divertor is considered the best candidate for controlling impurities. There are 

four types of divertors which have been experimentally tested: the poloidal, toroidal, bundle 

and helical divertors. The two systems with the exhaust and screening efficiencies combining 

to give the largest impurity reduction are the poloidal and toroidal divertors. Most results 
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have been obtained with poloidal divertors. However, poloidal divertors have not yet been 

made to operate with the H mode and good impurity control. Experiments on ASDEX show 

that a stable edge plasma with H mode confinement lead to impurity accumulation and a 

consequent thermal collapse. It is not clear if any divenor system can be applied to the 

reversed field pinch configuration. The stellarator family of machines has an inherent 

divertor geometry, but no experiments have utilized this so far. 

b) Edge temperature control 

The plasma edge conditions determine impurity influxes, and the design of limiters, divertors 

and launching structures, which themselves provide the source of many of the impurities. 

Both sputtering yields from ions and charge exchange neutrals, and desorption yields, 

increase with increasing plasma edge temperature. Thus, any way to reduce the edge 

temperature will reduce edge impurity fluxes and thus central concentrations. 

Methods for providing a low edge temperature include the radiating plasma mantle (proposed 

for JET), the expanded boundary, the ergodic magnetic Iimiter, and the high recycling 

regime. The latter three require high edge densities to remove the power. 

c) Flux modification 

A simple technique to reduce central impurity densities is to provide a locally outward 

impurity flux at the plasma edge. This has been shown to be possible using many of the 

forces discussed in section 4a. Two which are particularly simple and should be further 

studied are the outward forces produced by local electric fields, and the forces produced by 

localized magnetic islands. 
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V. Burn Control 

The thermonuclear heat source will play a large role in determining the detailed profiles of 

temperature and density, factors which will influence stability and transport. To operate at a 

steady state economically means operating at maximum beta. Thus, it is important to know what 

happens as the bum drives pressure driven MHD modes. Is the transport slowly increased to 

ensure marginal stability, or is there a catastrophe such as a disruption? In particular, the usually 

proposed operating point of lOkeV in a D T plasma is unstable to thermal excursions, which will 

have to be controlled unless the marginal stability scenario is found. 

The bum controls available are 

1) Control of density (see fueling section). 

2) Control of temperature by impurity injection or vertical field control. 

3) Controlling the D-T mix. 

4) Maintaining a low ignition margin and controlling plasma with an auxiliary power 

source. 

5) Ripple loss of alpha particles. 

In stellarator type systems, the necessary burn control may occur naturally because the 

temperature may be limited by the collision frequency dependence of the ion confinement, and the 

(1/collision frequency) dependence of the electron confinement, and their coupling through the 

ambipolar electric field. 
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VI. Helium Ash Removal 

An internal source of impurities is the He "ash" which results from the D-T reactions. This 

radiates through bremsstrahlung, contributes to fuel dilution, and may also contribute to plasma 

pressure driven instabilities. In steady state this ash must be removed by a sink at the edge. 

Estimates show that nff£/ni < 5%, or the fusion reaction rate will be reduced too much and the 

fusion bum will be quenched in tens of seconds. The issue is whether an exhaust system (pump 

limiter or divertor) can be built which will remove the ash before the burn is quenched. 

We can relate the exhaust efficiency £ x required of any impurity control scheme to the 

particle confinement time ̂ He- £x is the fraction of the flux crossing the plasma boundary which 

enters the control system. In steady state the He (or alpha) panicle flux produced by the fusion 

reactions, Tot, must equal that Temoved by the exhaust. Then 

^x V nH e/THe = c n i 2 < o r v > v / 4 = T a 

i.e., ^x = Cni<ov>XHe/4.(nHe/ni)"1 

Here V is the plasma volume, C = 2 accounts for profiles, and average densities are implied. We 

obtain 

^x = 6 x 10_3tHe(nHe/ni)'' 

Two limiting cases are considered. The first places an upper limit en the allowed alpha particle 

confinement time. We know we must have n^e/ni < 5% to ensure a sufficient burn. If the 

plasma physics dictates THe > 7s even a perfect control system (£ x = 1) will not prevent a 

quench. 
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The second limiting case estimates the exhaust efficiency needed if the alpha particle are to 

slow down and heat the plasma. If this time is classical, the T(j e > Is and ^ x > 0.12. This is the 

minimum fcjx that must be obtained. 

High edge densities (> I0l4 c nr3) are necessary to achieve high throughput for adequate 

He removal. This could be achieved by recirculating some of the exhaust gas in the scrape-off 

layer, thus enhancing the divertor or pump limiter flow. 

The combination of preventing density buildup and impurity accumulation, ensuring 

sufficiently high energy confinement times, and allowing the alpha particles to heat the plasma 

but not dilute it, present an interesting challenge to the fusion community. 
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Vn. Edge Plasma Conditions 

Edge plasma conditions are an important part of any reactor design considerations because 

they determine both impurity generation and limiter or divertor design. Because steady state 

operation is more susceptible to impurities than pulse operation, and because density and heat 

removal are more important, edge conditions become especially important for steady state 

devices. 

Plasma outflow (of heat, momentum and particles) through diffusion and convection 

couples the main plasma to the limiter or divertor. The plasma edge conditions are then 

determined by the limiter and divenor geometry, the neutral particle history, and not least the 

plasma transport coefficients. Three-dimensional calculations of neutral particle trajectories have 

been coupled to models of flow along and across field lines. However, most limiter and divertor 

designs assume an exponentiating length at the plasma edge and work with this. Enough data 

exists to be sure of the scalings of both density and temperature exponentiating lengths with both 

global and local parameters. Such a data base should be constructed. 

In fact, the correct method is to work with a set of transport coefficients. Again, existing 

data could be analyzed to provide the scalings of these coefficients in terms of local parameters. 

Experimentally it is known that both poloidal and toroidal asymmetries exist. Some of 

these are representations of shadows of material surfaces projected down field lines. However, 

the observation of larger densities and exponentiating lengths at the outer equator cannot be 

explained and should be further investigated. Poloidal asymmetries may influence the placings of 

either divertors or limiters. 

It is important to be able to control the edge parameters. As discussed in section 4d, this 

can be comparatively simply done, using either electric or magnetic field perturbations. Once a 

reactor is designed, such simple systems will be the only available means of control. Existing 

experiments should be encouraged to further explore techniques for edge parameter control. 

Most machines already have suitable diagnostics. 
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VIII. Impurity Control Systems in Tokamaks 

Impurity control in tokamak machines refers to the need to limit the impurity content in the 

plasma, thereby limiting both the radiation losses from the plasma and the reduction in allowable 

fuel density in a finite beta system. Impurity control refers technologically to the control of the 

location and interaction intensity of the heated plasma with the in-vessel components. Two 

primary approaches now used in tokamaks are referred to as limiter and magnetic divertoTs. In 

this section we describe the concepts and operation of these systems, generally identifying the 

major critical issues anticipated for steady state operation. 

1) Limiters and Pump limiters 

In essentially all operating tokamaks, a special component referred to as a limiter is used to 

isolate the plasma from the vacuum vessel. The plasma minor radius is defined as that radial 

point where the plasma first contacts the material limiter. Plasma extending beyond that point is 

called the scrape-off layer (SOL). The plasma temperature and density at this first point of 

contact ranges from 50 to 500eV and 1 0 n to 10 1 3 cm' 3, respectively. In the SOL plasma, the 

density generally decays radially with an e-folding length of 1 to 5 cm, depending on the machine 

design, limiter design, and magnetic field strength. The density is generally several orders of 

magnitude lower at the vacuum vessel. The limiter itself is designed to have an approximately 

contoured shape, both poloidally and toroidally, to minimize the maximum heat flux. 

Historically, limiters were designed using refractory metals such as Mo or W because of their 

high melting points, high thermal capacity, and, in the case of tungsten, the relatively high 

threshold energy for sputtering by hydrogen. Nonetheless, it was found in all machines, and 

especially the more powerful devices beginning with PLT, that sputtering of limiter material by 

scrape-off layer plasma bombardment caused excessive impurity contamination and radiation in 

the core plasma. As a result, all modern tokamaks, including the only powerful tokamak 
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designed for 30 second pulses (TORE SUPRA) use graphite as the limiter material facing the 

plasma. Graphite has particularly good high temperature properties and low atomic number. 

For steady state operation, limiters must be designed to simultaneously remove heat and 

exhaust plasma. Limiters which exhaust plasma are referred to as pump limiters, and they permit 

density control and, in reactors, helium removal. Generally accepted estimates for the required 

exhaust removal percentage is 10%, i.e., it is desirable to remove 10% of the plasma efflux 

diffusing into the scrape-off layer from the plasma core. 

From a design viewpoint, this exhaust is accomplished by having the edge of the limiter 

extend several (usually about 2) e-folding lengths into the scrape-off layer. Plasma beyond this 

leading edge is allowed to flow behind the limiter face (from either side) in a channel that 

terminates at a so-called neutralizer plate. The neutral gas resulting from this process is them 

pumped via an exhaust ducting system. 

Experiments have demonstrated clearly that pump limiters can be designed to efficiently 

exhaust plasma. The key issues are: 

1. To demonstrate adequate plasma confinement using a limiter system. 

2. To demonstrate steady-state heat removal with a reliable system. 

3. To demonstrate adequate control over impurity introduction into the plasma core. 

Plasma confinement in systems with limiters has been intensely studied in the fusion program. 

Both TFTR and JET, the largest machines in the U.S. and E.C. programs, are designed to 

operate with limiters. Both have large-area carbon-tiled limiters forming a toroidal belt and 

covering the inner vessel wall of the torus. Supershots with this limiter system and improved 

confinement were obtained in TFTR. Recently, a similar experiment in a somewhat smaller 

tokamak, JFT-2M in Japan, achieved "high mode" or H-mode confinement while operating off 

both an inner toroidal belt limiter and a vertical modular pump limiter. Tn general, however, 

tokamaks using auxiliary heating and limiter operation have found the energy confinement to 

decrease with the input power as P 1 / 2 in a scaling referred to as "low-mode" or L-mode 
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confinement. A major issue is to achieve improved confinement while operating with limiteis. 

The H-mode confinement time is usually a factor of 2 higher than the L-mode value, other 

parameters being about die same. 

Steady-state operation with limiters brings with it additional major issues. The average heat 

flux must be held as low as feasible. This is achieved using large area limiters such as a toroidal 

belt Indeed, data regarding both the heat flux distribution and particle removal rate witli a full 

toroidal belt pump limiter will be obtained, e.q., with the ALT-II toroidal belt pump limiter 

experiment in the TEXTOR tokamak. However, ALT-II and TEXTOR are not steady-state 

systems. Such information will only be obtained beginning with modular limiters experiments in 

TORE SUPRA. Through these two experiments, a data-base will be generated on the heat flux 

distribution over a large area (toroidal belt) limiter and on steady-state heat removal systems in 

tokamaks. Erosion of leading edges and the heat removal at plasma rteutralizer plates will be 

studied. Tests and techniques are required in areas such as the attachment of graphite to 

substructures of copper and other materials. 

The other key steady-state limiter issue is impurity control. As noted, impurities produced at 

the front face of a limiter are ionized in the edge of the core plasma. Over time periods long 

compared with the particle confinement time, the major question is whether any such impurities 

migrate to and build up in the core or whether the impurities remain isolated at the plasma 

boundary, recycling and redeposinng at the limiter. If redeposition is strong, the net erosion rate 

may be reduced. General experience with present tokamaks using limiiers is that impurity levels 

are low, and impurity-induced radiation losses are not large or dominate. The major issue will 

be to develop reliable high heat flux pump limiters operating steady-state and to establish that 

these limiters will control the plasma density level, adequately remove helium and heat, and not 

lead to a steady increase in the plasma impurity levels. Further, even if slow impurity 

accumulation occurs, one must determine the characteristic buildup time and whether, by some 

operating procedure, such impurities could be periodically "flushed" from the system. 
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2) Magrctic Divertors 

Magnetic divertors are an alternative to limiters and pump limiters. In tokamaks, the 

predominate divenor design is to use external vertical field coils to produce one or more magnetic 

nulls in the poloidal magnetic field. The nulls are located on a flux surface within the vacuum 

vessel. The magnetic surface containing the null is called a separatrix. Field lines on magnetic 

surfaces outside the separatrix surface can be magnetically diverted to a region called the divertor 

chamber, often away from the plasma core, where the SOL plasma is guided to interact with 

divertor neutralizer plates. Divertors have been shown to work and they place the zone of 

primary plasma-wall interaction at a relatively remote location. However, divertor plasmas are 

not in general significantly cleaner of low Z impurities than plasmas operation with limiters. 

What has been established is that tokamaks operating with a poloidal divertor achieve superior 

confinement time, i.e., the so-called H-mode in which t£ is roughly twice as high as it is in the 

L-mode regime. Furthermore, the power in the SOL plasma upstream of the divertor target can 

be sufficiently high as to permit density and temperature gradients along field lines approaching 

the target plate. Specifically, the density increases sharply (by 1-2 orders of magnitude) neat the 

plate while the plasma temperature drops to a low as 3 to 5 eV. This has several important 

potential consequences. For one, the low temperature of plasma at the plates should minimize 

plate erosion by processes such as sputtering. Secondly, density control should follow simply 

by actively pumping in the divertor zone. Thirdly, impurities which are produced from the 

divertor plate may be entrained in the inflowing SOL plasma and be returned to the target plate. 

This could prevent impurities from entering the plasma core. 

Nevertheless, there are major issues for the use of magnetic divertors in steady-state devices. 

One issue is impurity accumulation during H-mode confinement. Do impurities enter the plasma 

and migrate to the core, where their confinement time may be very long? There is evidence of 

such impurity accumulation from existing experiments. Also, the helium exhaust rate must be 

sufficient (-10%) and steady-state heat removal is a problem similar in difficulty to that with 

limiters. Mechanically, actively cooled structures are needed to remove heat fluxes which may 
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peak at values as high as lkW/cm2. Design flexibility may be greater with divertors because the 

plates do not directly face the core plasma. This could permit the of high Z, low sputtering 

materials such as tungsten attached to a heat removal substructure. On the other hand, recent 

design trends such a the divertor for the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) do not use narrow 

plasma flow channels (such as in early experiments like ASDEX and PDX) to block the 

backward flow of gas toward the core. Rather, newer designs rely on plasma buildup in front of 

the divertor target plates to prevent gas from reaching the plasma core. Because it has been 

established that H-mode confinement can be achieved using a poloidal divertor, the divertor is 

being included in the base designs for two major planned devices, the CIT and the ITER 

(International Thermonuclear Engineering Reactor). 

3) Ergodized Plasma Edge for Impurity Control 

While limiters, pump limiters, and divertors are the dominate concepts used in tokamak 

machine designs today, other concepts are developing and may find wider use as approaches to 

impurity control in the future. One concept is the ergodic divertor, and it has received 

considerable attention. The idea is to create a zone near the edge plasma where transport is 

significantly enhanced by using small amplitude resonate magnetic perturbations along flux lines. 

Magnetic islands are produced which overlap, ergodizing the lines. In this way, the energy can 

be transported across the nominal field through a zone of constant pressure. The density should 

increase radially towards the wall while the temperature would decrease. Wall erosion can be 

minimized by the low temperature edge, and impurities reduced by causing the plasma to be 

collected in, e.g., modular pump limiters selectively located around the device. However, 

exacdy where to locate such limiters is a key issue. Impurities could be kept from the core 

plasma if they are entrained in the plasma flow from the core. Relatively few experiments have 

been done, though initial results, e.g., in the TEXT tokamak, were encouraging. Steady-state 

tests of this concept are planned for the TORE SUPRA tokamak with 30 second pulses. Major 

technical issues are generally similar to those for limiters or poloidal divenors, although special 
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issues will be revealed once more definitive experiments are completed. Three clear issues are 

whether the ergodized boundary reduces global energy confinement time, whether H-mode 

confinement is possible, and whether the technical complexity of introducing ergodization coils in 

the next generation machines is overly complicated and costly. 
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Introduction 

Technology issues for steady-state operation can be found in most of the components in a 

fusion confinement machine. High particle flux, high heat flux, and neutron irradiation of the 

plasma interactive components result in difficult problems in the areas of impurity control, heat 

removal, materials performance and tritium permeation in steady-state machines. The often 

conflicting desires of achieving continuous high heat removal while being able to withstand 

plasma disruptions and controlling impurity production makes materials selection difficult in 

tokamaks, for example. The design and operation of plasma interactive components and 

diagnostics requires solutions to many different technology issues for steady-state operation of 

fusion machines. 

In this part of the assessment, steady-state issues in the technology area that apply to an ETR 

type tokamak device are discussed. The steady-state issues emphasize plasma-materials 

interaction, high heat flux, and plasma-related are?.s, and include: 

1) Issues in plasma facing components 

2) Materials 

3) Thermal stress and fatigue 

4) Heat transfer 

5) Neutron irradiation effects 

6) Erosic: and redeposition 

7) Tritium issues 

8) Transient behavior 

9) Heating and fueling systems 

10) Diagnostics and plasma control 

11) Maintenance 
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I. Plasma Facing Components 

Since steady-state operation is a desirable goal for a commercially viable fusion reactor, the 

design and operation of a long-pulse or steady-state engineering test facility is an important step 

in fusion power development. A steady-state, current-driven device such as TIBER II, or any 

long-pulse ITER device, places severe demands on the first wall and divertor designs in terms of 

thermal management. On the other hand, steady-state or long pulse operation should, by reduced 

cycling, reduce failure rates and extend the lifetimes of many components. The following 

assessment of plasma facing components is based on an analysis of the nuclear perfonnance of 

an ITER/nBER machine (report to be published, C.C. Baker, editor). 

Research and development for plasma interactive components for ITER/TIBER will 

concentrate on predicting and evaluating the performance of plasma facing materials such as thn 

first wall armor tiles and the divertor tiles. Two major areas to be addressed are plasma 

operational issues and materials research and development issues. Since many of the key issues 

are not directly tied to the D-T neutron environment, work on existing tokamaks and at other 

research facilities can serve to resolve many of the open questions before TIBER final design, if 

efforts are properly focussed. Some data on neutron related topics san also be collected by use of 

existing fission reactor facilities. 

I. Plasma Operational RAD Issues 

The present TIBER design includes high-Z tungsten divertor tiles with low-Z tiles of carbon 

(carbon-carbon composite or graphite) or beryllium serving as possible alternatives. Impurity 

transport and impurity accumulation are key issues in the choice between high-Z and low-Z 

divertor materials. If a high recycling, low edge temperature (about 10 eV) divertor regime 

cannot be established, erosion and redeposition of high-Z divertor materials to the first wall will 

occur. Sputtering of the redeposited higti-Z materials by charge exchange neutrals will lead to 

unacceptable levels of high-Z impurities in the plasma. Even a small fraction of a per cent of 
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tungsten, for example, in the plasma leads to a significant degradation in the nuclear yield. 

Before high-Z divertor plates can be given serious consideration for a CIT or ITER design, 

experiments with a high-Z divertor must be done in ASDEX, PBX-U, or DIII-D. The current 

experiments on ASDEX with copper divertor plates could already give some indications of 

effects to be expected 

A second plasma operational issue is plasma disruption control. Suppression of 

disruptions will be necessary for high-Z divertors in order to prevent vaporized divertor tile 

material from reaching the first wall. Suppression of disruptions would also permit first wall and 

divertor designs which are be ter optimized for the anticipated neutron fluence. Plasma current 

profile modification with the potential to suppress disruptions by the use of techniques such as rf 

current drive and special control coils are being investigated in a variety of existing machines. 

JET, for example, is planning active disruption control with the use of external saddle coils, and 

this type of effort should be encouraged. 

The degree of isolation required between the plasma and the divertor chamber in order 

achieve long confinement time (H-mode) plasmas is another area where further investigations are 

necessary. While this is primarily a performance issue, a closed divertor chamber could also 

restrict movement of high-Z impurities, and enhance the feasibility of the use of high-Z divertor 

tiles. JET, DM-D, and PBX-U are suited for studies of the effect of varying the distance of the 

wall/divertor plate to the separatrix and of die effect of baffling the entrance region to die divertor. 

More data of this type will increase confidence in divertor designs. 

Present research on tokamaks has emphasized the study of core plasma phenomena, with a 

much lower level of effort directed at understanding edge physics phenomena. A more detailed 

mapping of edge parameters will be of high value for the design of impurity control systems. 

This work can be expanded on all machines. 
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2. Materials R&D Issues 

For plasma interactive components, primary materials development issues are related to the 

areas of fabrication, erosion and redeposition, neutron damage, and tritium inventory and 

permeation. Again, existing facilities can be used to obtain much of the information necessary 

for the ITER final design phase. 

The fabrication and use of materials in the high heat flux, 14 MeV neutron environment 

characteristic of ITER requires further investigation. For example, in the present TIBER design 

with tungsten divertor tiles brazed to a copper substrate, thermal stresses resulting from either 

thermal expansion mismatch during the braze cycle or from operational temperature gradients 

could result in early failure of the braze joint. If, during neutron irradiation, one of the joined 

materials swells more than the other, resulting stresses can also lead to failures of the joint. To 

minimize the thermal stress portion of the problem, the use of techniques such as inserting a soft 

interlayer or a sponge metal between the materials during brazing is under investigation. 

Minimization of problems associated with differential swelling associated with neutron damage 

will require a good understanding of the swelling characteristics of the materials. The 

construction and testing of proposed ITER/nBER designs in existing high-heat-flux and fission 

reactor facilities will lead to much greater confidence in the final divertor and first wall designs. 

Redeposition of eroded materials is necessary for low-Z materials such as carbon or 

beryllium to provide reasonable operating lifetimes, and further work is needed to study the 

Tedeposition process. Since laboratory experiments with monoenergetic ion beams often give 

different erosion rates than observed in tokamaks, and since reionization and redeposition are 

dependent on plasma edge conditions, redeposition studies are best done in plasma devices and 

operating tokamaks. Erosion and redeposition are being investigated in the PISCES facility at 

UCLA. Existing tokamaks, such as TRTR can be used for the study of the redej-osition of 

graphite. 

The proposed first wall material for TIBER is a carbon-carbon composite graphite. A 

major question with rhe use of carbon-carbon composites in TIBER is the susceptibility carbon 
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fibers have shown to neutron damage. Tests in fission reactors1-2 with carbon cloth and fibers 

have shown that general degradation of material properties occurred much faster in the cloth and 

Fibers tested than in nuclear grade graphites. Extrapolation of these results suggests that carbon-

carbon composites will also have poor neutron radiation resistance. At present research3 is 

underway to determine if radiation resistant carbon-carbon composites can be made. 

Although tritium inventory in the wall and divertor is probably not a serious issue because 

of the high total on-site tritium inveutory, the question of tritium permeation needs attention. In 

particular, the trapping sites produced by neutron irradiation determine the time in which steady-

state permeation rates are reached. Studies conducted in the Tritium Plasma Experiment (TPX) 

and the Fast Flux Test Reactor (FFTF) can be used to obtain at least a first level of understanding 

of the relevant effects. 

The use of beryllium as a potential plasma facing material also requires further attention. 

Beryllium armor tiles have the additional advantage, besides being a low-Z material, of acting as 

an oxygen getter. This would lead to improved plasma performance through lower oxygen levels 

and a lower Zeff, but would require active cooling closer to the armor tile surface because 

beryllium has a lower melting point, and the high temperatures (about 1500 "Q planned for 

graphite armor would not be achievable. In a fusion reactor the usual concern for beryllium 

toxicity may be less of a problem than in present machines since neutron activation will require 

that the special handling procedures normally associated only with beryllium be adopted for any 

first wall material. One potential problem with beryllium in fusion applications is swelling due to 

n-alpha reactions. Further research in fission reactors is in order to determine the extent of this 

problem. The Joint European Torus (JET) has beryllium wall armor and limiters available and 

will decide soon whether to install beryllium in JET. Results from the JET experiment will give 

general information on the relative merits of the use of beryllium and could significantly affect 

wall material decisions for the ITER/TIBER design and other fusion designs, and such work 

should be encouraged. 
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II. Materials Issues For Steady State Devices 

The extension of plasma discharges toward steady state operation will relieve some materials 

problems such as thermal stress fatigue while exacerbating other problems such as thermal creep. 

In general, however, the problems to be dealt with will be the same as problems for high heat 

flux components in current devices. For example, the list of desirable materials properties given 

in Table 1 applies to both pulsed and steady state devices, but the substantially increased duty 

times of steady state devices will further emphasize the importance of the materials selected. (For 

further discussion, see References 1-8). 

The materials requirements for plasma facing materials are somewhat different than those 

for the structural materials. In general, all materials from the blanket inward will be exposed to a 

high energy, high flux neutron environment which will degrade the material by both displacement 

damage and by the formation of transmutation products, especially helium and hydrogen. 

Neutron effects observed in most materials include density changes (usually swelling) radiation 

creep, hardening, embrittlement, physical property changes (such as reduced thermal 

conductivity) phase charges and possibly reduced precipitate stability. Even in a steady state 

machine, changes in power levels could lead to concerns with low cycle fatigue, and issues 

relating to coolant compatibility and tritium permeation and inventory may be important. 

The plasma facing materials such as first wall and divertor components have most of the 

preceding requirements plus additional requirements for plasma compatibility. These include 

things such as sputter erosion, outgassing, hydrogen recycling, and possible low atomic number. 

These materials may also be required to absorb large amounts of energy in very short times 

during off normal events and will be exposed to high surface heat fluxes during normal 

operation. 

The primary candidate materials considered for a TIBER II type device are stainless steel 

for the blanket and carbon, beryllium and tungsten-clad copper for the plasma facing 

components. Other materials sometimes mentioned include aluminum alloys and ceramics, 
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materials which have the advantage of being low activation. The fabrication of these components 

is also a critical area, with joining techniques such as welding and brazing central to many 

designs, as is the reliability of mechanical fasteners. Virtually all interior components will have 

to be replaced during the reactor lifetime, and, hence, compatibility with remote maintenance is 

required. 

For die TIBER II divertor, the design consists of 2 mm thick tungsten tiles attached to 

water cooled copper tubes with an inside diameter of 15 mm. For tungsten with its high atomic 

number (high-Z) to work as a divertor tile material, a tow edge temperature (about 10 e V), high 

recycling operational regime is required to completely suppress sputtering of tungsten for the 

entire plasma duration. Even small fractions of a percent of tungsten in the plasma can 

significantly reduce nuclear yield. The degree that the divertor chamber is isolated from the 

plasma can also be an issue, since redeposition of sputtered tungsten on the first wall can also 

lead to plasma contamination through sputtering from charge exchange neutrals. If tungsten tiles 

can be made to work, they will provide a divertor witfi a longer design life than the beryllium and 

carbon alternatives discussed later. Tungsten has been considered in other tokamak designs. For 

example, the NET9 and INTOR1 0 designs have at various stages included tungsten divertor tiles. 

The choice of tungsten as a divertor material for TIBER II is currently in the category of a risk 

with a potentially high return. Results from experiments and research with tungsten must be 

considered prior to beginning the final ITER/TIBER design. 

Alternative divertor tile materials for TIBER II include beryllium and various forms of 

carbon. Beryllium, although much lower Z than tungsten, swells due to an n-alpha reaction 

which shortens its useful life. One problem with beryllium, toxicity, is less significant in the D-T 

fusion environment since special handling of activated materials would already be necessary. 

Experiments with a beryllium limiter in ISX-B 1 1 showed it to be useable for high-heat-flux 

applications. Ductility, a problem at room temperature, is significantly higher at the 3O0-50O*C 

operating temperature. Beryllium also serves as an oxygen getter, lowering oxygen impurity 

levels in the plasma. The Joint European Torus (JET) is considering further experiments with 
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beryllium belt limiters. If these experiments are conducted, the information will be useful in 

selecting the final HER/TIBER design. 

Various forms of carbon are also candidate limiter tiles. Pyrolytic graphite has very high 

thermal conductivity, approaching or exceeding the conductivity of copper. In a neutron 

environment, however, the highly ordered structure of the graphite is quickly destroyed, along 

with the strength and conductivity. For this reason, its use as a divertor tile material was not 

considered. Carbon-carbon composites offer improved toughness over nuclear grade graphites 

but the lifetime of these composites in a neutron environment is also in question, as discussed in 

the section on first wall materials. Graphite tiles are a possibility, but as discussed later in this 

section, joining of graphite to a copper substrate in a neutron environment also presents 

problems. 

The substrate and coolant channel for the TIBER divertor was chosen to be alumina 

dispersion strengthened copper such as Glidcop Al-15 from SCM metals. This copper offers 

high yield strength (350-400 MPa), and retains good strength properties at temperatures as high 

as 500*C. An alternative substrate material is OFHC copper, which exhibits an order of 

magnitude lower yield strength than the alumina dispersion strengthened copper. OFHC also 

loses strength rapidly, so that its use is usually limited to temperatures below 350*C. Amzirc, a 

relatively high strength copper alloy was rejected because it tends to overage with long exposures 

to high temperatures and lose its strength. 

A major material issue in the TIBER divertor design is the joining of the tiles to a copper 

substrate. The joint in the TIBER divertor must secure dies subjected to both high heat fluxes, 6-

7 MW/m2, and significant neutron fluence, 1-3 MW-yr/m2. Potential problems are high residual 

stresses attributable to thermal expansion mismatch between the tile and the substrate, and 

differential swelling of the tile and substrate when subjected to a neutron flux. When a low 

thermal expansion material such as tungsten is brazed to a high thermal expansion material such 

as copper, residual thermal stress are locked into the joint during cooling following the braze. 

Reducing the tile size reduces the differential strain and resulting stress, but many small (about 1 
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cm square) tiles would be required to bring stress to an acceptable level 1 2 . Another alternative is 

to introduce a pliable interlayer such as a sponge metal or dead soft copper to permit creep of the 

interlayer during cool down to reduce the stresses. Testing to the design heat flux level of the 

joint selected would be conducted prior to installation on ITER/TIBER, Such testing would 

determine the design life without neutron fluence, and would determine if the high strength 

tungsten tile caused significant damage in the softer copper substrate after a high number of 

thermal cycles. Such damage has been observed in laboratory testing with an electron beam heat 

source1 3. Previous work on joining tungsten to copper^ 4 have used direct bonds with molten 

copper wetting the tungsten surface and nickel-based braze alloys. The joint presented in 

Reference 9 was tested to the 2 MW/m2 level, which is lower than the present TIBER peak heat 

flux level of 6-7 MW/m2. 

Beryllium joining is much easier because the thermal expansion coefficients of beryllium 

and copper are a close match. Since beryllium forms alloys with copper, it may be possible to 

develop a design in which the beryllium tiles are bonded directly to the copper substrate without a 

braze material. One concern with beryllium is that the swelling rate from neutrons will be higher 

than copper, leading to stresses at the joint, and potential failure of the joint. 

Joining of carbon materials to a copper substrate combines both of the problems 

discussed above. Carbon, with its low thermal expansion provides a poor expansion match to 

metal substrates such as copper. One alternative is to consider a design in which a high 

expansion graphite such as POCO AXF-5Q is matched to a loiv expansion metal such as 

molybdenum. When subjected to a neutron flux, carbon first shrinks and then swells, leading to 

potential joint failure. 

Another material concern in an actively cooled divertor is corrosion and erosion leading to 

failure of a coolant tube. The present design is based on a cooling water flow of 8 m/s. This 

flow velocity is much higher than that employed in more conventional cooling applications and 

can lead to a combined corrosion/erosion phenomenon if not carefully checked. In the 

corrosion/erosion process, corrosion products are eroded from the wall which exposes bare 
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copper which is then subject to corrosion. In some cases this has led to rapid tube failure. Out-

of-core testing with simple flow loops or further analyses will be necessary before the design is 

confirmed. Another concern is radiolytic corrosion caused by particle interactions which has 

been observed15 in the water circuits of high-energy particle accelerators. In this case, irradiated 

water produces OH radicals which- combine to produce H2O2, H2O" radicals, and H2 + ions 

which in turn cause corrosion of copper surfaces. While this effect is present in high-energy 

particle accelerators, the necessity for maintaining low conductivity water prevents introduction 

of pH control and oxygen scavenging chemicals such as hydrazine. This simple addition to the 

divertor cooling water may be adequate to suppress the corrosion, but further evaluation during 

final design will be necessary. 

For the TIBER II first wall armor, replaceable 1 cm thick carbon-carbon composite tiles 

bolted to the first wall were selected. Carbon-carbon composites are a wide class of materials 

made with a variety of techniques. For fusion applications, this class of materials offers the 

following advantages: 

- High strength and toughness when compared to graphite and other carbon materials 

- Low atomic number so that plasma contamination attributable to material erosion is 

minimized 

- Useable to temperatures of more than 2000*C 

- High electrical resistivity minimizes eddy current forces during disruption, transients 

- High emissivity (at least in the original state) permits radiative cooling schemes. 

Carbon-carbon composites are made from at least three types of fibers: pitch, polyacrylnitride 

(PAN), and rayon, with various yarns and weaves. Depending on the strength and properties 

desired, fibers may be woven in 2, 3, 4 or more directions before the resulting fabric is 

impregnated with resin or pitch and densified at high temperatures. Often several stages of 

impregnation and densificaiton are required to achieve the desired final material density. The 

methods used to densif y the materials vary, and are often proprietary. Because of the variation in 

manufacturing methods, some composites will be better suited for specific applications than 
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others, and generalizations about the class of materials must be made carefully. Costs of carbon-

carbon composites also vary widely, adding further complexity to the selection of an appropriate 

material. A general discussion of carbon-carbon and other composite structures may be found in 

reference 16. 

On the negative side, the major question with the use of carbon-carbon composites in 

TIBER II is the susceptibility carbon fibers have shown to neutron damage. Tests in fission 

reactors 1 7- 1 8 with carbon cloths and fibers have shown that general degradation of material 

properties occurred much faster in the cloths and fibers tested than in nuclear grade graphites. 

Extrapolation of these results suggests that carbon-carbon composites will also have poor neutron 

radiation resistance. At present, research1 9 is underway to determine if radiation resistant 

carbon-carbon composites can be made. The fibers now being evaluated for use in radiation 

resistant carbon-carbons include meso phase pitch (P-100) fibers and specially made chemical 

vapor deposited (CVD) fibers. Lower cost, readily available alternative fibers will also be 

evaluated as part of the study. The study will continue through 1989. 

One side effect of making the radiation resistant carbon-carbons is that the radiation 

resistant fibers have a high electrical conductivity, approaching that of metals. This means that at 

least initially, radiation resistant carbon-carbons may be subject to increased disruption force 

loads. As the neutron damage increases during operation, the electrical resistivity will increase, 

lowering the disruption forces. 

The present goal is to use specially selected fibers to build carbon-carbon composites with 

the neutron irradiation lifetime equivalent to that of nuclear grade graphites. Even if this goal is 

reached, the first wall tiles for TIBER II will still require several changes over the life of the 

device. Current graphites are estimated to be good for approximately 1 MW-yr/m2 of neutron 

fluence at typical wall conditions. This would result in 3 to 4 required changes for a total wall 

fluence of 3 to 4 MW-yr/m2. 

The general plasma interaction behavior of carbon-carbon composites does not seem to be 

a problem. A rflulti-directional weave carbon-carbon composite head has been operating 
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successfully for about a year on thj ALT-I experimental limiter at the TEXTOR tokamak in 

Juelich, FRG, Plasma performance has been as good as with previous all-graphite heads. No 

special conditioning of the head was required to achieve good plasma performance, TFTR and 

JET have also both recently installed composite structures that will give further experience in this 

area. 

Alternative wall armor choices for TIBER II are graphite and beryllium. Tungsten, the 

choice for the divertor tiles, is ruled out as a first wall armor because sputtering from charge 

exchange neutrals would lead to unacceptable impurity levels of tungsten in the plasma. Graphite 

would have many of the advantages of a carbon-carbon composite, but with much lower strength 

and toughness with a consequent higher risk of tile failure. Costs of graphics armor tiles would 

also be lower than composites. 

Beryllium armor ales have the additional advantage, besides being a low-Z material, of 

acting as an oxygen getter. This would lead to improved plasma performance through lower 

oxygen levels and a lower Zeff, but would require active cooling closer to the armor tile surface 

because beryllium has a lower melting point, and the high temperatures (about 1500 'C) planned 

for graphite armor would not be achievable. 

In summary, the materials problems for steady state fusion devices are formidable. 

Devices without high neutron fluxes such as ATF-SS can probably be successfully operated 

using existing metal alloys for the structure and graphite for plasma facing components. Next 

generation machines such as TIBER II will require neutron damage resistant materials for 

successful operation, and, hence, this additional requirement will further complicate materials 

problems. 
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Table 1. Desirable Characteristics for High Heat Flux Materials 

Characteristic Desired 
value 

Thermal conductivity high 
Thermal expansion low 
Young's Modulus low 
Electrical conductivity low 
Specific heat high 

Yield Strength high 
Ductility high 
Creep low 

Fatigue crack growui low 
Fracture toughness high 
Swelling low 
Corrosion low 

Activation low 

Sputtering tow 
Atomic Number tow 
Tritium retention low 

permeation 

Strongly affected Response 
by radiation affected 

yes (C, ceramics) thermal stress 
no H « 

no II 11 

no eddy currents 
no transient 

heating 
yes 
yes 
yes mechanical 

design 
no 
yes 
yes 
no coolant 

interactions 
yes maintenance, 

disposal 
no erosion, 
no impurity source 
? safety .operation 
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III. Thermal Stress and Fatigue 

The thermal stresses that develop when materials are exposed to high heat fluxes are often the 

most severe loads to which the material is subjected. Temperature gradients during the steady-

state removal of a heat flux of 10 MW/m2 range from approximately 25*C per millimeter for 

copper to values over lOOO'C per millimeter for stainless steel. If the component has constraints 

that resist the expansion of the heated area, then thermal stresses will develop, with the stresses 

during the heating cycle being compressive in the near-surface region and tensile in the bulk 

region.1 

A figure-of-merit describing the stress response of a material to an incident heat flux can 

be derived in a straightforward manner. Since the temperature gradient produces the thermal 

stress, the first step will be to develop a relationship for the temperature profile during surface 

heating. Neglecting the temperature dependence of the thermal cond:>ctivity K, and separation of 

d and a temperature at the coolant channel of Td, the temperature profile during steady state 

operation is given by a rearranged form of Fourier's Law of heat conduction2: 

T(x) = Td + F ( d " X ) (1) 
K 

If the material is assumed to be fully constrained (by, for example, the cold material behind the 

coolant channel), then the thermal stress at the surface, CTth. is given by 3 : 

aih = EaAT/ ( l -u ) , (2) 

where 
a = coefficient of diermal expansion, 

E = Young's Modulus, 
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u = Poisson's ration 

The temperature gradient AT can be found from Eq. 1. For the case of a steady state solution 

with an applied constraint that allows expansion but no bending, the stress profile will be linear, 

passing through zero near the center. Since only half the component is under a particular stress 

state (e.g., compressive in the half sear the heated surface), then only half the total temperature 

gradient across the component enters into the stress calculation, i.e.: 

ATcffcctive = Fd/2K. (3) 

If the thermal stress is now set equal to the yield strength 0"y of the material and the equation is 

then solved for F, the thermal stress heat flux, limit is derived: 

I ^ « s s _ 2 o y ( l - D ) K / d a E (4) 

This limit is shown plotted as a function of d for copper in Fig.l. For copper, this maximum 

stress limit for a one centimeter thick structure corresponds to a heat flux of less than 10 MW/m2. 

The limits for a large number of different materials are compared in Fig.2. The values for the 

copper alloys are high due to their high thermal conductivities and relatively high strengths, while 

the high value for graphite is due to its high strength and low thermal expansion. The low value 

for stainless steel is due mainly to its very low thermal conductivity. 

If the heat flux limit given by Eq.4 is not exceeded, then the component deformation from 

the heat pulse will be primarily elastic. The fatigue resistance of most materials under these 

conditions is adequate and will probably not be life limiting. It is quite common, however, for 

high heat flux components to be designed to operate under conditions that cause the thermal 

stress limit to be exceeded. In such a case, a portion of the surface of the material will be 

plastically deformed by the thermal cycling. As an example, a finite element calculation for a 
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Fig.l. A plot of the surface thermal stress limit for copper. Also shown is the surface melting 

limit and the minimum thickness required to withstand a 1000 psi coolant 
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beryllium limiter exposed to a surface heat flux of 2.5 MW/m2 for a pulse length of 15 s is 

shown in Fig.3. Note that a purely elastic analysis predicts surface stresses well in excess of the 

material's yield strength. Since the yield strength is temperature dependent, it decreases in the 

near surface region where the temperature is rapidly increasing. The zone of plastic deformation 

extends to a depth of about 2 to 3 cm. The stress profile for this case at a time 40 s after the 

beginning of the heat pulse (i.e., after 15 s of heating followed by 25 of cooling) is shown in 

Fig.4. The plastic deformation that occurred during the heating phase is seen to lead to a residual 

tensile stress in the surface region during cooling. This complex stress/strain history is one 

reason why a component subjected to repeated thermal loading will require extensive thermal 

testing before lifetimes can be reliable predicted. 

In summary, thermal stress is a rather simply defined problem with often complex 

results. It is a major concern in many components and may be a problem even in relatively low 

heat flux areas, such as first wall structures where stainless steel is used. The relaxation of 

thermal stress by creep or plastic deformation can lead to complex stresses when the heat load is 

removed and must be carefully analyzed and tested, especially in complex composite structures. 
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Fig.3. A finite element calculation of the thermal stress profile in a 7 era thick beryllium limiier 

segment exposed to a surface heat flux of 2.5 MW/m^ for 15 s. Both the purely elastic 

calculation and the clastic-plastic calculation are shown along with the yield strength for 

beryllium appropriate for the temperatures calculated by the code as a function of depth. 
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IV. Heat Transfer 

Active cooling of high heat flux fusion reactor components requires the use of some 

demonstrated but not yet well documented or analyzed cooling regimes. For example, subcooled 

flow boiling, which is described in more detail below, can easily accommodate heat fluxes of 10-

100 w/cm2 [1], but most of the work done with this phenomenon has concentrated on heating 

patterns and geometries which are applicable to fission reactors, such as circumferentiaUy heated 

circular tubes. In fusion power applications heat fluxes tend to be applied to only one side of the 

component, and thus primarily to one side of the cooling channel. This type of heat flux pattern 

can have a significant effect on the applicability of existing heat transfer data. 

To facilitate further discussion the different flow regimes possible with liquid coolants 

flowing in a heated channel will be reviewed briefly. Fig.l traces the effect the different flow 

regimes have on heat transfer. The abscissa represents the difference between the temperature of 

the heated wall and the bulk or average temperature of the fluid, while the ordinate represents the 

heat flux supported by that temperature difference. At the lower left, heat transfer with fully 

developed turbulent flow can be predicted with the well known Dittus-Boelter2 or Colburn3 

correlations. Corrections to these correlations for heat fluxes primarily on one side of the cooling 

channel also exist in the literature4. As the wall temperature, and thus (T w - Tb), is increased the 

liquid near die wall exceeds it saturation temperature; and if wall surface conditions permit, 

vapor bubbles are nucleated at the wall. Because the average fluid temperature, Tb, is still below 

the saturation temperature, the bubbles which are formed at the wall collapse after mixing the 

cooler fluid at the center of the channel. One effect of this bubble nucleation, mixing, and 

collapse is a significant increase in the heat flux which can be passed to the liquid. 

Correlations predicting the onset of nucleate boiling for water in simple geometries are 

available,5 but effects such as wall surface conditions and dissolved gases in the water can affect 

the accuracy of the predictions. Correlations predicting the heat fluxes supported in this region of 

highly subcooled flow boiling are sparse6-7 for the geometries of interest in fusion power 
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applications. However, this method has been successfully used in neutral beam dumps at 

Lawrence Berkeley Labs8 and Oak Ridge National Laboratory9 t 0 remove steady-state heat fluxes 

of 2 and 7 kW/cm2, respectively. 

As wall temperatures continue to rise, nucleate boiling activity continues to increase. If 

the heat flux at the cooling channel wall is too high, the mixing of the bubbles with the central 

cores of even a highly subcooled fluid is not rapid enough, and vapor accumulates on the wall. 

If the vapor with its poorer heat transfer properties blankets a significant portion of the wall, heat 

transfer is significantly reduced, and a phenomenon known as critical heat flux occurs in which 

wall temperatures must substantially increase to maintain the previously supported heat flux 

through the vapor blanket. If this temperature rise is sufficient to melt the thin-walled tube, then 

"burnout" and failure can occur at the location of critical heat flux. Prediction of this 

phenomenon, represented as the peak heat flux in Fig.l, has been the subject of considerable 

research which has been recently surveyed by Boyd1 0. 

At the upper right of the curve in Fig.l, the steady state film boiling regime is entered. 

Here an annular ring of vapor at the cooling channel wall passes the heat flux to a central core of 

liquid. Because of the extremely high wall temperatures required, this mode of operation is 

generally avoided. The relative simplicity of film boiling compared to nucleate boiling does 

permit a more complete analysis of this flow regime'1, however. 

For fusion reactor applications, the highly subcooled flow boiling regime offers great 

promise for many applications. As mentioned, heat transfer correlations and experimental data in 

this regime are very limited. This sparsity of data is due to two causes; first, industrial 

applications for this flow regime have previously been limited, and, second, the complex heat 

aid mass transport processes involved are not easily analyzed. 

To make use of highly subcooled flow boiling in the near term, an approach similar to 

that employed by Kays and London ̂  will be necessary. These authors correlated heat transfer 

data in a useable format for a wide range of useful but hard-to-analyze heat exchanger 

configurations. Experimental results obtained from instrumented heat exchangers were used to 
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set parameters in performance prediction equations. Facilities such as the PMTF can be used to 

evaluate subcooled flow boiling in an analogous manner. 

Several schemes have been proposed to enhance the performance of cooling channels 

exposed to high heat fluxes. Some schemes, such as twisted metal tapes inserted lengthwise in 

circular tubes1 3 and spiral grooves cut into the inner tube wall w enhance the mixing of fluid near 

the tube wall with the cooler surrounding fluid. This type of mixing is especially useful with the 

one-sided heat flux patterns encountered in most fusion power applications. Other heat transfer 

enhancement schemes include placing pins and fins in the coolant passages8 and tangentially 

injecting colder liquid into the flow1 5. In the latter scheme a second parallel coolant channel is 

provided to inject liquid tangentially at various locations along the heated tube. Weede and 

Dhir 1 5 have reported significant increases of as much as 34% in the measured critical heat flux. 

AH of these schemes have been demonstrated in a prototype or experimental form, but predictive 

correlations snd data are not yet widely available. 

If high velocity flows with subcooled boiling are used for prolonged periods, erosion of 

the coolant channel material by processes similar to cavitation damage in pumps and propellers 

may cause premature failure of actively cooled components16. The magnitude of this problem 

will depend on the details of the design and heat load. 

For many industrial processes water is the preferred cooling medium because of its 

availability, non-toxicity and heat transfer properties. For fusion applications treated water also 

has the advantage of low electrical conductivity which tends to minimize problems with eddy 

currents and electromagnetically induced forces. In addition, most boiling heat transfer research 

to date has concentrated on water, making it one of the few well- characterized boiling he<u 

transfer fluids available. 

Liquid metals, such as sodium lithium, lithium-lead mixtures, and molten salts have been 

suggested as heat transfer fluids for fusion applications. One significant problem with these 

fluids in the high heat flux environment is that their melting temperature is very close to the 

maximum allowed temperatures (300°C) for materials such as copper 1 2. For water, the 
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saturation temperatures can be controlled so that the advantages of flow boiling heat transfer can 

be used without exceeding material temperature limits. For lower heat flux applications, such as 

first wails 1 8 and blankets19, liquid metals and gases such as helium may be found to be useful as 

heat transfer media. 

In summary, steady state devices will have to depend on some actively cooling method 

for heat removal, whether it be by direct cooling of a component or indirectly by radiation or 

conduction. There are several possible coolant media, each with advantages and disadvantages. 

The heat transfer data base needed for these fusion components is somewhat unique, but is 

gradually being filled in by test facilities. 
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V. Neutron Irradiation Effects 

Materials that can withstand the temperatures and thermal loads of HHF/PMI components may 

not survive even the modest neutron irradiation doses that replaceable components will be 

exposed to over their lifetime in an ITER machine. Bulk irradiation effects are not expected to be 

significantly different for steady state or pulsed operation. However, average dose rates and total 

doses in ITER HHF/PMI components will probably be higher under steady state operation. 

The vitally important issue concerning neutron irradiation effects in HHF/PMI materials, 

•whether pulsed or not, is the severe lack of information on irradiation effects, especially for many 

of the present primary candidate materials. A modest scoping study of irradiation effects in 

potential HHF materials has been in progress. However, information is needed on mechanical 

and thermophysical property changes. A comprehensive plan for irradiation and testing of 

HHF/PMI materials for ITER and beyond needs to be developed and carried out. 

1) Neutron Irradiation Effects Issues 

The importance of neutron irradiation effects in HHF/PMI components in general has been 

pointed out in the studies and assessments of fusion technology such as the Technical Planning 

Activity and the Finesse Study. An ad hoc Neutron Irradiation Planning Group has laid out the 

general issues involved in irradiation testing of HHF/PMI materials. Recent design effons for 

near term devices (CIT, ITER) have identified irradiation effects in HHF/PMI materials to be a 

potentially critical issue. 

2) HHF/PMI Materials 

In general, materials choices for plasma interactive components are intimately linked to the 

specific component dtsign. Thus, critical irradiation issues may change considerably from one 

design concept to another. The present candidate HHF/PMI materials include carbon/carbon 

composites, graphite, beryllium, oxide dispersion-strengthened copper, metal matrix composites, 
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and refractory metals and alloys. Near term requirements (for CIT and ITER) favor the use of 

graphite and C/C composites. Actively cooled components, such as limiters, will probably have 

a low-Z material bonded onto a metal, e.g. graphite or C/C composite brazed to copper. Other 

plasma-facing components, such as first wall armor, will rely on good thermal conductivity and 

toughness to withstand thermal shocks, e.g. C/C composites. Thus, the vital and unique 

radiation effects issues for HHF/PMI components have to do with interfaces-attachment, 

bonding, and composite integrity—as well as the thermophysical properties of the individual 

materials. 

Neutron effects data are available for many graphites, and limited data are available on 

refractories and beryllium, as well as some copper alloys. Neutron effects data are not available 

on carbon/carbon composites or some of the newer composite materials and alloys. There are 

essentially no data available for neutron effects on bonding for the materials of interest. 

3) Steady State Operation 

Nearly all research on irradiation effects in any materials for use in magnetic fusion reactors 

has dealt with steady state irradiations. The limited work on the effects of pulsed irradiation has 

been done primarily with ions in metals. This work has not revealed any critical differences in 

material behavior caused by pulsing that would be pertinent to ITER. Generally, the same things 

happen in pulsed and steady state irradiations of metals, but with different timing, depending on 

irradiation temperature, pulse lengths and dwell times, phase stability conditions, etc. A minor 

benefit of steady state operation is that possible effects of pulsing will not have to be accounted 

for in the fission reactor test facilities. 

For primary candidate HHF/PMI materials in ITER pulsing is a secondary issue since 

irradiation effects in general are iwquantified. 
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4̂  Irradiation Temperatures 

Choosing appropriate irradiation temperatures may be the greatest challenge in an irradiation 

program for HHF/PMI materials. Temperatures of HHF/PMI components could be in the range 

from 100*C to 2000°C or more, and in many components there will be steep temperature 

gradients. Irradiation effects are expected to be quite temperature sensitive in many materials. 

For example, in graphite the irradiation-induced swelling rate varies by an order of magnitude 

within this temperature range. Irradiations in the presence of a large temperature gradient will be 

difficult and expensive. Irradiations at a uniform high temperature will probably require the 

development of special irradiation fixtures. 

5) Neutron Energy Effects 

Fission reactors are the primary irradiation test facilities used in the fusion materials program. 

The large component of 14 MeV fusion neutrons is missing in a fission reactor, so gas 

production and high energy cascade effects in a fission reactor are very different from a fusion 

reactor. Production of hydrogen and helium per dpa (displacements per atom) is one to two 

orders of magnitude less in fission reactors than in fusion reactors for most of the HHF/PMI 

materials, including carbon, oxygen, copper (as well as for the major constituents of stainless 

steels). Beryllium is an exception, in that gas production differs by only about a factor of two. 

(Another special case is nickel, which has much higher helium production in a mixed-spectrum 

reactor such as HFIR than in a fusion reactor.) Gas production plays a major role in changes of 

mechanical properties and dimensional stability under some conditions. Until a high flux source 

of fusion neutrons becomes available, innovative techniques for studying effects of helium in 

HHF/PMI materials will have to be developed. One suggested technique is to substitutionally 

dope boron into graphite and C/C composites. 
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6) Testing Requirements 

Neutron irradiation effects in HHF/PMI components may affect the integrity of a HHF/PMI 

component, its mechanical performance and its thermophysical properties. Post-irradiation 

testing must address all these possibilities. 

Macroscopic and microscopic examinations of the material integrity must be made on 

representative interfaces and component configurations. Scanning electron microscopy, 

including various microprobe measuring techniques could be used. 

Mechanical performance in service will be most affected by radiation-induced changes in 

fracture strength, strain-to-failure, fracture toughness, and creep properties. Post-irradiation 

mechanical test techniques exist that are suitable for most materials. Mechanical tests for 

composites may need to be developed. Dependence on temperature, dose and dose rate must be 

investigated. 

A comprehensive program investigating dimensional stability under irradiation, including 

temperature and dose effects, needs to be established. A long range program should include 

examination of the microstructures in an effort to understand the nature of the dimensional 

changes. 

Thermal conductivity and thermal expansion may change significantly under neutron 

irradiation for many materials. Degradation of thermal properties of graphite and C/C composites 

is anticipated for neutron fluences less than the ITER lifetime dose. Maintaining good heat 

transfer coefficients over interfaces is also very important and should be examined as part of the 

testing program. 

In general, post-irradiation testing of metals and alloys will have to be performed in a hot cell. 

Residual radioactivity in graphite and C/C composites will probably be small enough to allow 

testing out of cell. In-cell handling and testing techniques are well developed. New test methods 

or apparatus may take somewhat longer to develop for in-cell use. 
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7) Present Status 

A program of irradiations in the FFTF is already in place for the scoping studies of the HHF 

task Group. Neutron doses relevant to HHF/PMI component lifetimes in ITER can be achieved 

in FFTF core positions in about one year. An irradiation program utilizing the HFIR is being 

planned for C/C composites. 

Irradiation testing is time consuming and expensive. The time required to accumulate dose 

levels can severely limit the number of iterations one might perform in development of a viable 

material. Fost-irradiation tests are more difficult and expensive to perform if a hot cell is 

necessary. 

Irradiation volumes are limited, which places restrictions on testing complex shapes, 

interfaces, etc. This introduces a particular challenge in the irradiation and testing of highly 

anisotropic materials, such as some composites. However, it should be possible to test 

irradiation effects on the bulk properties of most materials. 

The data base on irradiation effects in the candidate materials is small, the number of important 

variables is large, and the time available for a comprehensive irradiation program is limited. 

More than ever, the reactor designers, materials vendors and materials researchers must work 

closely together throughout the development of these materials. 
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VI. Erosion and Redeposition 

Erosion of the plasma facing components (PIC) in fusion devices is one of the most critical 

issues for the steady state operation. This is because erosion affects both the lifetime of the 

components in the machine, and contributes to the impurity content of the plasma. As the pulse 

length of present machines increases, it is not uncommon to find that the design of limiter and 

divertors structures is determined primarily by considerations of the erosion lifetime. In the event 

that the rapid erosion of some components determines the operational lifetime of the device, 

frequent maintenance and low machine availability must be accepted to repair and replace the 

plasma facing components. The physics of the plasma operation also depends very strongly on 

the impurity content in the plasma. The requirement of low Z wall materials in present pulsed 

machines, discussed in detail in the physics section of this report, illustrates the importance of 

minimizing erosion from an impurity production point of view for steady state devices. The 

erosion of die first wall, limiters and divertor surfaces will be one of the most critical problems 

for steady state operation. 

The erosion of components in a tokamak occurs due the sputtering of the materials exposed to 

the plasma. Plasma bombardment of PIC surfaces produces physical sputtering, chemical 

sputtering, and radiation enhanced sublimation (which is a form of physical sputtering at high 

temperature and energies). The sputtered particles are released into the edge plasma with varying 

amounts of energy depending on the sputtering process. These particles can then be ionized in 

the edge plasma and transported into the center of the plasma or out to the tokamak boundary. If 

the source rate of the impurities is large, or the confinement time of the sputtered impurities is 

relatively long, the impurity level in the plasma can accumulate and eventually adversely affect the 

plasma performance. The impurity problem in tokamaks has led to the universal usage of low Z 

materials for the PIC in present machines, and the use of renewable low Z coatings applied 

during glow discharges to reduce the sputtering of high Z materials from the first wall. 
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Sputtering of the surfaces in the machine is produced not only by energetic hydrogen isotopes 

striking the surface, but also by the other impurities in the plasma which reach the PIC thorough 

normal plasma bombardment and via charge-exchange. Inevitably the surface erosion yield by 

the impurity atoms or ions far exceeds the yield from hydrogen sputtering. Significant quantities 

ot impurity particles, such as oxygen, striking the surface can result in very high influxes of wall 

material into the plasma. In addition, ihe self sputtering yield of some materials can exceed one at 

higher energies, also resulting in a large influx of wall material. 

As will be discussed, the erosion yield of most materials for fusion applications is relatively 

well known from ion beam experiments. Recent laboratory plasma experiments have extended 

this sputtering yield data base to high incident ion fluxes and representative ion energies. The 

erosion of PIC surfaces has been estimated from these measurements to be large during steady 

state operation, and can exceed several cm per year for some high heat flux components. The 

major hope for prolonging the lifetime of PICs lies in the modification of the edge plasma 

conditions to reduce sputtering, or in redeposition. The effect of a modification of the plasma 

edge conditions on erosion will be discussed in part three of this section. Redeposition is the 

effect where the sputtered PIC material is ionized in the edge plasma and transported in the 

tokamak until it eventually deposits on the surfaces exposed to the plasma. The transport and 

mixing of materials in tokamaks is well known, and models are emerging which can predict the 

location of redeposition. The location of the redeposition and the nature of the material is 

presently being studied in experiments in tokamaks and laboratory plasma devices. In steady 

state, the net erosion of PICs will be determined by the balance between erosion and 

redeposition. 

1) Erosion data base 

The sputtering data base for most materials of interest to fusion is well established,'^ and will 

not be reviewed here. The performance of low Z materials is of interest for this assessment, 
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however, because these are the primary candidates for the ETR wall materials. A short summary 

of the most recent findings that affect steady state operation will be given and discussed. 

The primary candidates for the PIC materials for the next generation machines are graphite, 

carbon-carbon composite weaves, beryllium, and some of the low Z carbides. The performance 

of graphite and beryllium in ion beam experiments and some tokamak experiments has been 

recently reviewed.3 Figure 1 shows the erosion data given by Roth3 for the energy and 

temperature dependence of carbon and beryllium sputtering. Beryllium oxide is found to have a 

significantly lower sputtering yield compared to clean Be, due to chemically reduced physical 

sputtering. At higher temperatures (650°C), pure Be from the bulk diffuses through the oxidized 

surface layer and the sputtering yield increases to the level of pure Be. The maximum useful 

temperature of Be is about 1000'K, due to evaporation. Although little data exists for oxygen 

and self sputtering of Be, the results suggest that the yield from these reactions is well less than 

one. 

Although graphite erosion by ion and plasma bombardment has been studied for many years, 

experiments are still producing new results useful for the understanding of this complicated 

process. As shown in Fig.l, graphite demonstrates several different types of sputtering behavior 

during hydrogen bombardment. The sputtering yield of room temperature graphite is virtually 

independent of incident energy over the range of 20 to 500eV. This is due to the chemical 

formation of hydrocarbons, which dominates the erosion mechanisms at all temperatures below 

700°C. As the temperature of the graphite is increased above room temperature, the erosion yield 

increases strongly due to methane formation over the temperature range of 200 to 700°C. The 

amount of increase in the yield is dependent on energy, with a factor of two increase occurring 

for 50eV ion bombardment and up to a factor of ten increase for 1 keV ion bombardment. 

At temperatures above 800°C, chemical sputtering is suppressed. However, radiation 

enhanced sublimation, which sputters carbon clusters from the surface independent of the type of 

incident ion, can occur at higher temperatures. The threshold for radiation enhanced sublimation 

is in the range4 of 50 to 100 eV, and at low energies the erosion yield of graphite at these 
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temperatures approaches values anticipated for physical sputtering. There is definitely a 

hydrogen isotope mass dependence to the sputtering yield of graphite over all the temperature 

ranges, indicating that the physical and chemical sputtering processes are interrelated. In 

addition, synergistic effects of atomic hydrogen co-bombardment from Frank-Condon and 

charge exchange neutrals can lead to enhanced sputtering yields. 

Recent experiments in PISCES5'6 have investigated the erosion of several types of graphites 

at high incident ion fluxes representative of the edge of tokamaks. Figure 2 shows a direct 

comparison of the erosion of Poco graphite by lOOeV deuterium ions from an ion beam and from 

PISCES with a flux difference of three orders of magnitude.7 The erosion yields are within a 

factor of two, indicating that a suggested suppression of the chemical formation of hydrocarbons 

by high fluxes is not significant. Furthermore, the erosion of several different types of graphite 

(Poco, ATJ, and Pyrolytic edge plane) in the PISCES experiments show no significant difference 

in the erosion yield despite very different structures. It has been suggested that the bombardment 

of graphites by energetic ions universally damages the surface and results in similar sputtering 

yields.8 

High fluence hydrogen ion sputtering of graphites leads to a modification of the surface 

structure. After a fluence of roughly 10^2 ctrr^sec'', the surface becomes rougn and can even 

appear honeycombed. In this case, it appears that the weaker bound carbon bulk is removed first 

by the plasma bombardment, and a structural graphite honeycomb surface remains. The erosion 

yield of the honeycomb surface is lower than the original graphite surface by about a factor of 

two. This complex surface has been found to getter water in the vacuum system and hydrogen 

from plasma discharges in PISCES if first activated (cleaned out) by helium or argon 

discharges.9 This behavior is similar to the graphite pumping effect observed on the TFTR and 

JET inner bumper limiters. 

Impurity sputtering of carbon results in very high erosion rates. Figure 1 also shows the 

erosion yields for oxygen and carbon self sputtering of graphite. In both cases, the erosion yield 

can approach and even exceed one in some cases, resulting in potentially runaway erosion of the 
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surface, Chemical sputtering in tokamaks has been carefully investigated in TFXTOR,10 where 

spectroscopic observation of molecular impurity bands are monitored in the plasma boundary, A 

strong correlation between the oxygen and carbon line radiation reported in these experiments 

have led to the conclusion that oxygen sputtering with CO and COj formation is one of the 

dominate sources of carbon impurities in the plasma. Recent results have also indicated" that 

methane formation at the carburized wall is a strong effect, and is partially responsible for the 

formation of detached plasmas by increasing the low Z radiating layer in the edge. Suppression 

of chemical erosion by metal impurities on the surface has been suggested as one of the reason 

that chemical effects have not been observed in DITE.1 2 This effect was previously found in ion 

beam experiments on metal contaminated graphite samples.13 

Carbon-carbon composite weaves have been recently investigated for use in tokamaks due to 

their good structural properties and improved thermal conductivity. Outgassing studies of C-C 

composites have shown 1 4 that the properties of the materials depend very strongly on the 

manufacturing process. While some weaves demonstrate outgassing characteristics better than 

the conventional Poco graphite, others have been found to release large quantities of water and 

hydrocarbons. The erosion yield of the weaves during ion bombardment also is found to depend 

on the manufacturing process. The total erosion yield of a '4D' C-C weave (fibers oriented in 

four directions) manufactured by FMI, Inc., as a function of temperature is shown6 in Fig. 3 with 

the yield for Poco given for comparison. It is found that this material performs as well or better 

than Poco graphite over the conditions tested. This material also was found to have a lower 

outgassing rate compared to Poco, and has performed well as a limiter in tokamak tests in 

TEXTOR. 

Careful examination of the surfaces of C-C weaves after exposure to the plasma showed that 

the bulk and binder in between the fibers and the fibers themselves erode at different rates. This 

depends on the composition of the binder, and the behavior of the binder is found to also 

dominate the outgassing of the materials. The fibers, on the other hand, contribute greatly to the 

thermal conductivity and structural strength of the material. The heat removal capabilities and 
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possibility of withstanding disruption forces have made C-C weaves leading candidates for NET 

and ETR components. C-C weaves are now being used in TFTR and considered for JET. The 

performance of these materials during neutron irradiation is discussed in a later section. 

Finally, the chemical erosion problem of graphite has led to the development of carbide 

coatings intended to suppress hydrocarbon formation. The inclusion of 4 to 5% of boron and 

SiC on the surface of graphite has been found in ion beam experiments to reduce the chemical 

erosion by a factor of almost ten. These results were achieved for ion energies greater than 

IkeV, where the hydrocarbon formation rate is a maximum. In experiments at high flux 

(2xl0 1 8cnr 2sec"') and low energies (lOOev), the reduction in the chemical sputtering yield was 

found** to be less than a factor of 3. While this is less impressive for applications on limiters and 

divertor plates, C-SiC tiles might still be an effective first wall in ETR. In this case, the 

predominate bombardment is by charge exchange neutrals with energies in the kilovolt range, 

where the chemical suppression by the carbide is effective. Other carbides, such as boron 

carbide, are being pursued to further examine if suppression of chemical sputtering is possible. 

2) Redeposition data base 

In this discussion of redeposition, the effects of disruptions and transient events will be left to 

another section, and only steady state operation will be considered. Deposition of metals on 

graphite limiters by the plasma has been thoroughly studied over the past few years.1 5 The 

information from these studies hat aided in the understanding of the transport of materials in the 

boundary of tokamaks, and led to successful models which predict the deposition patterns.16 In 

general, it is found that the net erosion of limiters occurs in the regions of high particle energy 

and flux, and that deposition of metals occurs in regions away from the limiter tangency point 

deep in the boundary layer. This is understood from the viewpoint that erosion and deposition 

are competing processes, and that net deposition will naturally occur in regions where the erosion 

is lower (due to lower energies deeper in the boundary, for example). Complete coverage of the 
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graphite surface by over 1000A of metals (as recently on the TFTR bumper limiter17) can occur if 

the source rate (amount) of metal deposition exceeds the erosion rate. 

Redeposition of materials in tokamaks has several consequences. First, there is a mixing of 

the material exposed to the plasma. Alloys and compounds may be reduced or formed depending 

on the conditions in the boundary layer and the PIC surface. The first wall and limiter/divertor 

surfaces will then be modified by the redeposition and the plasma-surface interactions. The 

materials that form are likely to have different properties, which may even depend on the location 

in the tokamak that they are formed because of different plasma energies and surface 

temperatures. The results of redeposition in tokamaks are difficult to understand18 because of the 

many competing processes involved and the unknown effects of the startup and ending of the 

pulsed discharges. 

Recently, redeposition experiments have been achieved in PISCES.5.19,20 which has the 

necessary plasma density and electron temperature to ionize sputtered materials and return thetn to 

surfaces exposed to the plasma. In addition, PISCES operates continuously, so that the steady 

state effects of redeposition can be studied. The results of redeposition experiments are found to 

depend strongly on the plasma conditions and types of materials tested, as can be expected from 

the tokamak results. 

From the PISCES results, redeposition is found to always reduce the net erosion rate of 

surfaces exposed to plasma bombardment. The amount of redeposition is a function of the 

ionization mean free path (MFP) from the sample, as shown in Fig.4 where the percentage of the 

classical sputtering yield is plotted versus MFP. This simply means that particles with a long 

MFP can escape the plasma near the sample and be deposited elsewhere. The geometry of the 

surface exposed to the plasma affects the location of the redeposition because of the angular 

distribution of the sputtered products. Surfaces at a small angle with respect to the magnetic field 

lines (like Iimiters and angled divertor plates) tend to form regions of net erosion and net 

deposition due to the transport across and along the magnetic field lines. This behavior is similar 
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to that observed in tokamaks, but exact rates of redeposition depend on the impurity transport in 

the tokamak edge and cannot be studied in PISCES. 

What can be studied in PISCES is the nature of the net eroded and redeposited surfaces. For 

pure metals, the redeposited material is found to have similar properties as the original metal. 

The surface structure is essentially the same as that of a heavily sputtered surface. During high 

density plasma bombardment and strong redeposition, the net erosion yield can be reduced to less 

than 10% of the value expected from pure erosion, as seen in Fig.4. The deposition of other 

materials on the metal surface by the plasma can result in a modification in the surface 

morphology and sputtering yield.1 9 The effect of the deposition of a small amount of Mo on 

stainless steel and copper samples was to initiate cone growth above a threshold temperature. 

The removal of the Mo seed deposition eventually allowed the surface to reform the pure metal 

surface without the cones. The sputtering yield of the modified surface typically was reduced by 

a factor of two, probably due to the very porous surface. 

The redeposition of graphite is complicated by the fact that the sputtered products have 

different energies depending on the process that formed them. Chemically formed hydrocarbons 

tend to leave the surface with an energy corresponding to the surface temperature. These 

particles are moving relatively slowly, and are quickly ionized and fragmented in the edge plasma 

of tokamaks- where the plasma densities exceed 10 1 2 cm - 3 and electron temperatures range from 

10 to IfXkV. Physically sputtered carbon atoms leave the surface with several electron volts of 

energy, and tend to travel long distances compared with the hydrocarbons due to their higher 

velocities. The deep penetration of sputtered carbon helps to explain the large concentration of 

low Z impurities in tokamaks with graphite limiters. 

Redeposition of hydrocarbons during chemical sputtering was investigated in PISCES.5 It 

was found that in the temperature range of methane formation (200 to 700°C), redeposition of the 

hydrocarbons on the graphite samples formed a surface dominated by loosely bound soot. 

Operation in helium at identical plasma conditions did not form the sooty surface. The 

redeposition did decrease the net erosion of the surface, as shown in Fig.5. As the ionization 
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MFP for methane was reduced, the net erosion yield was found to decrease. Recent experiments 

in PISCES at plasma conditions where physically sputtered carbon was redeposited showed a 

further decrease in the net erosion yield. 

Redeposited layers from the sputtering of graphite can have several different forms. In 

TEXTOR, collection probes positioned near the carburized liner were fc.id to form an 

amorphous carbon layer similar to the carburized surface of the liner.' l In PISCES, the surface 

structure of the redeposited layer depends on the temperature of the substrate, and may also 

depend on the energy of the particles depositing on the surface. Surfaces that appeared 

amorphous, sooty, and normal graphite-like have been observed for different conditions in the 

machine. 

Unfortunately, no laboratory investigations of the redeposition of beryllium have been 

performed. In the ISX-B 2 1 Be limiter experiments, beryllium was found to spread over the 

vacuum vessel surface, probably due to redeposition. Heavy wall coverage was observed after 

melting of the limiter surface occurred. No information on the properties of redeposited Be 

layers is available. 

31 Conclusions for Steady State Operation 

The erosion of surfaces exposed to the plasma is a critical issue for steady state operation. 

The low Z materials presently used in tokamaks have well known erosion rates, even though the 

erosion process can proceed via several channels during different conditions, as in the case of 

graphite surfaces. The erosion yields for C and Be lie in the range of 10"2 to almost 1 atoms per 

ion, depending on the sputtering species and temperature of the material. These relatively high 

erosion rates will limit the lifetime of plasma interactive components during steady state 

operation, and may result in impurity accumulation problems in steady state machines. 

It has been proposed to reduce this high erosion rate through three processes: 

a) selection of better materials with lower sputtering yields 

b) redeposition 
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c) control of the edge plasma conditions to minimize erosion 

Graphite, C-C composite weaves, and Be are still the materials of choice for the next 

generation of machines and ETR, because better materials have yet to be found. The C-C 

composites have better materials properties such as thermal shock resistance and higher thermal 

conductivity, which may affect the choice, but the erosion behavior is somewhat similar to 

graphite. Present work on advanced ceramics might (hopefully) lead to new breakthroughs for 

fusion applications. 

Redeposition will reduce the net erosion yield of a surface, but the fact that the plasma 

naturally erodes and redeposits in different locations limits the effectiveness of redeposition in 

extending the lifetime of critical areas. It is possible that limiters and divertors can be designed to 

enhance the redeposition in critical areas to limiting net erosion, but this is unexplored. The 

properties of redeposited materials depend on the deposition conditions, and may be controllable 

in tokamaks. 

Control of the plasma edge temperature has long been considered the avenue toward low 

erosion of PIC. If the edge plasma temperatures are low, then one is below or near threshold and 

the erosion is reduced. This has been the leading argument from an impurity standpoint for 

building divertors, where the energy of the ions striking the neutralizer plates can be very low. 

Unfortunately, one caii not expect a reduction in the erosion yield for graphite at low incident 

energies because of the effects of chemical sputtering. The graphite sputtering yield at low 

temperature is independent of ion energy from 20 to 500eV, and is a relatively high value at 2 to 

4 x 10"2 atoms per ton for deuterium. This chemical erosion yield is not significantly affected by 

high ion fluxes. The chemical methane formation peak is decreased at low energy, but never 

below the room temperature values. The only hope for very low erosion of graphite in tokamaks 

is to operate at low energy (<100eV)and high temperatures (above 1000'C). In this case, one is 

below threshold for radiation enhanced sublimation and at high enough temperature to suppress 

chemical sputtering. The sputtering yield in this case is below lO 2 atoms per ion. 
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As shown in Fig.l, the sputtering yield for Be is also not significantly reduced by low 

bombarding energies (data to 50eV available). Beryllium oxide has a lower yield, but Be limiters 

above 650"C are dominated by the Be erosion yields. No data exists for Be redeposition, but 

other redeposited metals have been observed to maintain their normal properties. 

The argument of low plasma temperatures leading to low erosion in divertors can conceivably 

be true for the case of moderate or high Z divertor plates where a true threshold exists. 

However, experiments in ASDEX and JT-60 with high Z divertor plates have shown significant 

quanities of the divertor plate material in the core plasma, indicating that the erosion and transport 

mechanisms are not well understood. Experiments aimed at understanding the impurity 

production and transport in divertors are needed. High Z limiters have been successfully used in 

the high density Alcator-C tokamak, perhaps due to low edge temperatures and screening effects 

by the high density edge plasma. 

Controlling the edge plasma temperature to minimize erosion of limiters and divertors exposed 

to the plasma does not solve the problem of high energy charge exchange neutral bombardment 

of the first wall. High metal impurity levels in H-mode discharges in divertor machines have 

been attributed to high energy charge exchange neutral sputtering of the walls. Carbides may be 

good materials for the first wall to reduce the erosion yield. In steady state, it is unlikely that 

carburization of the wall will have an effeciive lifetime. However, it is possible that other 

materials deposited on the first wall in the same manner as the carburized layer (boronized 

amorphous carbon layers or boron carbides, for example) could have significantly improved 

lifetimes for use in the next generation or steady state machines. 
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VII, Tritium Issues for Steady State Fusion Reactors 

In the area of Plasma Materials Interactions (PMI), the principal tritium issue for steady-stute 

reactors of the future is permeation. Tritium inventory also remains an issue, but of less concern 

than for present day machines. When TFTR and JET begin tritium operations late in this decade, 

especially during start-up when tritium availability issues arise. These constraints are brought on 

by the lack of cleanup abilities, environmental considerations, or simply self-imposed limits. 

Because these reactors do not have breeding blankets and do not require processing of tritium, 

the total inventory is strongly dependent on the retention in the plasma-interactive components. 

Steady-state reactors will not have these severe limits on tritium inventory, and much of the total 

inventory will be tied up in the processing facilities; thus, while inventory in the first wall and 

structural materials will remain an issue for safety and environmental consideration, permeation 

will move to the forefront. For these advanced machines, tritium permeation into the coolant and 

possible releases to the environment pose die mcst serious problems. 

1) Tritium Inventory 

As stated above, the inventory of tritium will not be much of a driving force for steady-state 

reactors that it has been for present-day machines. When kilogram quantities of the tritium will 

be tied up in the blanket and processing facilities, the need to strictly control the amount of tritium 

in the plasma-facing materials is somewhat lowered in importance. There are two processes that 

could significantly increase the inventory in the first wall to the point that it would be of major 

concern. The first of dtese is the trapping of tritium in defects produced by neutron damage. The 

database available for the effect of radiation damage on the retention of hydrogen isotopes in 

materials is very limited, The second process that could affect the inventory is the co-deposition 

of tritium and other wall materials. Recent studies1 have shown that the co-deposition of carbon 

and hydrogen isotopes are very important in determining the recycling of the fuel for today's 
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fusion reactors. It is difficult to predict the effect this process could have on the tritium inventory 

for steady-state machines where continuous wall erosion with re-deposition will occur. 

2) Tritium Permeation 

Tritium permeation through first walls, limiters, or divertors subjected to energetic tritium 

charge exchange neutral bombardment is a potentially serious problem for steady-state fusion 

reactors operating at elevated temperatures. High concentrations of tritium in the near-surface 

region can be achieved by implantation of the charge exchange neutral flux combined with a 

relatively slow recombination of these atoms into molecules at the plasma/wall interface. Because 

of this large concentration of mobile tritium near the inner wall surface, a concentration gradient 

is established, causing tritium to diffuse into the bulk and eventually to the outer wall surface 

where it can enter the first wall coolant. The cost required to remove this tritium can be 

excessive. An excellent example of the possible permeation rates and costs is that for the once-

proposed direct convenor for the MARS reactor.2 This plasma interactive component located in 

the two end cells of the tandem mirror fusion reactor was predicted to receive a high flux of 

energetic tritons. The original design called for a water-cooled vanadium structure. Vanadium 

offers many attractive features, including excellent thermal conductivity, high melting point, and 

low neutron cross-section. Unfonunately, vanadium also has a strong (exothermic) affinity for 

hydrogen. Calculations of the steady-state tritium permeation predicted values in excess of 1 x 

10 8 curies/day. This rate would raise serious safety and environmental concerns, and the 

necessary equipment required to remove the tritium from the coolant was estimated to cost in 

excess of ten billion dollars. 

The use of permeation barriers is one possibility for solving many of the tritium release 

problems associated with steady-state reactors. An example of the effectiveness of this technique 

is demonstrated by the vanadium problem listed above. The simple lining of the coolant side of 

the vanadium with a 0.1 mm copper layer was predicted by computer codes to reduce the release 

from 1 x 1Q8 curies/day down to a much more reasonable 300 curies/day^. This also reduced the 
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capital cost of the tritium recovery system from ten billion dollars down to one million dollars. 

Although barriers offer large returns in the form of much lower predicted releases, realistic 

laboratory and device tests will be required prior to their use. It is very difficult to find a barrier 

material that retains its integrity under the conditions that will exist in a steady-state fusion 

reactor. 

A reasonable database exists for fundamental hydrogen properties such as diffusion, 

solubility, and trapping in structural, metals like stainless steel, molybdenum, vanadium, etc., 

but not for most low atomic number materials. The molecular recombination at the surface has 

been measured for only a few selected metals, and only very limited data is available for the heat 

of transport, important parameter for diffusion in a thermal gradient. Dynamic interactions 

between hydrogen isotopes and neutron-produced radiation are poorly understood. The database 

for nonmetals is almost nonexistent. 

3) Laboratory Experiments 

The Tritium. Plasma Experiment4 (TPX) located at Sandia National Laboratories in Livermore, 

California, and PISCES5 located at the University of California in Los Angeles are the two 

principal experimental devices in the United States performing measurements vital to the tritium 

transport database. The TPX facility at die Tritium Research Laboratory of SNLL is the only 

operating tritium plasma apparatus devoted to plasma-materials interaction research. Magnetic 

confinement is used to contain the plasma, and heating is provided by a pair of 200 watt rf 

generators operating in the electron-cyclotron regime at 400 MHz. Ion densities on the order of 

10 1 1 ions/cm3 are attainable with average ion energies of 7 eV. By applying a negative bias to 

the experimental samples, particle energies between 15 and 300 eV are possible with tritium 

fluxes on the order of 1 x 10' 7 ions/cm2-s. 

Because TPX operates with tritium, many experiments can be performed that would be 

impossible with hydrogen or deuterium. Tritium, being a radioactive isotope, is easily detectable 

at very low concentrations. TPX also has extensive diagnostic equipment available. Two 
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quadrupole mass analyzers alfow measurements of the gasses released from the front and back of 

permeation samples. An in-situ Auger electron analyzer permits the examination of the surface 

impurities during permeation experiments. 

PISCES is a continuously operating plasma device at UCLA which achieves hydrogen 

plasma densities of 10 1 ' to 10 1 3 ions/cm3 and electron temperatures of 5-25 eV. Particle fluxes 

of 2 x 10'9 ions/cm2-s are obtained on negatively biased samples. Target fluxes in excess of 1 

A/cm2 are produced over an area of 50-80 cm.2 One of the most unique capabilities of PISCES 

is to measure redeposition effects. 

There are many facilities other than TPX and PISCES performing studies on tritium 

issues. Many laboratories are using accelerators to implant hydrogen isotopes and subsequently 

determine their profile with nuclear reaction analysis. There are also facilities performing basic 

permeation studies where the effects of surface impurities, trapping, temperature gradients, and 

others on the permeation are being examined. 
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VIH. Transient Behavior 

Disruptions, which are observed in all current tokamaks, are characterized by a rapid 

reduction in the plasma current accompanied by the localized deposition of much of the stored 

plasma energy on the tokamak inner surface. The forces produced during the current decay 

phase of disruptions determine to a large extent the structural support required for the vacuum 

vessel and for plasma interactive components (PIC). The major forces generated during this 

phase result from coupling of the induced eddy currents in the vessel and other PIC with the 

externally applied magnetic fields. 

There are uncertainties in the magnitude of the induced forces and of the transient heat fluxes. 

Disruptions are observed to have two phases, a very rapid quench of a majority of the plasma 

energy in times of much less than a millisecond, and then the release of the energy associated 

with the plasma current decay. Current decay times of typically one mega-ampere per 

millisecond have been observed in TFTR and JET. Since all of the stored energy in the tokamak 

is released in a time of milliseconds, the heat fluxes can be extremely high and Tesult in 

vaporization and melt layer formation on the PIC. 

Steady state devices must have plasma interactive components designed to withstand the 

forces and heat fluxes associated with disruptions. Since the critical issues in steady state 

operation of PIC are continuous heat removal and high fluence erosion, the added complication 

of building components to handle disruptions can modify the PIC design and severely limit 

performance. In fact, the requirements for dissipating the disruption energy are often the 

opposite of the requirements for optimum continuous heat removal. For example, thick graphite 

tiles which provide a large surface area for sublimation during disruptions are used in present 

machines. In general, thin material layers between the plasma and cooling system are desired for 

the high heat removal and low stress cooling systems. High thermal conductivity materials like 

copper tend to be good electrical conductors, and are therefore subject to large forces during 

disruptions. Finally, Be foms melt layers and droplets during high heat flux bombardment and 
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disruptions, which is dangerous for any PIC cooling system. The problem of disruptions may 

eliminate the use of Be in steady state devices solely for this reason. It is clear that taking into 

account disruptions in the PIC designs can seriously affect the performance of components for 

steady state operation in the tokamak. 

Ultimately, methods for controlling and eliminating disruptions will be needed for steady state 

machines. The best hope for eliminating the disruption problem is the detection of disruption 

precursors followed by the activation of suppression or soft landing feedback systems. 

Obviously, research efforts aimed at the design of durable PIC must continue for steady state 

machines. If PIC capable of surviving multiple disruptions cannot be designed, future tokamaks 

may require frequent component replacement. This will seriously affect the availability of the 

device. 
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IX. Steady State Heating and Fueling Components Issues 

In examining the question of the issues of steady state heating and fueling components, there 

is a natural division between those portions of a particular system which are external to first wall, 

blanket, and shield portions of an ETR and those which are exposed to plasma heat and particle 

fluxes and/or significant neutron fluxes. Those subsystems in the first category can in general be 

developed and tested independently of the plasma facility. In the second category are ICRH and 

LH launchers. In the discussion of steady state issues, we propose to focus on those associated 

with systems which fall in this second category. In some sense this is a subset of the issues 

posed by in-vessel components as a whole, but modified by additional engineering requirements. 

We will not discuss those problems which are common to all in-vessel components, such as 

lifetime, heat removal, coolant compatibility, and erosion, but will only call out those features 

which add to or modify the set of common issues. 

1) Hearing Systems 

a) Neutral Beams. There are no sensitive components within the device envelope. However, 

if for any reason, such as high gas pressure, there is significant reionization, then high heat 

fluxes in the beam duct may result.. Because a rather large aperture is needed to provide access 

for the beams to the plasma, neutrons streaming into the beam transport components may be 

sufficient to degrade insulator performance, cause significant heating of cryogenic pumps, and 

activate components which have high maintenance demands. This impacts the lifetime and 

maintenance schedule during steady state operation. Neutral beam lines with special geometries 

to reduce the streaming of neutrons into sensitive areas such as the ion source and accelerator 

have been designed and are under development at this time. The degree to which the above are a 

concern for ETR depends on design details and must be assessed in the context of a particular 
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facility. Steady state neutral beam development has its own set of issues, but are separate from 

this discussion. 

b) ECRH. It is not likely that a vacuum window that directly faces the plasma is required for 

ECRH systems. However, neutron fluxes which impact window lifetimes may be present even 

with waveguide bends due to reflection; and this must be assessed for each design. Mirrors 

and/or mode convenors may be required inside the vacuum vessel for quasi-optical launching 

systems, and the engineering problems of these components will depend on the source power 

density. The power density of conventional microwave sources should not overly complicate the 

design of in-vessel components, but the much higher power density of free electron lasers may 

lead to significant heat loads and require special attention. In addition to the usual problems of 

plasma facing components, the effects of high power density microwaves may be a problem if a 

free electron laser source is utilized. 

c) ICRH. Antenna launchers for ICRH in steady state machines face all of the issues 

presently known for pulsed systems; i.e. impurity production from the Faraday shield, arcing 

and voltage stand off in the antenna structure, heat transfer, and erosion. The fact that the 

antenna must be very close to the plasma means that it faces the same issues in steady state 

devices as limiters. In fact, impurity generation and accompanying enhanced erosion rates due to 

local ion heating are likely to exacerbate the types of problems and issues presently associated 

with limiter and divertor plates. Waveguide launchers can have less direct exposure to the plasma 

edge, which reduces somewhat the issues just mentioned. However, problems with breakdown 

in the waveguide due to photon and neutron irradiation of the surfaces will exist in continuous 

operation, and must be assessed. 

Active tuning of the rf system to get optimum coupling and power transfer to the plasma will 

be an issue during startup and steady state operation of ETR. This requires an assessment of the 

capabilities of variable capacitors and stubs for active control of the tuning, which depends on the 
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specific design of the system. The rf system performance will add electrical conductivity as a 

figure of merit for some parts of the launcher. This will impact the materials selection and 

lifetime. There may also be a need for insulators in the system which may be exposed to some 

fraction of the first wall flux. These insulators will degrade in performance during steady state 

exposure to neutrons and plasma flux. 

d) m Except for insulators, all of the issues discussed on ICRH will be present. 

2) Fueling Systems 

a) Gas Fueling. Fueling of the plasma by gas puff, if applicable for ETR, is a simple and 

well known technology. There are no special steady state issues with gas fueling systems. Due 

to the ability to place the inlet valve and feed system very far from the vessel, activation is not 

considered a problem. The time response of the total gas feed system must still be adequate to 

control the plasma density. 

b) Pellet Injection. Pellet injectors, while requiring line of sight access to the plasma, can be 

located several meters removed from the vessel and require small apertures. This strongly 

reduces the neutron shielding requirements. However, as with all the auxiliary heating and 

fueling systems, activation of the components will be an issue which effects lifetime and 

maintenance. Tritium inventory will be an issue for ETR. There are also issues associated with 

the development of steady state pellet injectors, but this will be discussed separately. 
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X. Diagnostics and Plasma Control 

Diagnostics for long-pulse tokamaks have been discussed to a limited extent in the INTOR 

studies, 1 - 3 with each phase concentrating on a different aspect of the diagnostic requirements. 

This work was done before TFTR or JET results were available so that diagnostic experience on 

these large, high temperature plasmas was not available to the study groups. Experience and new 

diagnostic developments on these machines are now available and a review of the INTOR 

recommendations is in order. The INTOR study is not sufficient to completely satisfy the 

requirements for diagnostics on a steady-state device, however. White the reliability, radiation 

hardness, and types and uses of the diagnostics have been addressed, INTOR is still a pulsed 

machine (100s pulse, 35s recharge time). There are several standard tokamak diagnostics which 

require pulsed operation and do not work in true steady-state- Standard magnetic loops and 

bolometers are obvious examples. 

This report gives a short review of the structure and purpose of a diagnostic system based on 

the INTOR studies and then concentrates on those specific aspects of the diagnostic system 

which are unique to steady-state devices and not a simple extrapolation of existing diagnostics. It 

seems that the area of diagnostic coverage which requires the most attention is for those 

diagnostics which measure parameters required for gross plasma control and optimization of the 

power production. The measurement of these parameters is discussed and suggestions made for 

improvement or further development. 

!"> Diagnostic system overview 

The diagnostic systems on a steady-state device must fulfill several functions which have 

various degrees of reliability, performance, and availability, A general overview of diagnostic 

functions is the following: 
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a) Normal plasma start-up and shut-down. 

b) Control of gross plasma parameters: plasma current, density, position and shape. 

c) Optimization of power production. 

d) Detection of disruption precursors. 

e) Plant function: coil currents, temperatures, power distribution, etc. 

0 Safety system and interlocks. 

g) Calibration 

h) Physics and engineering studies. 

As stated, these functions generally use different and independent diagnostic systems. 

However, there are strong interactions between the various systems. For example, power supply 

problems will trigger the plasma shut-down system. Ihe following is a short description of the 

purpose of each of these diagnostics systems in a steady-state device. 

a) Plasma startup and shut-down. This aspect of device operation is presumably well 

understood as it is common to pulsed and steady-state machines. It would be natural to use the 

same diagnostic systems for startup and shut-down as are used for steady-state operation 

provided sensitivity and dynamic range are not a problem, Startup and shut-down are relatively 

rare but significant occurrences in a steady-state device, and as such, require very reliable 

diagnostics. The optimum solution to the reliability problems is to use devices which are will 

calibrated and known to be in good working conditions, i.e., the same devices used to run the 

machine. 

b) Control of gross plasma parameters. This aspect of steady-state diagnostics requires some 

discussion and will be addressed in a later section of this report. The main problem in this area is 

that plasma magnetic measurements as implemented on present-day devices cannot be 

extrapolated to steady-state machines. Magnetic loops are used to measure various components 
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of the magnetic field produced by the plasma and poloidal field coils. The time varying voltage 

induced in the sensor coil is integrated to deduce the magnetic flux. The integration methods 

work well only for a finite period of time, ranging from seconds to minutes, depending on the 

sophistication and quality of the electronic circuits doing the integration. Steady-state control will 

require new techniques. 

c) Optimization of power production. At present, this area of diagnostic development is pure 

speculation. It is not apparent at this time just how the optimum conditions of ion and electron 

temperature, tritium and deuterium density, helium ash removal, impurity production, and plasma 

fueling are to be measured and controlled. What is clear is that no diagnostic with a single 

measurement and control function is available to optimize power production. More than likely, 

the output of several different diagnostic devices will have to be combined to control power 

output in a predictable fashion. Since this area is so poorly defined, only general statements can 

be made with respect to steady-state devices. It is assumed that some minor extension of the 

diagnostic instruments needed to run the machine can be devised to optimize and control power 

production. 

d) Detection of disruption precursors. A dedicated system of diagnostics is required to detect 

precursors which lead to a disruption. At present, there is no agTeed upon set of signals which 

reliably predict the onset of disruption. Presumably, some combination of magnetic fluctuation, 

X-Ray wave, density, radiated power, and Zgf measurements will result in a consistent indicator 

of imminent disruption. If non-rotating, locked MHD modes prove to be an effective indicator of 

disruption,4 then magnetic sensors with d.c. capability will be required. 

e,f) Plant function, safety system and interlocks. Diagnostics in these categories are straight

forward extensions of present day systems since there is little or no difference between pulsed 
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and steady-state devices with respect to these areas. The critical issues are reliability, availability, 

and maintenance which have been recognized in the INTOR study as needing critical assessment. 

g) Calibration. Any measurement system requires periodic calibration to verify that it is in 

working order. The most reliable calibration is one which is direct in nature, i.e., simulates the 

physical parameter which is to be measured when the diagnostic is in use. In pulsed devices or 

ones with low availability, these calibration procedures can be done during maintenance periods 

or even between pulses. Calibration in steady-state devices will either have to be done 

infrequently, by more indirect means, or by other diagnostic devices on the machine which are 

not necessarily suitable for steady-state use but are accurate for calibration purposes. It may also 

be necessary to purposely perturb the device, for instance, change the fueling rate, in order to 

verify and calibrate the various relationships and constants used in the device control circuitry and 

control algorithms as long term drifts may cause these "constants" to change. This type of 

calibration is also needed on pulsed devices, but is not usually done while the machine is in the 

run mode. 

h) Phvsics and engineering studies. There will certainly be diagnostics on a steady-state 

device to monitor the long term condition of the first wall, blanket, and stressed components. 

These diagnostics will have to be highly reliable or remotely maintainable to insure that a 

complete history of these critical machine components is obtained. 

Table I presents a list of the physical parameters which will probably require measurement, 

possible diagnostic devices to provide the data, and which aspects of the diagnostic system will 

use the data. The use catagories are with respect to the different diagnostic systems just 

discussed. 
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Table 1. List of Measurements, Diagnostics and Uses for Plasma and In-vessel Parameters 

Parameter Diagnostic Use Catagory 

Plasma Current 
IP Rogowski coil a,b,d 
J(r) Multi-channel Faraday rotation 

using CH3OH laser a,c,d,f 
Polarized He line emission5 

(requires He diagnostic neutral beam) 
Thomson scattering 

g.h 

(cote modulation, requires fast optics) g.h 
Polarized Li emission 
(requires Li diagnostic neutral beam) g.h 

Ij, plasma inductance Magnetic loops 
(requires elongated plasma) a,b,d 

Loop voltage 
v L 

Magnetic loop a,b,d 

Plasma position 
R (major radius) Magnetic loop, flux coils a,b 
a (minor radius) R plus limiter position a,b 

Soft X-ray intensity profile a,b 
D a emission array a,b 

z (vertical position) Magnetic loops, flux coils a,b 

Plasma Shape 
Elongation/triangularity Magnetic loops, flux coils a,b 

Soft X-ray intensity profile a,b 
D a emission array a,b 

Shafronov shift (A) Magnetic loops, flux coils a,b 

Stored Energy 

h Derive from A in elongated plasmas or 

Ppeip 
calculate from A and J(r) 
Diamagnetic loop 

Cd 
c,d 
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Electron density 
ne(r) 

Line average n e 

Electron Temperature 
Te(r) 

Thomson scattering 
Reflectometer 
Multi-channel interferometer 
(Microwave, CHjOH, CO2) 
Microwave, CH3OH, CO% interferometer 

Thomson scattering 

Impurities 
Zefl ?efl(r) 

nz<20 

Visible brehmstrahlung 
X-ray pulse-height-analysis 
UV spectroscopy 
Visible spectroscopy 

g 
b,c 

b,c 
a,b,c,d 

OJce cyclotron emission c 
Central T e X-ray pulse-height-analysis c 
Non-thermal energy Hard X-ray detector a,d 

Ion Soecies Temperature 
Ti(r) Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy 

(require diagnostic neutral beam) c.g 
X-ray crystal spectrometer c 
Collimated neutron flux c 
Neutron spectrometer c 
Mass selective charge exchange 
(require diagnostic neutral beam) c 
UV spectroscopy c,g 

Average Tj Neutron flux c 

Ion Species Density 
nj(r) Mass selective charge exchange 

(require diagnostic neutral beam) c,g 
Flourcsence spectroscopy g 
High energy charged fusion products b,c 

Average Tj Neutron spectroscopy 
(measure DD and DT production rates) 
Do/la, He line emission combined 

c 

with fueling and exhaust rates c 
Residual gas analyzer b.c 

c,d 
c d 
g 
g 
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nz>20 

MHD Activity 

X-ray pulse-height-analysis 
X-ray crystal spectrometer 

c,d,g 

Internal coherent modes X-ray wave detector d 
Mirnov coils d 

Sawteeth Soft X-ray channel c,d 
«te based T e diagnsotic c,d 

Near surface and 
incoherent modes Mirnov coils d 
Locked modes Flux loops d 

Energy Loss 
From main plasma Bolometers c,d 

Charged particle detectors c 
Neutral particle detectors c 

Power flux to the wall Wall/hmiter temperatures 
(thermocouples, IR pyrometers b,c.f 
Power monitors in sub-system 
coolant systems b,c,e 

First Wall Integrity 
Radiation damage Surface analysis system 

Sample probes e 
Erosion Surface analysis system 

Sample probes e 
Plasma TV e 

Clearly, the list of diagnostics presented in Table I cannot all be installed on a steady-state 

device. One of the areas which must be addressed is the selection „•' diagnostics which 

minimizes complexity, maximizes reliability and availability, and fulfills the function of a 

complete diagnostic system. 
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2) Specific diagnostic problems unique to steadv-stafe 

a) Magnetic loops. As presently implemented, all magnetic loops (Rogowski, diamagnetic, 

flux, and saddle coil) use electronic circuits to integrate the time varying induced voltage to infer 

the magnetic flux through the coil. Such schemes arc inherently pulsed in nature as the devices 

must be occasionally reset: even a small offset, when integrated long enough, will lead to 

unacceptable large errors in the inferred flux. There arc suggested solutions of this problem: 

i) Develop super-conducting loops and read-outs. These devices measure the total magnetic 

flux crossing the loop but do rot suffer the inherent time constraints of conventional loops 

as the current does not deiay. So as not to perturb the plasma, these loops would have to 

be small. For a diamagnetic loop, the superconducting toroidal field coils themselves could 

be used as a was done on Pi>X.6 

ii) Develop magnetic sensors based on magnrtc-optic effects using fiber optics as sensors and 

read-outs. These devices would be less sensitive to radiation damage than conventional 

solid state sensors. Possibilities are the following: 

1) Magneto-mechanical effects such asmagneto-striction measured by a fiber-optic based 

interferometer. 

2) Use magneto-optic effects in the fibers themselves such as Faraday rotation or the 

Cotton-Mouton effect 

Most likely, a combination of superconducting and fiber optic based magnetic sensors will have 

to be used. 

b) Bolometers. Most bolometers used on tokamaks today derive a power flux to a thermally 

isolated surface by measuring the temperature rise of the sensor and either electronically or 

computationally taking the time derivative of the temperature to infer a power flux. In a steady-

state device, a bolometer of this type would eventually come into thermal equilibrium with its 
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surroundings resulting in zero net power flux to the sensor. Transient-type bolometers rely on 

the heat capacity of the sensor as the calibration standard of the instrument. 

A steady-state device would use the thermal conductivity of a sensor element to determine the 

quasi-steady-state heat flux from the plasma. Conceivably, a steady-state bolometer would have 

a cooled reference plane which would cool the sensor element. The temperature difference 

between the front and back surfaces of the sensor element would then be proportional to the 

power flowing through the device using the relationship 

P = k(Tfrom- Tback>A, 

where P is the absorbed power (W/cm2), k the thermal conductivity <W/cm-"K), T (°K) the 

temperature of the front or back surface, and t (cm) the thickness of the sensor element. The time 

response of such a bolometer would probably be rather slow, so that a combination of a steady-

state and transient bolometer is required to adequately measure the radiated power flux on all time 

scales. 

c) Plasma density measurement. Virtually all interferometeric-type plasma density 

measurements suffer from a major problem in steady-state, high availability machines. Namely, 

either in-vessel mirrors or vertical through-vessel lines-of-sight are required. Radial line 

densities, if they are not tangential to the plasma column, need a reflector on the inner wall of the 

device. It has not been demonstrated at this time that a mirror will maintain its properties after 

long exposure to the in-vessel environment. The 1mm micro-wave interferometer carbon in 

TFTR has not shown signs of degradation to date, however, operational experience on a low 

availability machine like TFTR is difficult to apply to a steady-state device with confidence. 

Vertically viewing cords suffer from the necessity of having windows on the bottom on the 

machine where dirt and debris are likely to accumulate. 

An attractive solution to this dilemma is the use of a density reflectometer such as that being 

developed for JET.7-8 This kind of. Vnsity diagnostic uses micro-waves at different frequencies 
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launched into the plasma to determine density profile. Each frequency is reflected from the 

plasma at the density corresponding to the cut-off density for that frequency; hence, each 

frequency determines a particular density. The position of that density is determined by the phase 

delay of the wave. This system does not require internal mirrors or vertical sight lines, is robust 

and yields a density profile on a rapid time scale. 

Thomson scattering measurements of the electron density and temperature are valuable as a 

calibration standard for other, less direct methods of determining these two plasma parameters. 

Unfortunately, the standard system in use today has a large, delicate optical system near the 

plasma in order to give good spatial resolution. Recently on JET, a new type of Thomson 

scattering system has been developed, known as Thomson scattering LIDAR. 9 ' 1 0 In this 

system, time-of-flight of the back-scatteTed laser light is used to provide adequate spatial 

resolution for electron density and temperature. Near machine optics are eliminated and little 

accuracy is sacrificed. Such a system seems to be attractive in a steady-state device since the 

windows and optics could be in relatively protected areas, resulting in a fairly robust, easy-to-

service diagnostic. 
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3̂  Recommendations 

The general guidelines stated in the INTOR reports, that diagnostic devices must be radiation 

hardened and of high reliability, are critical. Remote maintenance is a necessity for devices inside 

the shield area and this requirement has a profound effect on the design of the apparatus. 

Specifically: 

a) Diagnostics should be developed which require no delicate in-vessel hardware, especially if 

this hardware is not accessible from the outer midplane of the machine. If hardware must be 

in the near-vessel environment, then it should be robust, i.e. waveguide rather than windows. 

b) Diagnostic views should be from above or at the midplane of the machine. Bottom views are 

not desirable as this area collects debris. 

c) Special attention should be given to magnetic and bolometric-iype diagnostics in order to 

develop steady-state instruments. 

d) Calibration is a critical issue in steady-state as the availability of the diagnostic instruments for 

calibration and maintenance is severely limited in a steady-state situation. 

e) The kinds and number of diagnostic devices must be carefully studied in order to determine a 

set which is reliable, maintainable, and sufficient to run a steady-state machine. 

f) Finally, me incorporation of the diagnostic instruments must be taken into account in the initial 

design of the device. Attempting to add on to an essentially finished design will compromise 

the requirements of high reliability, availability, and maintainability. 
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XI. Maintenance in Steady State Devices 

The main issue in a steady-state device is availability. If radiation and activation were not an 

issue, high availability could presumably be achieved by a slight modification to a basically 

sound design during the start-up or shake-down phase. However, DT operation quickly 

activates the device and maintenance and upgrades become exercises in remote handling. In a 

well designed, reasonably reliable machine, availability is determined by those operations which 

require access to the machine since remote handling is the lime consuming, rate limiting process. 

Overall availability is determined by the normal maintenance activities. The difference between 

an INTOR-type device and a steady-state device are minimal from a maintenance perspective as 

the activation and remote-handling requirements are sufficiently similar that any study of 

maintainability on a reasonably available DT machine would be directly applicable to a steady-

state device. 
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1.1. REVERSED-FIELD PINCH (RFP) 
References 1-8 contain general review material from which specific subject 

references to the extensive Reversed-Field Pinch (RFP) literature can be 
obtained. Special acknowledgement should be made to Ref, 8-16 which have been 
used extensively for sections of this technical assessment; these documents 
provide useful supplements to this assessment. 

1.1.1. Introduction 
The RFP is a high-0, axisymmetric, toroidal magnetic confinement system 

that uses both toroidal (B^) and poloidal (Bg) magnetic fields to confine hot 
plasma in a near-minimum energy state. RFP confinement relies strongly on the 
poloidal self-field generated by toroidal currents and requires only modest 
external toroidal confinement fields. As in tokamaks, equilibrium may be 
provided by either externally applied vertical and horizontal fields, a 
conducting toroidal shell, or some combination of both. The RFP may require a 
conducting shell to stabilize HHD modes with wavelengths longer than the shell 
radius, r v. Stability at high beta (0.1-0.2) results from high magnetic shear 
and a conducting shell. The pitch parameter, q, for the RFP is low on axis, 
- 0.2, and decreases with minor radius, passing thruugh q - 0 and becoming 
negative in the outer regions of the plasma. This results in two important 
features for the RFP. The first is that there is no constraint imposed on the 
aspect ratio; therefore, it can be chosen to optimize the engineering design. 
The second is that the toroidal current density can be highi therefore, the RFP 
offers the potential to achieve ignition by ohmic heating alone. Auxiliary 
heating components are not necessary. Since the poloidal field decreases with 
increased distance from the plasma, both the magnetic field at the coils and the 
current density in the coils frr a given (SB in the plasma are reduced compared 
to schemes utilizing the toroidal field for confinement. Superconducting coils 
can be replaced with normal conductors while maintaining a low recirculating 
pover fraction. 

RFP discharges lasT at least an order of magnitude longer than would be 
expected based on resistive diffusion. This "dynamo" action is currently 
understood in terms of the Taylor theory; the RFP maintains a near-minixum 
energy state by a continual self-relaxation process. The process o£ self-
relaxation may allow the use of a low-frequency (< 100 Hz) Oscillating Field 
Current Drive (0TCD)1 , l 1 r l 2 *] 7 technique to drive steady-state plasma currents 
in a reactor. 
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As a system that can potentially operate efficiently (i.e., lov 
recirculating po:,er) at high neutron first-vall loading (10-20 HV/n 2) vith exo-
blanket resistive colls, the RFP can possibly have fusion-pover-core (FCC) power 
densities in the range of 10-15 HVt/m3 or mass pover densities of 
> 500 We/tonne. 1' This fusion system nay produce cheaper electricity while 
•aintaining the reactor plant equipment as a minority part of the total direct 
cost. For a radiation life fluence of IS HVyr/m (14.1-HeV neutrons), the 
20-KWnr CRFPft system would operate for 0.75 full-power years, before change out 
of the 45-tonne first-wall and blanket system. If the 20-MU/m2 high-power-
density (HPD) design can be technically achieved, a single-piece or "batch" 
maintainance scheme may be possible, vherein a completely assembled and 
pretested first-vall/blanket/shield/toroidal-field-coil unit would be installed 
in the reactor hall after off-site fabrication and qualirv assurance. In 
addition, a possibility exists for a shortened initial construction and 
installation period, and the potential for a reduced mean-time-to-repair and 
more reliable reactor restarts can be traded off vith the possibility of 
decreased mean-time-to-failure. High plant availability and reduced costs may 
be possible. This attribute and the related advantages associated vith small, 
single-unit FPCs make the higher wall-loading designs attractive, in that the 
cost of electricity per se is a weakly diminishing function of vail loading 
above - 10 HV/m 2. 1* 

The number of reversed-field pinch experiments has grown dramatically in 
recent years. A list of the present experiments appears in Table 1.1.1-1. Of 
these experiments there are five vhich have been operating for a sufficient time 
to allow an extensive data base to be accumulated. These are ETA BETA II 
(Padua, Italy), ZT-40H (Los Alamos), HBTX (Culham U.K.), TPE-in(M) (ETL Japan), 
and 0HTE (GA Technologies). Dimensions and plasma parameters for these 
experiments appear in Table 1.1.1-2. The present-day RFP experiments have 
reached reactor beta values, 500 eV temperatures, bid plasma sustainment times 
ova? 30 ms. Extended flat-topped toroidal current pulses were attained in 
ZT-40K after correcting for field errors, applying equilibrium correcting fields 
vith feedback, and vith vail conditioning. The electron temperatures and 
densities have each been observed to scale approximately linearly vith toroidal 
current, Ix, for operation vith the ratio of toroidal current to plasma line 
density held nearly constant. In 2T-40H the relationship of n T / L appears 
nearly constant, over the normal operating range of nfi and 1*, corresponding to 
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a beta limit. The Ohmically Heated Toroidal Experiment (OHTE), on the other 
hand, has simultaneously achieved high electron temperature and electron density 
vhen the vails are preloaded with gas before the discharge. This results in 
higher total electron beta values as seen in Table 1.1.1-2. It is noted that 
preliminary OHTE reactor studies indicate the need for approximately twice the 
beta of a standard RFP because of the higher fields associated vith the OHTE 
helical coils. The data on the other never variations from the standard RFP are 
very limited and more research is needed to determine the optimum equilibrium 
configuration from the reactor economics point of view. 

As can be seen in Table 1.1.1-2 and Ref. 8, T £ values up to - 0.6 ms and 
nTg products up to 10 'nf -s have been obtained. Scaling of nTg H I* has 
been reported on ZT-40H''1J'»', and the relationship T e « 0 " 4 / 5 ( n T ) 2 / 5 has been 
reported in OHTE. These scalings are favorable for the reactor as plasma 
parameters are extrapolated to the reactor regime. 

The nev RFP experiments in the design and planning stages include RFX 
(a/R - 0.485 m/2.0 m, 1 - 2 HA) at the University of Padova, Italy, HST 
(a/R « 0.35 m/1.56 m, I - 0.4 MA) at the University of Wisconsin, and CPRF/ZT-H 
(a/R - 0.4 m/2.15 n, I - 4 HA) at Los Alamos. 

1.1.2. Plasma Control 7" 1 1' 1 6' 1' 
Macroscopic Equilibrium and Dynamics. The equilibrium for the toroidal RFP 

configuration consists of a plasma column containing both toroidal and poloidal 
magnetic fields. The former component follows the plasma column vhile the 
latter encircles it. The field-plasma configuration is illustrated in 
Fig. 1.1.2-1. The direction of the toroidal field is reversed in the outermost 
region of the plasma giving a field configuration having high shear and 
favorable fluid stability properties. The configuration allows global 
stability, vith high ohmic heating currents, at high beta and vith arbitrary 
aspect ratio. 

The standard RFP configuration is axisymmetric and has a circular cross 
section. US experiments are ZT-40M and ZT-P at Los Alamos, the Reversatron at 
the University of Colorado, and MST at the University of Wisconsin. There are 
several variants of the standard RFP. Experiments in the US that have non-
circular cross sections include OHTE and Kultipinch at GA Technologies (having 
additional helical vindings and multiple plasma columns, respectively), and 
Torsatron (operated as an RFP) utilizing added octupole fields at the University 
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Table 1.1.1-1.» 
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TABLE 1.1.1-2.* 

RFP EXPERIHENTS VITB EXTENSIVE DATA BASES 

PARAMETER TPE-IR(M) ETA-BETA II ZT-40H OHTE HBTX-1A 
R-Major Radius (•) 0.5 0.65 1.14 1.24 0.8 
a-Hinor Radius (•) 0.09 0.125 0.2 0.18 0.25 
Peak Current (kA) 130 250 440 500 320 

Be(»> <T> 0.42 0.24 0.44 0.53 0.25 
T (10" •"') 0.3 0.2-1 0.4-0.9 0.5-3.0 0.15-0.7 
<J> (MA/n') 5.1 3 3.5 6.4 1.5 
T e (on axis) (eV) 550 80-300 300-500 350-580 200-300 

Foloidal Beta - 0.1 -0.1 0.1-0.2 0.1-0.4 0.08-0.2 
Discharge I/N (10"14Am) 12,7 2-15 3.7 1.0 7.5 
T E (as) - 0.1 - 0.1 0.3-0.7 - 0.4 0.1-0.28 
H T £ (10 1 5 •->-*) - 3 - 10 12-60 - 100 - 0.6 

Beta values assuming flat plasma energy density profiles. 

I* WINDINGS 

Pig. 1.1.2-1.* 
Schematic of shoving the nested flux surfaces in the RFP configuration. 
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of Wisconsin. Standard and variant RFP experiments are being studied in Europe 
and Japan and are tabulated in Table 1.1.1-2 

The early experimental and theoretical studies assumed that RFP equilibria 
would have lifetimes governed by resistive field diffusion and vith fluctuations 
at the thermal level. It has been observed, however, that the iiodern RFP 
experiments produce plasma configurations that last ouch longer than predicted 
by axisynmetric resistive field diffusion calculations, and the associated 
fluctuations are above the thermal values. Instead of decaying, the field 
configuration is maintained against resistive diffusion b;' a process which has 
been termed the "dynamo effect". A present view is that an average RFP 
equilibrium is maintained by a self-field reversal dynamo mechanism vith the 
plasma continually relaxing to a preferred state which is near the state of 
minimum energy (Taylor State). Experiments indicate the configuration can last 
as long as the plasma density and toroidal current are maintained. Recent work 
suggests that the RFP current configuration may be maintained indefinitely in a 
mean steady state by modulating the fields at lov (audio) fiequ«ncy, vith 
equilibrium control and vith gas injection to sustain the density. 

The theory of axisymraetric equilibria is veil in hand and the equilibrium 
may be modeled vith present-day toroidal computer codes. The theory of the 
effects of nonaxisymmetric field errors caused by divertors, winding and shell 
imperfections is not yet established although three-dimensional equilibrium and 
dynamic codes capable of addressing these issues are being developed. A code 
which allovs the coupling of a general equilibrium to the field coils and their 
circuits would materially assist in the design of the feedback control system. 
Experiments have shown that the average equilibrium can be controlled and 
maintained by a sufficient reduction in the field errors and vith feedback field 
correction. The experimental observations indicate that the time-averaged 
equilibrium can be qualitatively understood as constantly undergoing a 
relaxation towards a preferred reversed-field state. 

Stability. The linear stability theory is well developed and the tools 
exist for analyzing any given axisymmetric RFP configuration for linear 
stability. Linear fluid theory has been used as a guide in the search for 
favorable RFP configurations. Contact with this theory and present-day 
experiments is complicated by two factors: (1) the hot, long-lifetime RFP 
plasmas do not allow magnetic field profile measurements vith conventional 
Internal probes; (2) the plasma with its dynamo action has a sizable fluctuation 
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level at all times, and its description involves the nonlinear interaction of 
•any nodes. 

In the presence of a perfectly conducting shell there exist RFP equilibria 
which are linearly stable against all fluid nodes with one exception: pressure 
driven resistive nodes. For the nodel BFP configurations, these modes are 
unstable throughout the plasma. Since pressure-driven nodes typically have 
snail-scale wavelengths, the turbulence they cause is a good candidate for 
dominating the confinement properties. The resistive current-driven tearing 
node is expected to be important in relaxing globally unstable preLlies toward 
stable ones. 

The role of the conducting shell is a critical issue. As the magnetic 
fields diffuse into the conducting shell, the plasma equilibrium and stability 
will change. Active feedback control for global plasma positioning (assuming 
not needed for local nodes) will be necessary for the steady-state or long-pulse 
device. A careful assessment of the critical features and parameters 
(thickness, uniformity, penetrations, gaps, etc.) of the conducting shell is 
necessary. Field errors due to holes and gaps in the conducting shell and/or 
the fields from divertor coils nay promote the development of stochastic field 
lines and nagnetic islands in the outer edge of the plasma. A najor goal of the 
current programs is to evaluate the effect of fluid errors and to determine 
adequate means of correcting the errors. 

The study of the stability properties of the RFP vith a resistive shell (or 
with no conducting shell) is an active area of theoretical and experimental 
research. 

Transport. ZT-40H has operated vith flat-topped currents in the range of 
25-400 kA to examine the dependence of the plasma parameters on the plasma 
current. 1*' 1' The functional dependence of plasma poloidal beta, 0g, and energy 
confinement ( T £ ) are sensitive to the parameters, if any, that are held 
constant. The picture Is further complicated by the observation that the line 
average electron density, nfi, and the electron temperature, T e, measurements 
off-axis indicate a flattening of the pressure profile at the higher currents. 
For example, at a radius of 14 cm, n e T e is about two-thirds of the value on-axis 
at a plasma current, I, of 120 kA. At 300 kA the n 6 T e product at the same 
radius was - 0.9 of the on-axis value. ZT-40M was operated vith currents in the 
range 60-400 kA with a ratio of plasma current divided by line density 
(N - na 2n e), I/N, which varied over the range of 2.5-7.0x10'** A-m.1* The 
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plasma pololdal beta, 0g, derived from n e, central electron temperature, T (0), 
and the assumption of Tj - T e, was constant over this range of plasma currents. 
The energy confinement time, T E, vas estimated from the ratio of the plasma 
energy, V , to the input power, Pj n, and the resulting product of n„T E was 
proportional to i 2- 2± 0'*. 

In another set of discharges ZT-40M vas operated as an RFP vlthout limiters 
in • flat-top current mode ranging from 25-400 kA, with flat-top durations of 
3-30 ms.l» The shorter duration occurred at the highest currents. A downward 
trend in neTe(r>)/I* vas seen as current was increased while I/(NA e) was held 
roughly constant. This flat profile estimate of ?Q vas - 8-15X .it Ix » 350 kA, 
but ranged from - 20-40X at 70 kA. At each current level, it was still observed 
that temperature and density were inversely related, and at high currents, 6 Q 

values were similar to previous scaling data. Significant changes in the 
profiles (broader and flatter) occurred when the current was raised, and large 
savtooth oscillations appeared which were not present at the same F and 8 at the 
lower currents. These two effects complicate the scaling results, which will 
require both better profile knowledge (multi-point Thomson scattering), and 
better profile control (gas puffing and pellet injection) to clarify the physics 
and thereby the scaling predictions. Clearly, the understanding of the physics 
which governs &* and *Tg are critical issues. 

Current terminations must be understood and controlled in any RFP reactor
like device. Very large amounts of energy (kinetic and magnetic) can be 
deposited at high power levels on in-vessel components if the current is alloved 
to terminate too quickly. Controlled ramp-down of the current has been 
accomplished in ZT-40H; however, most discharges are alloved to end vith a 
current termination. The key to reactor operation lies in understanding the 
physics so that controlled ramp-down cf the current can be achieved under all 
possible operating modes. 

Profile Control. To permit a serious comparison of theory and experiment 
in the area of radial transport, a fusion concept must have matured to the point 
tha: transport is not dominated by extraneous effects. Experimentally, this 
requires plasma equilibrium position control, understanding or elimination of 
magnetic field errors, impurity control and other operational features. 
Theoretically, a description is required of the plasma equilibrium and certain 
macroscopic stability properties. In recent years the RFP has attained a 
significant status in this regard. Nonetheless, the RFP shares, vith 
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essentially ell other fusion concepts, the property that the transport of energy 
across magnetic surfaces is anomalous for reasons vhich are unknown. 

The theoretical niniaua level of transport in a toroidal RFF is lov because 
the neoclassical enhancement has a negligible effect on the transport (above 
that for a cylinder) oving to ti\- weak poloidal asymmetry of the RFP in contrast 
vith that of a tokaaak. Tet, similar to the tokamak, the measured global 
transport in the RFP exceeds the classical minimum by an order of magnitude. 
The crucial goal of RFP fusion research is to attain a theoretical understanding 
and experimental determination of scaling of transport vith plasma parameters as 
the reactor regime is approached. 

The SFP is distinctive in that a prerequisite to an understanding of the 
transport is a valid description of the sustainment of the equilibrium. As 
mentioned in a previous section it appears that there exists a preferred 
globally stable reversed-field state and the plasma tends to evolve avay from 
this state by resistive diffusion, but the "dynamo" mechanism continually 
returns the plasma to this desirable state. This mechanism ia manifested as 
broad-spectrum magnetic turbulence. 

In addition to sustaining the rlasma, the magnetic fluctuations may cause 
stochasticity of the field and enhance the radial transport of energy. However, 
some theories predict that the fluctuation amplitude is proportional to an 
inverse fractional paver of the magnetic Reynolds number S (e.g., B/B - S ) 
where S - T 3 /*B/n*'* and T, B and n are plasma temperature, magnetic field 
strength, and plasma density. This scaling of the fluctuation level, which is 
somewhat supported by existing experiments, predicts a favorable confinement 
time scaling with T £ - S - T"* B/n*'*. Experimental correlation betveen dynamo 
activity and confinement has not been demonstrated. In fact operation of the 
RFP in a regime vhich requires a large amount of toroidal field generation has 
not shown a significant average energy confinement time degradation compared to 
discharges vith a snail amount of field generation. 

The plasma current is often considered to be the free energy =ource vhich 
drives the magnetic turbulence suspected to be responsible for the dynamo and 
enhanced transport. However, it is also observed that under normal operating 
conditions, essentially all RFFs characteristically have high beta limits (the 
ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic field pressure). These have often been 
associated vith a stability limit, as predicted by linear stability analysis of 
certain pressure-driven HHD modes. The reality of this interpretation, as veil 
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as the relative contribution to transport of pressure-driven versus current-
driven instabilities, remains an open question. 

An important consideration is the possible contribution to transport of 
microscopic Instabilities and turbulence, such as those generated by drift 
waves. The drift wave problem is similar in RFPs and other devices, albeit the 
distinctive features of the RFP is its high magnetic shear and Its relatively 
large ratio of electron drift speed to electron thermal speed. 

Progress in RFP transport physics requires both more detailed fluctuation 
measurements and expanded operating regimes. Operation at significantly higher 
5 values (which requires higher temperature and plasma current) is critical to 
test transport theories. The dependence of the 0 limit on plasma temperature 
and current must be more stringently tested to establish whether the present 
apparent limit is universal. The RFP has not yet had the opportunity to operate 
over a sufficiently broad range of parameters for the empirical tracking of 
transport that has proved essential in the evaluation of the feasibility of 
tokamaks and/or mirrors. Thus, the future improved experiments hold great 
promise for the generation of information vhlch vill critically bear on the 
general problem of transport in current-carrying toroidal plasmas. 

Alpha-Particle Effects. The DT-generated alpha particles must assume the 
major role of plasma heating (taking over from the ohmic heating in the case of 
the RPP) while not exciting undesirable plasma instabilities of either an MHD or 
thermal nature. As for most magnetic fusion devices, achievement of an alpha-
particle-dominated (i.e., ignited) plasma requires that the thermalized alpha 
particles leave after depositing £ BOX of their energy in the bulk plasmas 
thereby keeping the helium population on the average of < 5K that of the DT 
fuel. A fraction of the virgin 3.5-HeV alpha particles in a toroidal 
confinement device vill be trapped in the magnetic mirrors formed by the natural 
high toroidal fields at the inboard of the torus compared to the outboard 
regions. These trapped alpha particles hav a banana-orbit width S compared to 
the plasma radius, r , given by: 

i. . 1.91 e 1 / 2 

rp 1+(HA)|1 + Wq)2\ln ' 

where e is the Inverse aspect ratio and q is the tokamak safety factor. In 
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contrast vith the tokamak and vhere q/c > S and this fraction can be large 
(> 0.1 for 1^ * 10 HA), for the RFP vlth q/c « 0.08 retention of 3.5-HeV alpha 
particles should be a l^ss serious concern (S/r = 0.007 for I* • 10 HA). 
Classically, the a particles vill be confined in an RFF. The effect of 
turbulence, however, on the a particle containment has yet to be explored. The 
generic nature of alpha-particle physics, unfortunately, cannot be extended much 
beyond this point In that the unique field profiles in the dynamo-sustained RFP 
plasma are required to address the plethora of alpha-particle issues that face 
magnetic fusion in general and the RFP specifically. A few of these issues are 
summarized below. 
• Impact of plasma stability and confinement upon transition from a heavily 

ohmically heated plasma (strong heating in the outer plasma regions) to one 
that is alpha-particle heated (strong central heating). 

- Changing field profiles - impact on RPP dynamo - impact on dynamo-related 
processes. 

• Alpha-particle-driven microturbulence and enhanced transport. 
« Degree of anomalous alpha-particle thermalization and shift in heating avay 

from the electrons and more towards the ions. 
• The magnitude of the suprathermal alpha-particle population and impact of 

associated pressure on beta and beta limits. 

The majority of these issues must be addressed vith an RFP plasma/field 
configuration. 

If the RFP physics scaling continues to project a plasma that can operate 
at a reactor-relevant beta limit, then the impact of alpha-particle-drlven beta 
excursions vill be one in which the plasma confinement is degraded if the burn 
intensifies. Recent burn simulations of ignited RFP plasma for both reactor and 
near-term devices have invoked a soft beta limit of the form T £ « (P e c/pg) if 
Pg exceeds a critical value P Q c e 0.1. Other methods of burn control that are 
relevant to RFPs vould increase the plasma MHD activity by control of magnetic-
island size (i-e, field ripple) or increase the streaming parameter 
CS. « J^/nT 1 / 2>. 
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1.1.3. Futling 1*' 1* - 1* 
In the next generation devices (RFX end CPRF/2T-H), a combination of wall 

conditioning, hydrogen recycling from graphite, distributed gas puffing, and 
pellet injection will be used for density control. In reactor systems pellet 
injection will be used for fueling and profile control while gas puffing will b = 
used for edge plasma control. 

Gas Blanket. Gas puff refueling in the RFP has been demonstrated on 
several machines. The fueling requirements decreased and particle confinement 
vas improved when field errors were reduced in ZT-40K. Although gas puffing 
increased the plasma density throughout the entire plasma cross section, the 
number of particles contributed to the plasma vas less than the number injected. 
In ZT-40H, gas puffing has increased the diameter averaged plasma density by 
factors as large as 2.5 for 120 kA discharges. Flat or hollow density profiles 
are produced, especially as n £a > 10 cm , as in tokamaks. The increase in 
density produced a concomitant decrease in central electron temperature because 
the maximum beta remained relatively constant. 

The penetration depth for gas puff refueling is expected to scale inversely 
with increasing density; therefore, pellet injection vill be implemented for 
Improved refueling and profile control in larger higher density devices. 
Edge-plasma fueling can be used to lower the plasma edge electron temperature 
and give better protection of the first-vall and in-vessel components from 
sputtering and erosion. This fueling method is usable primarily in conjunction 
vith pump liaiters. 

Pellet Injection. Pellet refueling requirements for both the RFP and 
tokamak are similar. The pellet lifetime is weakly dependent on average plasma 
density <* 1/n " ) . The decrease in plasma radius for RFP HPD systems more than 
compensates for the higher plasma density and the shorter particle confinement 
times and results in pellet velocity requirements similar to the larger 
tokamaks. It is a topic of present speculation, that penetration beyond the 
reversal layer in an RFP may be adequate, rather than all the vay to the axis. 
Systems vith similar energy outputs will require similar fueling rates; 
therefore, the pellet injection frequency should be the same. 

The first pellet refueling in an RFP 2 2 has encountered an interesting 
twist, apparently as a result of the high drift parameter £ • VDrift / Vfh " °* 1 

in present day experiments. Curvature of pellet trajectories is serious enough 
that careful aiming of the pellet Injector is necessary to compensate for 
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deflections that can otherwise prevent approach of the pellet to the plasma 
axis. This effect should be smaller in larger, hotter devices if E, is lover. 

There are preliminary indications that today's tofcaraak-pellet ablation 
codes" using thermal ablation models over estimate penetration into the RFP, if 
best estimate density and temperature profiles are chosen. 

1.1.4. Impurity Control 1 - 1* •" » " " " 
Current generation RFPs operate veil within the Z c f£ for lov-Z impurities 

required for a reactor. Changing the first vail to lov Z materials will 
eliminate the high Z Impurities present in these devices. Similarly, lov Z vill 
probably be the choice for plasma-side vail materials in future systems. The 
choice of Material for in-vessel components, the control of edge-plasma 
conditions, and the implementation of active impurity control by pump limiters 
or magnetic divertors vill be necessary to minimize plasma contamination for the 
longer-pulsed devices-

Limiters and surface conditioning are the impurity control techniques 
presently used in RFPs. The conducting shell and the vacuum liner in most RFPs 
are concentric. The equilibrium shift of the plasma column causes the liner 
(including limiters or armor) on the outside major radius to act as a single, 
toroidally continuous, limiter. The liner material is the major source of 
impurities. The choice of this plasma-side material and the implementation of 
impurity control techniques are important issues for future devices. The OHTE 
has operated with 100Z graphite coverage in the RFP mode, and HBTX-U(B) 
(Culham) operates with 10X graphite coverage. 

The high-pover-density operating mode of the RFP results in tvo 
distinguishing features for the limiter/first-vall: <1) a large percentage of 
the first-vall must serve a limiter function, and (2) large peaking of the heat 
flux cannot be tolerated. Both arrays of pump limiters'''• , 1 1 - 1 4 , l s and 
toroidal-field magnetic divertors 7"' n , 1 > ' 1 4 _ 1 6 are being considered for 
impurity control. Magnetic divertors and pump liniters have been evaluated for 
both the next-generation device at Los Alamos (CPRF/ZT-H) 1 6 and the Compact 
Reversed-Field Pinch Reactor (CRFPR), 7' 1 1 r l J , l * and most recently for the 
Titan/RFP.11 Poloidal pump limiters can be used if the plasma stability vill 
allow a relatively large separation between the limiter minor radius and a 
conducting boundary which is toroidally and poloidally continuous. A 
toroidally-segmented, poloidally-continuous limiter vill not stabilize all MHD 
modes. Whereas the large separation (and corresponding large e-folding length) 
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Is desirable from the plasm engineering point-of-viev, it may not be sufficient 
for plasma stability. If short connection lengths betveen limiters are required 
to reduce the e-folding lengths (heat and particle flux) and thereby minimize 
the separation, toroidal pump limiters (1 or more) can possibly be used, 
provided the extreme heat flux on the edge of the lioiter can be avoided. A 
large-area pump liniter concept26 has been proposed which requires the least 
changes from present experimental conditions in RFPs with respect to 
modifications of the conducting boundary, the limiting configuration, and the 
magnetic field geometry. A pololdally symmetric toroidal field magnetic 
dlvertor appears to be very attractive for impurity control; however, unresolved 
issues are plasma stability vith large toroidal and poloidal gaps in the 
conducting boundary (q-reversal issue) 1*' 1' and plasma stability vith the 
non-axisymmetric field perturbations from the divertor configuration. 

Plasma-Edge Conditions. Reversed-field pinches have historically been 
formed in vacuum vessels in which no effective limiter structures were employed. 
Recent efforts have been made to operate RFPs vith a variety of limiter 
configurations,** "•'*' or with the vacuum vessel completely shielded by 
graphite tiles. 1 0 While these experiments have shown some success, the 
characterization of the edge plasma with these limiters has not yet been 
documented. It is to be anticipated that the plasma conditions to be found in 
the limiter shadow of an RFP would not be greatly different to those found in a 
tokamak vith equivalent particle and energy fluxes. 

Significant data are available from the ZT-40M RFP operated without 
limiters.31 , J 2 Specifically, a double Langmuir probe has been used to measure 
the plasma electron temperature and density at a radius equal to the minimum 
radius of the vacuum liner (the diagnostic sections of the liner are at larger 
radii than the innermost points of the Inconel bellows that comprise the 
remainder of the vacuum vessel). In short duration (5 ms) discharges with total 
toroidal current of 12C kA, the electron temperature was 45 eV at a density of 
5 x 10"* n . This relatively high temperature implies either a more conductive 
edge plasma than is typically found in tokamaks, or a deviation of the magnetic 
field lines at the diagnostic station due to coil winding errors around the 
large port. This probe also determined the direction of impact for electrons to 
be nearly poloidal in the RFP edge, with a drift velocity of several percent of 
the electron thermal speed; no ion drift vas detected. By measuring the heat 
flux and current collected by another edge probe, it vas inferred that a 
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population of suprathernal electrons exists in the ZT-40M edge plasma. Further 
evidence for this comes froa deflection of frozen pellets of hydrogen or 
deuterium,13 from analysis of llmiter damage, from a SiLi detector and from a 
neutral particle analyzer. The suprathernal population can be suppressed by gas 
puffing, or, very effectively! by pellet fueling of the plasma. 

Temperatures of neutral deuterium atoms and oxygen impurity ions in the 
edge plasma have been obtained from Doppler broadening of impurity lines. 3 1 The 
optical system used restricted the viev to be at most 4 cm from the vacuum 
vessel vail. Ion temperatures in the range 10-20 eV vere measured. 

The same spectroscopic system 3 2 vas used to look for mass flow in the edge 
plasma; propagating features are observed from electron density measurements and 
from magnetics data. For times less than 5 ins, upper limits to any edge mass 
flov of 6{10 3) ms~ l toroidally and ?(10 3) o s _ 1 poloidally were obtained. These 
limits are much smaller than the velocities observed from the propagation of 
fluctuations seen by the interferometers and the magnetics; hence these edge 
modes represent a phase velocity rather than a mass flov. (At times greater 
than S ms plasma interactions vith a prism inserted into the plasma edge to make 
the measurement vere too severe to obtain reliable data.) 

The particle confinement time in ZT-40M has been inferred from absolutely 
calibrated measurements of D-alpha emission to be typically less than 1 ms. 
Consequently, the particle flux to the vail is larger than in a typical Tokamak 
of equal dimensions; control of this flux is clearly of great importance. 
Experiments have been performed vith four graphite poloidal rings in ZT-40M; 
vhile these rings have an ineffective topology for field line interception in 
the RFP, a factor three Increase in recycling vas observed at the rings. 3 2 

Further experiments on llmiter configurations are planned for ZT-40M. 
RFP plasmas have also been formed in a vessel lined vith graphite tiles. 3 0 

Since the graphite can hold a large quantity of hydrogen, the recycling in these 
experiments vas much faster than vith a metal vail, resulting in operation at 
generally higher densities. A graphite vail is also planned for the multi-mega-
ampere RFP experiment ZT-H to be performed in the Los Alamos CFRF. Results from 
these experiments are expected to provide an improved basis for vail design in 
reactor level situations. The combination of relatively short confinemen* times 
and compact dimensions of RFP reactor designs1 1 may require innovative solutions 
to vail protection in such devices. 
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Pumped Limiters. The possibility of using pumped liaiters in the 
CRFPR 7'*' 1 1 has been examined. For plasma conditions that allov 90X of the 
ohmlc and alpha-particle power generated vithin the plasma to be radiated to the 
flrst-vall/lialter surfaces, 24 poloidal pumped liaiters covering approximately 
38X of the first-vall area vould allov 2It »i the plasma particle loss to flow 
Into the limiter slot vhile maintaining the energy density onto the llmlcer 
leading edge belov 6 MU/m2. Figure 1.1.4-1 gives a comparison of the heat flux 
versus limiter area for the CRFPR and Starfire designs using limiters. By 
designing the CRFPR limiter to occupy a greater fraction of the available first-
vall area and selecting similar radiation fractions (fpju) • 0.9), the CRFPR 
design receives heat fluxes similar to that expected for the Starfire limiter, 
vlth the CRFPR liaiter area, A L, almost equal to that for Starfire but vith a 
factor oi - 10 reduction in first-vall area, Apy, and associated FPC mass and 
coat. The cooling requirements for the pumped limiter are similar to those for 
the first vail. Copper alloy is proposed for the punped-llmiter surfaces facing 
the plasma although vanadium alloys may also suffice. As seen in Fig. 1.1.4-2, 
a poloidal orientation of the Umiter relative to the first vail is selected. 
The shape of the outer surface of the limiter was determined by an edge-plasma 
model similar to that used for tokamaks.11 The limiter radial thickness is made 
as small as possible consistent vlth the inclusion of coolant-vater channels of 
sufficient size to provide adequate cooling at acceptable coolant velocities and 
pumping power vhile maximizing the llmiter-slot area for purposes of particle 
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A comparison of heat flux versus limiter area for a CRFPR and the 
Starfire designs using limlters. 
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Fig. 1.1.4-2. 
Detailed viev of one of the N - 24 pumped poloidal liniters and 
accompanying pressurized-vater coolant circuits. 

pumping. Cooling rates, heat fluxes, and geometric parameters for the limiters 
are summarized in Table 1.1.4-1. 

A critical cooling problem occurs at the limiter tip as for most fusion 
concepts using this approach. The surface of the limiter facing the plasma 
receives both a radiation flux and a (unresolved) particle flux. This surface 
is shaped so that the combined energy flux incident on the limiter surface is 
uniform and does not exceed a nominal design limit of 6 HV/m . The coolant 
channel configuration proposed for the limiter is shovn in Fig. 1.1.4-3, which 
gives both heat fluxes and steady-state temperature distribution. Although the 
limiter temperatures are veil within the acceptable range set by creep for the 
configuration shown, the relatively thin sections required allow little design 
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TABLE 1.1.4-1 
PUMPED-L1KITER THERMOHYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS 

Beat Flux and Total Power 
• Beat £lux< a ) < n W ) 6.2 
• Neutron energy absorption (MW) 110.6 
• Power absorbed by limiter coolant^' (HV) 363.4 
• Percent of total thermal output1"' 10.5 
• Design stress safety factor, Oy/o n 6.3*c' 

Geonetry 
• Number of limiters 24. 
« Number of channels per limiter side 942. 
» Channel length (n) 0.3S 
» Channel width (HUB) 4.0 
• Channel hight (mm) ^.8/A^ 
» Wall thickness (mm) 1.0 ( d' 

(a) The plasma side of the llmiter would be shaped to maintain a nominally 
constant plasma heat flux. 

(b) In addition, 204.8 XV of neutron and gamma-ray heating is deposited into 
the inlet/outlet manifolds, giving a total of 568.0 HV or 16.4% of the 
Total thermal power. 

(c) Based only on pressure stress applied to a beam-like geometry. Preliminary 
estimates indicate that the thermal stress is small by comparison. 

(d) Although satisfactory from a stress viewpoint, this thickness allows no 
sputtering margin. Graphite tiles or Be coatings would be used. 

margin for significant net sputter erosion. The improvements needed to analyze 
better these important plasma-wall interactions, including self-consistent 
calculation of sputtering rates, redeposition, and radiation fractions, 
represent an important area of future work. 

Multiple toroidal pump limiters have been considered for the CPRF/ZT-H" 
because tht> offer better protection of the liner in the event of loss of 
equilibrium and they require less distance betveen the plasma edge and the liner 
than poloidal ring limiters. Shorter connection lengths betveen limiters lead 
to shorter scrape-off lengths and a potentially more compact impurity control 
system; however, solutions to the heat flux and corresponding heat removal 
problems at the edge of the limiter of a conventional design are challenging-to-
impossible. 
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Pig. 1.1.4-3. 

Limiter-tlp temperature and heat-flux distribution based on design 
developed in Ref. 7. 

A large area pump Halter 2 1 has beer, proposed which has potential 
application to fusion systems,' In general, and HPD systems, specifically. As 
Illustrated by the cross-sectional view shovn in Pig. 1.1.4-4, the proposed 
scheme removes edge-plasma particles through a uniformly distributed system of 
channels which perforate the flrst-vall/arnor. The small size and uniform 
distribution of the pumping channels mitigates many of the pump llmiter design 
problems associated with variations in heat and particle flux resulting from 
changes in plasma position and plasaa conditions. The advantages are (1) it is 
effective over a wide range of plasma conditions, (2) it is equally effective 
for short and long density scrapeoff lengths, and (3) it is easily adapted to a 
full wall armor approach where the entire first-wall is the pumping element. 
The displacement of the first-wall/armor material by the pumping channels 
results in an enhancement of the heat flux on the edges of the pumping channels. 
The chord length across the pumping channel along each field line defines the 
connection length and a corresponding energy scrapeoff length characteristic of 
the edge-plasma in the vicinity of the channel. This enhanced heat flux can be 
accommodated by beveling the sides of the channel at the entrance to a depth of 
a few local scrapeoff lengths. The angle of the bevel increases the surface 
area so that the peak heat flux is kept to an acceptable level. 
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TOROIDAL 

Pig. 1.1.4-4. 
Cross sectional viev of minor diameter In an RFP vlth pump limiter 
first vail. 

If the plasma column shifts fro* the ideal position, the field lines 
intercept the flrst-vall/araor at a shallov angle, and the flrst-vall in the 
direction of the shift acts as a large area bunper linlter. For the large-area 
pump 11mlter, the enhanced heat flux on the sides of the pumping channel 
increases in the sane proportion as the local heat flux. In the absence of 
nonlinear density effects, the overall particle renoval rate Is not affected by 
the shift of the plasma. Areas vith higher particle flux pump correspondingly 
•ore particles, whereas, the backflov of lov temperature neutrals from the 
pumping duct remains the same. If the shift Is consistently many e-foldlng 
lengths, the pumping channels can be placed only in that portion of the 
first-vall/armor that Is in plasma contact (vith the limit being a discrete 
toroidal Halter vith pumping channels). 

Toroidal Field Dlvertor. Magnetic divertors are an attractive alternative 
to the pumped-limiter impurity control schemes discussed above because divertors 
avoid the vail erosion problem. In a dlvertor design the region of the plasma-
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vail interaction Is isolated from the plasma so that contamination of the core 
plasma by impurities sputtered from the vail becomes negligible. However, vhile 
divertors have been extensively employed vith considerable sucess in present 
tokaraak experiments, no RFPs have operated vith a divertor, although it is 
planned to eventually undertake divertor experiments in the proposed CPRF/ZT-H 
device at Los Alamos. The divertor has been selected as the primary approach 
for impurity control for the TITAN 1 2 study. 

Generally, the minority field (the poloidal field for a tokamak and the 
toroidal field for a hFP) is the preferred component to null in a divertor 
system.15 Nulling the minority field minimizes the magnetic-field perturbation 
at the plasma edge, miniMizing adverse effects on the pressure and particle or 
energy confinement times. T' 1 5 The efficiency with which particles enter the 
divertor is increased by minimizing the magnetic mirror depth at the divertor 
throat, which also is accomplished by nulling the minority field. Lastly, 
divertor-coil currents scale linearly vith the magnitude of the null°d field 
component; the energy stored in, forces on, and power consumed by the divertor 
coils are all minimized by nulling the minority field component. Diverting the 
minority poloidal field in a tokamak requires that the divertor coils either be 
interlocked with the toroidal field coil set or reside outside the toroidal 
field coils, vith substantially increased currents being predicted for the 
latter. The minority toroidal field in an RFP can be nulled without the 
engineering complexity of interlocking coils. Nulling the toroidal field in an 
RFP, however, does raise concerns about the stability of an RFP plasma with a 
non-monotonic surface-averaged q(r) (= B^r /BQR) profile, relatively large 
toroidal gaps in the first-vall, and a general breaking of the preferred 
toroidal symmetry. 

Two kinds of dive.tors are best suited to the RFP magnetic geometry: a 
toroidal-field, poloidally symmetric divertor (SD) and a toroidal-Ueld, bundle 
divertor (BD). The BD offers strong maintenance advantages associated with a 
plug-in capability. A physical layout vith 24 BDs is shown in Fig. 1,1.4-5. 
Field line tracing indicates an inordinantly long connection length <> 1 km), 
and most particle and associated energy loss would be transported to the first 
wall. Consequently, the BD is not considered feasible for the low-q RFP 
configuration. Interest in the SD principally rests vith an inherently shorter 
connection length compared to the BD. The physical layout of a field period of 
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Fig. 1.1.4-5. 
The tvo-dimensional field-line tracings (solid lines) for 24 BDs for 
r - 0.69, 0.705, 0.715, 0.73, and 0.75 m on the outboard side and 0.71 
and 0.75 m on the Inboard side. Also shovn is the puncture plot for the 
three-dimensional simulation of plasma and coils for r - 0.73 n. l s 

TABLE 1.1.4-2 
DIVERTOR COIL DESIGN PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 

NULL COIL 

Current (HA) 0.8 

Current Density (HA/m2) 50 

Coil Radius (m) 1.088 

FLANKING COILS 

Current (HA) 0.4 

Current Density (HA/n 2) 40 

Coil Radius (m) 0.97 

OHHIC POWER <HV) 48.4 
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x (m) 
Fig. 1.1.4-6. 

T>.e two-dimensional field-line tracings (solid lines) for 4 SDs for 
r - 0.69, 0.705, 0.715, 0.73, and 0.75 r. Also shown are the puncture 
plots for the three-dimensional simulation of plasma and coils r • 0.6B 
and 0.73 •." 

the basic configuration vltb 4 SDs is shown in Fig. 1.1.4-6} design parameters 
are given in Table 1.1.4-2. 

The SD is clearly preferable to the BD on the basis of reduced connection 
length. The presence of an SD does not significantly perturb the flux surfaces 
in the outer region of the RFP plasma and, therefore, should not significantly 
affect confinement. The SD preserves the compactness of the fusion power core 
in a maintainable geometry. 

The concentration of heat flux in the closed divertor in the Titan/RFP 
reactor requires the introduction of heat reduction techniques. One technique 
is to introduce impurities into the divertor chaaber to radiate the energy being 
transported along field linos before intercepting the neutralizer plate. 
Tilting the neutralizer plat* relative to the orientation of the field lines 
will reduce the heat flux. The peak heat flux, which occurs on the field lines 
adjacent to and outside of the separatrlx, entering the divertor chamber is 
typically high (1B9 HV/m>) so that the heat flux incident on the neutralizer 
plate is also high (69.7 MV/a*> for the Titan/RFP. 
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The search for additional heat-flux-reduction techniques led to the 
examination of the open divertor configuration shown In Fig. 1.1.4-7. The 
difference between the open and closed dlvertors is the location of the 
neutrallzcr plate and the method for keeping neuuals enitted froa the plate out 
of the plasma. In the closed divertor the plate is hidden froa view of the 
plasma vith the exhaust-intercepting plate face directed away from the plasma to 
deny an emitted neutral a straight path to the plasma. The return of neutrals 
to the plasma is further inhibited by the minimal size of the divertor throat 
aperture and by viscous entrainaent. In the open divertor the plate is located 
near the null where the field lines are spread furthest apart. Vith the plate 
in full view of the plasma, the emitted neutrals must be confined to the scrape-
off layer by positioning the plate no closer than approximately four ionization 
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Fig. 1.1.4-7. 
Equatorial-plane view of the inboard side of an open toroidal-field 
divertor shoving the locations of the toroidal-field (TF) and divertor 
colls, the first-wall and divertor surfaces, and the tvo-dimensional 
field line tracings about the separatrix. 
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•ean-free-patha from the separatrix. This mean-free-path constraint on the 
plate location ensures that an emitted neutral has substantial probability of 
being ionized before entering the plasma. The ionized particle then would flow 
along the field line back to the plate to be reneutralized, but at a location 
furth-r from the separatrix. This ionlzation/reneutralizatlon process walks the 
exhaust particles avay from the separatrix and into the vacuum port. The 
resulting heat flux (7.42 HV/m 2) incident on the open divertor plate is nearly 
an order of magnitude lower than for a closed divertor. Consequently, 
additional efforts on divertor design are focused on the open divertor. 

1.1.5. Current Drive 
Oscillating Field Current Drive (OFCD). Steady-state current sustainment 

by Oscillating Field Current Drive (OFCD) employs a technique in vhlch the 
toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields at the plasma surface are modulated in 
quadrature at audio frequencies. 1 1' 1 7 , ) S , 3 4 The non-linear coupling of these 
modulations by the plasma is predicted to provide steady-state maintenance of 
the mean magnetic fields and hence, the plasma current. Because this technique 
is technologically simple, non-invasive, and scales veil to high temperature, 
high density plasmas, the possibility exists for a relatively simple current 
drive system in future large RFP devices. 

One interpretation of the physical mechanism behind OFCD involves the 
concept of magnetic hellclty injection. Magnetic helicity is a measure of the 
topological linkage of magnetic lines of force. It has been conjectured that 
the total magnetic helicity of a plasma configuration is not strongly affected 
by plasma turbulence and is, in fact, dissipated on a slow resistive time scale. 
This conjecture, with origins in astrophysical research, and plasma physics 
research, was proposed as an explanation for the self-reversal seen in early RFP 
experiments. Its primary consequence is that relaxation processes in the RFP 
lead to unique equilibria in which magnetic energy, dissipated on a fast 
turbulent time scale, is minimized subject to the constraint of "constant" total 
magnetic helicity. 

Preliminary measurements on the RFP indicate that, within experimental 
uncertainty, helicity dissipation is indeed controlled by simple crllisional 
(ohmic) processes.45 This demonstration is significant because it indicates how 
the plasma currents, and hence the confining fields, in an RFP may be sustained. 
All that is required is a means for replacing the helicity that is lost on the 
tlov resistive time scale (e.g., OFCD), and relaxation processes do the rest. 
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An experimental program**'40 is presently underway on ZT-40M, that will 
test the concept of OFCD. A successful current drive demonstration on ZT-40M 
vill be a significant step in proving the OFCD technique. However, because the 
test will be conducted at relatively low values of current and temperature, It 
vill not be definitive with respect to reactor operation. If resistive HHD is 
the Mechanism responsible for the RFP relaxation process, then the results from 
ZT-40M should scale veil to a reactor. The resistive HHD time, which sets a 
lower limit on the modulation period to insure that the plasma remains near a 
relaxed state, scales with the plasma resistivity as h,~ . Simulations have 
shown that the reactor current drive system can operate at high efficiency with 
flux and current modulations less than IX, at 25 to 50 Hz which is well under 
the inverse resistive HHD time. Also, penetration of the plasma by an applied 
oscillating electric field should not present a problem since nonlinear tearing 
•odes have been shown to allow this process to occur on anomalously fast tine 
scales. The effect of thsse modes on plasma confinement is an open question 
that is under investigation. 

A model of these processes has been developed, and is used for initial 
evaluations in the TITAN/RFP study. 1 1 The following Interim observations and 
conclusions have been aade. 

(1) Small plasma current swings (H^/I^ ~ 0.02) and flux swings ( 4 * ^ ) were 
sufficient to drive steady-state currents in the - 18-20 MA range with 
resistive powers in the plasma of - 6-10 NV. 

(2) Large power flowed past plasma surface (20-30 HJ at a frequency (<n) of 
60 Hz), but the real power consumption was 8-10 HV. 

(3) The total/circuit reactive power ratio was - 25, with a reactive power 
of - A GV flowing past the plasma surface, and a reactive power of 
- 170 MW in the external helicity circuit. 

(4) A liner resistance of R L > 2 mfi <T L < 1.3 ms) was required to hold the 
power dissipated by the liner to - 8 MW (- 80 MW/ra3 of liner). The 
design of an actual "shell" (i.e., liquid-metal cooled blanket, 
first-wall, shields, supports, gaps, penetrations) that gives the 
required R, or n L (liner resistivity) is a crucial issue. 
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(5) The energy flow across plasms surface (20-30 KJ) vas small, but not 
negligible vhen compared vith the plasma kinetic energy (~ 10X). For 
example, the basecase conditions specified a total stored kinetic energy 
of 115.3 HJ. Hovever, the energy flov associated vith OFCD vas small 
and negligible vhen compared vith the plasma magnetic energy (1-2Z) in 
that 0 e p e/2 e 0.1 for a stored magnetic energy of 1,530 HJ. 

Electrostatic Heliclty Injection 1 1. The Taylor minimum energy principle 
has been shown to be useful in understanding the nagnetic field structure of 
RFPs. The principle states that an RFP will relax (on a timescale shorter than 
the resistive decay time) to a state of minimum energy while conserving 
heliclty. Helicity decays only on the longer resistive decay time. Thus to 
sustain an RFP helicity must be supplied to the RFP vhile relaxation will 
maintain the magnetic profiles. Helicity can be supplied either inductively 
(using a transformer) or electrostatically (using electrodes). RFPs have been 
sustained through inductive methods and Spheromaks have been sustained 
electrostatically. Some advantages of electrostatic injection are that it is 
intrinsically steady state vith no volt-sec limitations and it is simple. The 
disadvantage is that the injector injects plasma as veil as helicity. 

The first tests of an electrostatic injector on an RFP have been reported. 
Unfortunately the injected plasma masked any effect of the injected helicity. 
Hovever, a model vas verified that predicted the amount of plasma injected and 
the impedance of the injector. The model will be useful in the design of future 
injectors. 

Some of the key issues can be identified as follows: 

- Identify the appropriate divertor/electrode and auxiliary-
coil configuration for efficient helicity Injection. 

- Determine the fraction of flux to be diverted to the 
electrode divertor. 

- Explore key uncertainties/unknowns such as current density 
uniformity at the electrodes, helicity injection efficiency, 
ohmic dissipation in the edge plasma, edge temperature, 
electrode arc drops, etc. 
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Merging Plasmas. In the Doublet geometry of the Multipinch Experiment two 
separate pinches were Corned in one discharge chamber. These two pinches later 
fused into one pinch in which the total toroidal current remained constant.42 

In fact, It was difficult to prevent the aerging. Phillips*3 has proposed an 
"RFP Current Multiplier" in which a high current RFP experiment is produced by 
the accumulation of a series of small RFPs in an accumulator. The accumulator, 
•ade of low resistance material, would contain the accumulated RFP. Here the 
pinch current would decay by its electrical L/R decay rate. If the rate of 
Merging the plasmas exceeds the rate required for sustainment, the plasma is 
heated. The merging of such plasmas would continue until alpha-particle heating 
became the dominate heating mechanism. The addition of small RFP pinches would 
then replace the lost current and Magnetic field energy periodically to sustain 
the pinch. 

Bootstrap Current Drive'*. Neoclassical theory predicts the existence of a 
"bootstrap current" caused by radial diffusion. The high beta that 
characterizes the RFP suggest a large bootstrap current, but the high aspect 
ratio will tend to reduce the effect. For typical geometries and conditions a 
bootstrap current of only 1.6 MA compared to a plasma current of approximately 
16 MA would be generated. Significantly steeper pressure gradients and lover 
aspect ratios would be required to make bootstrap current a significant 
contributor, if It exists at all. 

Alfvcn-Wave (AW) Current Drive 1 3. Various scaling relationships applied to 
the 17.8 HA TITAN/RFP design, estimate the following requirements for steady-
state current drive: 73, 115, 137 Mtf. Because of the higher aspect ratio in the 
RFP geometry, problems whi«h tend to impair the current drive will be less 
severe for the RFP compared to the tokanak. 

Lower-Hybrid (LH) Current Drive 1 2. The results of applying two tokamak 
relationships to the IS MA TITAN/RFP baseline design gives 207 and 286 HW. It 
can be seen that the LH wave is less efficient than the Alfven-wave as applied 
to the PFP. 

Relativistic Electron Beams (REB) 1 2. Reference 44 presents a detailed 
design for a REB current-drive system for the FED-A reactor as well as 
calculations indicating that the current-drive power for such a system can be 
taken approximately as 
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vhere R is the plasma resistance, which for the TITAN/RFP baseline gives 16 HU 
consistent with a 1.6 MJ REB pulse energy with an interpulse period of 0.1 s. 
Although the lov-power requirement makes REBs attractive, a number of obstacles 
to implementation can be Identified. Firstly, the REB systems involve the 
repeated firing of capacitor bank.*; of mega volt range, giving rise to questions 
of reliability when applied to a commercial reactor. Secondly, theory indicates 
that the REB current vill only penetrate a fev centimeters into the plasma, 
leading to a hollow current profile and disagreement with the RFP design. 
Deeper penetrations can be achieved if very high voltages (- 50 HV) can be used. 
A combination of REB to provide current in the outer plasma with AV drive to 
provide current at the plasma core may offer some advantages in power savings, 
albeit at the cost of additional complexity, One hope in dealing with the 
hollow current profile is that the REB-created currents will diffuse anomalously 
rapidly into the plasma core or be transported into the central plasma through 
MHD activity. 

1.1.6. Heating 
Ohmic. Ignition by ohmic heating is consistent with classical plasma 

resistivity and is a strong possiblility in the RFP because of the high current 
density. Classical plasma resistivity is observed in the experiment,45 where 
the higher voltages required to drive current in RFPs relative to tokamaks being 
a result of geometric factors (i.e., higher pitch) rather than "anomalous " 
resistivity. Ohmic heating is powerful compared to other heating methods, and 
the critical issues are related more to transport scaling.11 The regeneration 
of the toroidal flux via the dynamo effect, wherein the toroidal current 
generates poloidal current, apparantly dissipates little power beyond the 
classical ohmic heating involved. This implies that the OFCD technique for 
driving steady-state toroidal current may be quite efficient. 

For ohmically heated tokamaks and RFPs of similar dimension, a comparison 
at similar currents shows that the tokaraak achieves a better confinement time 
and higher temperature, but at a lower value of plasma beta. However, when the 
comparison is made at the same total magnetic field, the confinement time and 
temperature are equivalent in the RFP and tokamak experiments.46 These results, 
based on a comparison of RFP and tokamak experiments, are in agreement with 
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recent theoretical results. 4 7 This theoretical work also concludes that if 
ohmically heated RFPs and tokamaks could be compared at - similar plasma 
temperature, density, and beta, then the RFP confinement would be better than a 
tokamak. These theoretical results are encouraging, but until verified by 
experiment, do not reduce the present large uncertainty about RFP confinement in 
the reactor relevant regime. The next generation of multi-megampere RFP 
experiments (RFX and CFRF/ZT-H) will be important steps in understanding RFP 
physics. 

A significant advantage of the RFP over the tokamak is that the current 
density is not limited by stability. To maintain stability in a tokamak, as the 
current density is increased the toroidal field must also increase to maintain 
q > 1. This condition does not apply to the RFP, thus providing another degree 
of freedom where the ohmic heating input to the plasma can be increased without 
significant increases in the external toroidal field strength. As a result of 
this feature, ohmic heating to ignition may be possible and auxiliary heating 
components are probably not required. Ohmic heating results from the naturally 
occurring distribution of currents vithin the plasma and avoids the problems 
associated with the introduction and distribution of auxiliary heating power 
from localized sources. 

Experimentally, the RFP is observed to operate at a roughly constant beta 
over a vide range of operating conditions. Furthermore, the energy containment 
time is observed to scale with a classical-like dependence, at a constant value 
of I/N. Reactor studies indicate that the ohmic startup (flux requirement) and 
device size are not impacted unless the energy containment time scales with the 
current to the < 0.8 power7, vhich implies a good safety margin. The RFP is an 
ohmically heated device and as such all of the current drive schemes discussed 
in the previous section also result in plasma heating. 

Alpha-Particle. A discussion of alpha-particle effects on the plasma is 
given in Sec. 1.1.2. Classically, the alpha-particle energy vill be confined in 
an RFP. The effect of turbulence, however, on the alpha-particle containment 
has yet to be explored. A transition from a heavily ohmically heated plasma 
(strong heating In the outer plasma regions) to one that is alpha-particle 
heated (strong central heating) may impact plasma stability and confinement; 
however, the tendency of the plasma to maintain a "minium energy state" should 
allow the continuous "relaxation" of the plasma to stable profiles. 
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1.2. SPHEROMAKS 

1.2.1. Spheromak Characteristics 
The spheromak concept has unique features that distinguish it from other 

magnetic confinement configurations. Like the KFP, the spheromak has a 
toroidally symmetric magnetic field geometry in vhich the toroidal and poloidal 
components of the field are comparable; and, furthermore! this field and its 
structure are determined by strong currents floving vithin the plasma. Unlike 
the RFP, however, the spheromak possesses comparable scale lengths in both the 
toroidal and poloidal directions and requires no coils or other structure 
linking the confined plasma torus. The compact geometry, simple topology and 
strong internal currents of the spheromak present many potential reactor 
advantages. These include simplification of external blanket and coil 
structures, high engineering £ (plasma pressure compared with external field 
requirements), high power density and reactor mass utilization, natural 
divertors at the magnetic separatrix, the options of translation or compression 
of the configuration between formation and burn, and strong ohmic heating vhich 
reduces or eliminates the need for heating by auxiliary means. 

The spheromak equilibrium is envisaged as a configuration of nested 
toroidal magnetic flux surfaces generated by plasma currents that nearly satisfy 
the force-free condition of parallel J and B. Outside its separatrix, the 
magnetic pressure of the spheromak equilibrium must be supported by externally 
driven magnetic fields or (on short time scales) by image currents floving in 
nearby material conductors. Some external structure is also required to prevent 
the gross tilt and shift instabilities that will occur when a spheromak. 
equilibrium is supported by constant external fields alone. For a given 
separatrix shape, the factors that determine the distribution of internal plasma 
currents include: the local plasma resistivity, the application of "current 
drive" techniques, and the relaxation processes associated with unstable 
current-driven (kink) modes. Regarding this last topic, the principle that 
relaxation leads toward a state of minimum magnetic energy on time scales for 
vhich magnetic helicity is conserved has found wide applicability in spheromak 
research.3* 

Spheromak experiments to date have employed a variety of techniques for 
initial formation of the configuration.41 These methods differ in their use of 
inductive coils and electrodes to generate the required plasma currents and 
linked magnetic fluxes. They have implications for steady-state technology only 
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to the extent that they impose restrictions on the methods for spheromak 
sustainment that nay be adopted. Similarly, a variety of passive conducting 
structures, ranging from solid-wall flux conservers to quite open "figure 8" 
coils, have been used to provide stability to gross motions on the relatively 
short time scales of the present experiments. The requirements for such 
stabilizing structures and the degree of plasma contact that they experience are 
key Issues in spheromak research and of obvious relevance to the technology 
requirements of a steady-state system. 

A recently completed Spheromak reactor study 4 9 indicated the possibility of 
compact, hlgh-pover-density fusion reactors vith operationally simplified fusion 
pover plants. A fusion-pover-core (FPC) which stressed single-piece FPC 
maintenance, steady-state current drive through electrostatic helicity 
injection, a simplified co-axial electrode divertor, and efficient resistive-
coil equilibrium field coils was explored. The optimal FPC size and cost 
estimates projected a system that competes aggressively with the best offered by 
alternative energy sources while simplifying considerably the complexity that 
has generally been associated vith most approaches to magnetic fusion energy. 

1.2.2. Prospects for Steady-State Operation 
The spheromak is not inherently a steady-state confinement concept because 

the internal currents and associated equilibrium fields decay away on the 
resistive, magnetic diffusion time scale. Under reactor conditions,47 this 
time can be appreciable (from 1 to 10 minutes) so even a pulsed system will 
display many of the technology issues of continuous operation. Furthermore, 
true steady-state operation is a realistic goal of spheromak development. 
Though in principle both the poloidal and toroidal fluxes should be maintained 
against resistive decay, the current-driven relaxation processes referred to 
above provide a mechanism for "flux conversion" from one component to the other 
as a state of lover total magnetic energy is achieved. Though the impact of 
this behavior on transport and confinement is still under study, it simplifies 
the sustainment problem and gives rise to two general approaches to its 
solution. In the first approach, current-drive techniques developed for other 
concepts are adapted for the spheromak. Then, for example, if the toroidal 
current is driven in the vicinity of the magnetic axis, the equilibrium poloidal 
current is also maintained through the relaxation process. Current-drive 
techniques that have been considered in this context include neutral beam 
injection and rf waves launched in the lower-hybrid and electron-cyclotron 
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resonant frequency ranges. A second approach to spheromak sustainment is based 
on the viev that spheromak decay results from the resistive loss of magnetic 
helicity (flux linkage) and that, because of the relaxation principle, any 
technique that can continuously supply magnetic helicity can provide a basis for 
steady-state operation. This approach has been demonstrated through the use of 
magnetized electrodes on the CTX experiment to sustain spheromaks over several 
resistive decay tines. 5 0 The key issue of helicity conservation during this 
process has also been confirmed,51 and a steady-state reactor study 5 3 has been 
based on this option. An alternate method of helicity injection, proposed for 
inductively generated spheromaks such as the S-l experiment, involves the phased 
AC cycling of externally induced fluxes. 5 3 This technique would be similar to 
"F-6 pumping" presently being evaluated for RFP sustainment and it comes under 
the general heading of oscillating field current drive (OFCD). Finally, it 
should be noted that experiments conducted at laboratories outside the US have 
introduced alternative sustainment strategies that are still at an early stage 
of development. These efforts include merging spheromaks and the use of 
rotating magnetic fields (rotamak concept). 

1.2.3. Spheromak Steady-State Technology Issues 
The technology issues associated with the development of a long-pulse or 

steady-state spheromak reactor are in many cases generic ones- However, as 
illustrated in the above discussion, some unique issues arise. One of these is 
the need to assure gross stability of the spheromak equilibrium within the 
reactor chamber. In all experiments to date, stability has been achieved 
through the presence of passive conductors that are in near proximity to the 
separatrix or actually link part of the spheromak flux. Similar measures are 
also likely to be required in the reactor case at locations inside the blanket. 
One study4' observes that such stabilizing coils, exposed to neutron fluxes in 
excess of 20 MV7mJ, vould require annual replacement. These coils would be 
actively driven by a feedback control circuit. Their geometry, response time, 
and current levels cannot be specified on the basis of present experiments. 
Reactor designs* 1' 5* have edge fields at the level of 4 to 5 T with spheromak 
radii ranging from 1 to 3 m. Stabilization will require that a small but 
significant fraction of this field be supplied by the internal feedback coils. 

Spheromak sustainment likewise raises technology issues. If a "standard" 
method of current drive is chosen, its adaptation to the spheromak case is not 
expected to introduce new features requiring extensive development beyond that 
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needed for other concepts. The technology for sustainment by helicity 
injection, hovever, Is «ore specific to the spheromak program. OFCD in 
spheromaks should have aany features in common vlth its application to RFPs. 
The key Issue again is hov close the AC driven coils have to be to the burning 
plasma. The only sustainment method that has been demonstrated for significant 
pulse lengths Involves the use of DC currents drawn from magnetized electrodes. 
Here the major technological issue is electrode erosion. Erosion must be kept 
lov enough that frequent electrode replacement is not required under steady-
state operation. Under such conditions, the introduction of metallic impurities 
by the electrodes should be negligible. Lov electrode erosion has already been 
achieved in the field of gas-fed magneto-plasma-dynamic arcs and similar methods 
are possible for DC helicity injection. In the design of reactors based on this 
approach'2 there is great uncertainty In the fraction of the total plasma 
current that vould be drawn by the helicity source. If the current density can 
be Made uniform over the electrode surfaces, it can be as lov as 10* A/n 2. 

The topological structure of the spheromak endovs it with a natural 
divertor at its separatrix that has the potential of providing an effective 
means for impurity control. Exploration of this option is a necessary component 
of steady-state spheromak development. 

The issue of vail loading is of course a key one in any reactor study. In 
the spheromak case, the high-power-density compact-reactor approach has been 
chose.: because of the various cost advantages that have been cited in other 
work. 1 1 Thus a maximum permissible limit of 20 HV/m* has been adopted. The 
technology required to handle this flux vould not be substantially different 
between spheromaks and other concepts. Some advantages can be expected in the 
spheromak case because of the simpler topology of the burn chamber. 
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Introduction 

In this section, the confinement devices and laboratory facilities that have the capability of 

addressing steady state issues are presented and discussed. The confinement devices that are 

planned for the next 5 to 10 years are first reviewed, and the state issues that can be addressed in 

those machines and the U.S. laboratory facilities are presented. The general design parameters of 

the Engineering Test Reactor (ETR), based on the Tiber-II study and from several international 

design studies, is then presented. Two helical devices, ATF and the proposed Large Helical 

System in Nagoya Japan, which are anticipated to include the ability to operate steady state, are 

dtscribed. Finally, the laboratory facilities in the USA that now address steady-state issues, or 

have the capability to do so in the near future, are reviewed. The issues and types of expe±nnents 

addressed by each machine are identified. 

The topics covered are: 

1) Planned confinement devices and facilties before ETR that can address Steady State Issues. 

2) General overview of the Engineering Test Reactor (ETR/Tiber II) design. 

3) Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF) Steady State (ORNL). 

4) Large Helical System (LHS) (IPP Nagoya, Japan). 

5) Laboratory Facilities in the USA for addressing Steady State Issues. 
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I. Planned Confinement Devices Before ETR 

As discussed in the section on Plasma Facing Components, experiments need to be done in 

confinement devices to resolve issues in the areas of plasma operation, impurity control, and 

materials effects. Fortunately, a range of machines is available on which this work can be done. 

In the following tables, updated from the Technical Planning Activity Plasma Science Final 

Report, December 1986, characteristics of these devices are listed, together with the topics most 

suitable addressed in each. 

Table 1 lists the large Tokamak facilities operating in the US, Europe, and Japan, and soon 

to be operating in the USSR. Of these, JET emphasizes long pulse operation and investigations 

of the effects of wall materials on plasma performance. 

Table 2 shows the parameters for other major Tokamaks. These machines are, in fact, 

more suitable for systematic experimentation on impurity control and materials issues than the 

large, expensive devices. Particularly TEXTOR, Tore Supra and ASDEX have strong programs 

in these areas. 

Table 3 shows the features of existing and planned Stellarators. Particularly ATF, with the 

possibility of steady state operation at high power densities, will be a key device for impurity 

control issues. 

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the confinement machines and laboratory facilities presented in 

this part of the technical assessment that can address steady state issues. In the physics area, 

several of the issues are presently emphasized in programs on existing machines. In the 

technology field, most of the facilities described in Section V. have some steady state capabilities, 

and only need to be directed to address the issues indicated instead of other near term issues. If 

the near term issues cannot be avoided, then other or duplicate facilities are needed. 
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TABLE 1. Large Tokamak Facilities 

Characteristic TFTR 

Location USA 

Experimental Start 1982 

Major Radius (m) 2.5 

Minor Radius (m) 0.85 

Elongation 1.0 

Toroidal Field (T) 5.2 

Plasma Current (MA) 3.0 

Auxiliary Heating (MW) 30 

Heating Pulse (s) 2 

Heating Methods Neutral 
Beam(NB) 
ICRH 

Working Gas H,D,DT 

Special Features Adiabatic 
compression 
Tangential BN 

Program Emphasis Confinement 
at high nT 

DT breakeven 

JET JT-60 T-15 

EC/UK Japan USSR 

1983 1985 1987 

3.0 3.0 2.4 

1.25 0.95 0.70 

1.6 1.0 1.0 

3.5 4.5 5.0 

5.0 2.7 2.3 

40 30 30 

10 5 >1 

ICRH 
NB 

NB 
LHH 
ICRH 

ECH 
NB 

H,D,DT H,D H 

D-Shape Outer 
divertor 

Super-
conduc 

Confinement Confinement ECH 
at high p at high nT 

High-power rf High-power rf Plasma 
control 

Plasma shaping Divertor 
Alpha physics 
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TABLE 2 Other Major Tokamak Facilities 

Characteristic DUI-D PBX-ua C-Mod» ASDEX-Ua Tore-Sa FTU-ua TEXTOR 

Location USA USA USA FRG France Italy FRG 

Experimental Stan 1986 1987 1989 1989 1988 1988 1984 

Major Radius (m) 1.7 1.5 0.65 1.6 2.3 0.95 1.8 

Minor Radius (m) 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.5 

Elongation 1.8 2.2 1.8 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Toroidal Field (T) 2.2 2.2 9.5 3.9 4.5 8.0 2.6 

Plasma Current 
(MA) 

5.0 0.6 3.7 2.0 1.7 1.6 0.5 

Current Pulse (s) 10 1.5 1.0 6 30 1.5 5 

Heating Methods NB 
ECH 
ICRH 

NB ICRH 
ECH 

NB 
ICRH 

NB 
LHH 
ICRH 

LHH ICRH 

Special Features High 
elongation 

Bean 
shaping 

Divertor Divertor Super
conducting 

Pumped 
limiter 

Program Emphasis Beta Second High Confine- Long High Impurity 
stability field matt pulse field control 
regime 

Confinement Beta rf Impurities rf PMI 

PBX-U - Princeton Beta Experiment Upgrade 
C-Mod - High field tokamak at MIT 
ASDEX-U - Axially Symmetric Divertor Experiment Upgrade 
Tore-S - Superconducting tokamak at Cadarachc, France 
FT-U - Frascati Tokamak Upgrade 



TABLE 3 PARAMETERS OF STELLARATOR EXPERIMENTS 

Parameter WVII-A -AS He-E Proto-Qeo/ Auburn HBQM ATF 
IMS Torsairon 

Laboratory Garching Garching Kyoto Wisconsin Auburn Washington ORNL 

Type Stell. Mod-Stell. Heliotron StelU Torsalron Linear Heliac Torsatron 
Mod-Sicll. 1=1 

R(m)(L) 2.00 2.00 2.20 0.40 0.58 (2-0) 2.10 

i(m) 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.04 0.10 0.05-0.10 0.30 

B(T) 3.5 3.0 2.0 0.6 (0.3) 0.5 2.0 

h 0.2-0,6 0.39 2.5 0.6 0.4 -1.5 0.95 

Urn 2.5 2/5 2719 3/7 2/10 1/7 2/12 

Tpulse (s) 0.3 10 0.5 <0.l <0.1 40 ins 5-<SS) 

<b> (%) 0.5 (-2) 2 — 2 (-20) 68) 

n(m'3) 1020 1020 1.4 x 1020 -1018 _1019 (1021) 1020 

Tfj(keV) 1 21 >1 <0.1 <0.1 (~0-2) £2 ) 

C^TE (m-3-s) 3 x l 0 1 8 -SxlO'8 ~5x 1018 (-10 ;6) (-10*6) 5x1018 

PJUKCMW) ~1 -3-5 ~2 -0.1 -0.1 5 



Table IV. Devices and Facilities available to address Physics Issues for Steady State. 

PHYSICS 
ISSUE 

0 - 5 years 5-10 years 

Current Drive C E, f, i, N N 

Profile Control B,F, H, i, k, M, N d, N 

Disruption Control h, n 

Impurity Transport 
and Control 

A, B, c, h, i, L, n, 2 d,j 

Particle and Impurity 
Removal 

A,B, i , L, N d , j ,N 

a - Particle Physics (h?) D 

10+years 

[note: BOLD Letters indicate program emphasis] 

Devices and Facilities Date of Operation 

a ATF 1988 
b ASDEX-U 1989 
c AlcatorC-Mod 1989 
d err [planned] 1993 
e CCT operating 
f DIII-D operating 
g ETR/NET/ITER [planned] 2000 
h JET operating 
i JT-60 operating 
j LHS [planned] 1992 
k PBX-U 1988 
1 TFXTOR operating 
m TFTR operating 
n TORE SUPRA 1988 

1 PMTF operating 
2 PISCES operating 
3 TPX operating 
4 HEBF [planned] 
5 FELIX not operating 
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Table V. Devices and Facilities available to address Technology Issues for Steady State. 

TECHNOLOGY 
ISSUE 

0 - 5 years 5-10 years 10+years 

Materials 1,2, L, * 

Heat Transfer and 
Thermal Stress 

l , a 

Neutron Irradiation 4 

Erosion and 
Redeposition 

2,* 

1,2,* 

Tritium 

Disruption effects 

3, m 

1,6 

Heating and Fueling N, * 
Components 

Steady State h, n, 2, * 
Diagnostics and Control 

2, * 

3,d 

N, * 

j , n, 2, * 

ETR 

NET 

ITER 

notes: - BOLD letters indicate program emphasis, 
- * could be addressed to some degree in existing confinement machines 
- symbol code for the devices is given in Table IV. 
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II. ETR / Tiber II Design and R&D Requirements 

The Engineering Test Reactor (ETR) is the present name of a machine that is proposed to test 

the engineering aspects of a tokamak fusion reactor. The device is considered to operate steady 

state, with a burn time exceeding hundreds of seconds. This technical assessment of critical 

issues in steady state operation of a tokamak is aimed at a machine such as ETR. 

In the U.S.A., the ETR design team is based at LLNL and the tokamak design study is named 

Tiber-II. In this section, the proposed machine parameters of Tiber-II/ETR are presented. The 

goal of the ETR studies program is to develop the technical and programatic basis for an 

innovative and low cost ETR, and to influence a possible international conceptual design activity 

in this area. Tiber-II is a compact, 3 m radius, steady-state tokamak with ECH/LH current drive 

and profile control. 

The plasma parameters of TIBER-II are given in Table 1. For comparison, the parameteres 

for five ETR type machines from different international studies are given in Table 2. The 

possible operational scenarios for Tiber-II are given in Table 3. 

The Tiber-II design accomodates alternative current drive option, blanket test modules, and 

materials testing capabilities. The decision to pursue complete steady-state operation for Tiber-II 

is based on the following points: 

• A large OH coil leads to a large tokamak. 

-100 volt-sec corresponds to a 5m major radius machine. 
- Tiber (3m major radius) has about 5 volt seconds of OH. 

• Pulsed OH drives lead to: 

- lower current densities in magnets. 

- significant eddy current heat loads. 

- larger structures due to fatigue. 
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- thermal fatigue of first wall and limiter. 

• High fluence nuclear tests resuire steady-state or very high duty factor. 

• Thermal fatigue of blanket modules may precede damage due to neutrons. 

• Equilibrium testing of nuclear components is necessary for realisitc results. 

The R&D needs for steady-state operation of Tiber-II/ETR are given in Table 4, The 

information is broken down into program elements in a R&D program, with three year 

milestones and the design goals of the work indicated in the table. 
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Table 1. TIBER-II Plasma Parameters (February 1987) 

TJEEEdQ t 

TIBER NBI + Bootstrap NBI+LH+Bootstrap 

Pfusion(MW) 200 260 270 

PNBI (MW) 0 50.2 17.9 

PLH (MW) 40 0 17.5 

Q 5 5.3 7.6 

It (MA) 7.4 10 10 

«n-e>(keV) 24 15.8 19.5 

<ne> (1020 m-3) 0.94 0.88 1.0 

<P> % 8.1 6 6 

q(0) 1.0 1.0 1.0 

q(a) 3.2 3.8 3.8 

R(m) 2.6 3.0 3.0 

a(m) 0.72 0.83 0.83 

K 1.94 2.4 2.4 

5 0.6 0.4 0 4 

BoCT) 5.0 5.55 5.55 

<Tw a ] 1>(MW/m2) 1.0 1.1 1.1 

rw aji (MW/m2) 1.5 1.7 !.7 
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Table 2. Parameters of five international ETR design studies (February 1987). 

OTR FER TIBER-n NET INTOR 
(USSR) (Japan) (USA) (E.C.) (IAEA) 

520 297 270 600 570 
6.2 5.2 3.0 5.18 4.9 
50 50 35.5 50 40 
670 2300 Steady 670 200 

State 

Average flux (MW/m2) 1.2 0.88 1.1 1.5 1.3 

Ftaencegoal(MWyr/ni2) 5 0.3 3 0.8 0.3-3 

Availability goal* 60-7 % Low £30% 25% 25% 

Tritium consumption* 18 Low 4.5 7.7 6.1 
(kg/yr) 

* in final phase 
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Table 3. Possible operating Scenerios forTIBER-II (September 1986) 

I II III U 
LH ramp-up LH r<.mp-up, Current-drive Current-drive 

+ L/R decay OH inductive 

flat-top 4 

UR decay 

@ 10% avail. @ 30% avail. 

Pfusion (MW) 342 342 290 290 

r (MW/m2) 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.0 

^burn (s) 302 724 Steady 
State 

Steady 
State 

Number of lifetime 
cycles 25,0O0a 14,000* « Max. 

cycles 
« M a x . 
cycles 

Peak fluence (MW yr/m2) 0.55 0.73 1.9 5.8 

Tritium consumption* 
ftg/yr) 

0.46 0.61 1.6 4.8 

Availability 4.8%*> 6.4% b 10% 30% 

[ Machine operating life 10 years] 

a 50% of projected cycles to failure. 
b Required to complete maximum number of cycles in 10 year lifetime. 
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VALIDATING R&D FOR ITER DESIGN 

The time and scope of the ITER Design effort precludes a comprehensive development effort. Instead focus is placed on high-leverage 
design issues for which a proof-of-pruiciplc or other significant milestone can be achieved prior to a construction decision in the early 
1990's. 

Task 3-Year Milestone Design Goal 

I. Technologies that Reduce Cost 

A. Radiat'on-toleram, high 
current density magnets 

B. Radiation-tolerant insulators 

C. Pulsed ohmic healing coils 

4 KA/cm2,14 T, 40 cm bore coil 

Low temperature data base on 
poiyimides and advanced epoxics 

1 meter, 10 T pulsed coils 

4 KAAm2.14 T, 10'9n/cm2, 
4 meter major radius TF coils 

1 0 n rads, 400 MPa bearing 
strength 

2-3 meter, 14 T, 4 KA/cm2,0.H. 

D 
• II. Technologies for Steady-State 

A. ECH for disruption control 

B. Negative ion sources 

C. Negative ion RF quadropole 
accelerator 

D. Photodelachmcnt neutralizcr 

E. Magnetic shielding 

F. Pellet fueling 

G. Alternate plasmoid fueling 

245 GHz, 2 MW. 10% tunable 
oscillator for FEL, ETA U 

Alternate: 
245 GHz tunable FEM. d.c. 

1 Amp at 400 KeV D.C. accelerator 

1 Amp at 1 MeV 

Highly reflective laser cell for 1 Amp 

1 meter long, 10 cm demonstration 

5-10 km/sec 

750 km/sec with 1 milligram 

170-500 GHz, 10-30 MW 
and 10% tunable FEL 

100 Amps at 500 KeV 

10 Amps at 2-3 MeV 

90% efficiency D" -»D° 

30 meters long, 3 meter diameter, 
less than 1 gauss 

50 km/sec 

750 km/sec, 5 mg and 1 Hz 



Task 3-Year Milestone Design Goal 

III. Reliability 

A. Carbon/carbon fiber 
composites for divertor 

B. Alternate divertor materials 
materials 

C. Stress corrosion of steels 
in water 

D. RF components 

E. Properties of rcdeposited 
divertor materials 

F. Copper alloys for divertor 
cooling 

G. Beryllium properties 

H. Remote vacuum seals 

IV. Environment 

A. Low activation structural 
alloy 

B. Shielding effectiveness 

10 2 1 n/cm2 with less than 5% 
swelling and low erosion 

Beryllium/tungsten data base and 
tokamak experimental evidence of 
H-mode 

200 MPa and 10* second life 

Antenna and insulator tests in 
ionizing radiation 

Physical/mechanical properties of C, 
W, Be neutron radiation effects 

Data base for joining of strengthened 
alloys, low temp irradiation effects, 
tritium permeation and retention 

Compatibility with breeder/coolants, 
mechanical integrity, and multiplication 

Demonstrate 1 meter diameter valve 
and remote vacuum seal 

Metallurgical modification of 
austenitic stainless steel to remove 
niobium and moly 

Streaming experiments correlated with 
design 

10 2 2 n/cm2 with low swelling and 
low tritium retention 

low sputtering and erosion with 
redoposition 

600 MPa and 109 second life 

20 MW LH antenna in plasma 
environment 

Net erosion rases of I cm/year 

3MW/m2 heat flux with less than 
10 gms of tritium retention and 
10 curries/duy permeation 

108 second life at 2 MW-yr/m2 

with negligible corrosion 

Remote sealing of inner plasma 
chamber 

Meets 10 CFR61 class C, 
withstands 60 dpa 

10 1 9 n/cm2 at magnets in 108 sec, 
and less than 200 millirads/hr 
outside machine 



III. ATF STEADY STATE 

The Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF)1, illustrated in Figs, la, lb, and lc, is in the final 

phase of construction at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The main parameters are 

listed in Table 1. Rather than limit ATF to a pulse length of ~10 s (the resistive diffusion time), 

we have made it capable of operating in true steady state at the 1 T level in order to accomplish 

not only the long pulse physics goals but also to permit component development for later phases 

of the toroidal program. 

The predicted performance of the ATF is shown in Fig. 2, where the density-averaged 

temperature <T> is plotted for different values of heating power versus volume-averaged density 

<n>. The computer predictions have been benchmarked against data from the successful 

Heliotron-E2 and W VII-A devices3. The high beta capability is expected as a result of ATF's 

direct access to the second stability regime. The high ion temperatures are predicted as a result of 

the improved confinement coming from the ambipolar electric field. 

1) ATF Schedule 

The main factors bearing upon the schedule to operate ATF in steady state are: 

• The need to run ATF in the pulsed mode for sufficient time to complete the pulsed mode 

mission in the beta (MHD) and transport areas. 

• The need to run ATF for long enough in the pulsed mode to prepare for steady state 

operation; e.g., to establish the power deposition pattern on the walls and 

targets/1 imiters, to develop the divertors/limiters and to develop the ICH launchers. 

• The need for time to design, construct, and install the new steady state components. 

Preliminary analysis of the schedule suggests that first steady state operation at the 400-800 

kW level could begin in 1991 with incremental funding of about 2 M$ per year. Operation at the 

2-4 MW level would follow in 1992-1993, with the schedule being dependent on the funding rate 
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Table 1. ATF Device Parameters 

Size 

Major radius 

Average plasma radius 

Average HF coil radius 

Vacuum vessel radius (inside) 

Structural shell radius (inside) 

Plasma volume 

Vacuum vessel volume 

Vacuum vessel interior 

Plasma-wall separation 

Field 

Magnetic field on axis 

Initial Plasma Heating 

40- to 50-keV° NBI 

53.2-GHz ECH 

5-to 30-MHz 1CH 

5-to 20-MHz 1CH 

2.1 m 

0.3 m 

0.46 m 

0.58 m 

0.66 m 

3.7 m3 

10.5 m3 

=1.16 by 0.65 m 

0.05-0.2 m 

2 T, 5-s pulse 

1 T, continuous 

3 x 1 - 1.5 MW, 0.3 s 

2 x 0.2 MW, continuous 

0.3 MW, continuous 

2 MW, continuous 
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in earlier years. However, useful development work will be undertaken in the earlier years of 

operation 1988-90. The ATF schedule is summarized in the development plan in Table 2. 

2) Steady State Program 

There have been a few previous steady state devices (mirrors in the 1960's, some small 

stellarators, and EBT at ORNL), but these devices had plasma energy densities substantially 

smaller than expected in ATF and future, larger stellarators. Moreover, these devices showed 

differences from pulsed devices; e.g., in EBT it took many minutes for the plasma to reach 

equilibrium with the vacuum vessel walls. There are, of course, many issues to be faced in 

running steady state at high power density. The main physics and technology areas that will be 

addressed in ATF-Steady State include: 

• Optimization of the plasma properties-profile, current relaxation, radial potential, 

shape, etc.~to maximize confinement and beta and minimize impurity problems. 

• Study of the evolution of the MHD behavior of high beta plasma for times long 

compared to the skin diffusion time. 

• Investigate plasma-wall equilibration in which 100% of the hydrogen flux to the wall is 

recycled unlike present pulsed operation in which the wall may act as a pump during a 

discharge. 

• Develop a steady-state impurity control system. 

• Develop a steady-state density control system, which requires the development of 

steady-state pellet injection and steady-state pumping with hydrogen recycle. 

• Apply and develop materials to handle the heat loads with techniques to minimize 

erosion problems. This activity requires a cooled first wall and steady-state 

targets/limiters, ICH launchers. 

• Develop steady-state efficient Ion Cyclotron Heating (ICH) systems. 

Steady-state operation of ATF allows high fluence testing of components, which will make 

possible rapid tests of erosion properties. For example, 15 minutes of operation in ATF would 
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Planned Development of ATF Program 

Capability 
1088 1000 1801 

Capability 
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subject the timiters to the same panicle fluence as took 3 months to accumulate in the ISX-B 

beryllium limiter test for JET4. This mode of operation allows the study of material redeposition, 

of inhibition of impurity accumulation, of methods to minimize wall erosion, of the survivability 

of thin-cooled coatings, of fuel removal and recycling, of hydrogen retention in the walls, etc. 

Many of the components required to allow ATF to operate steady state are being completed in the 

existing program. The development of other components, e.g., pumped limiters and ICH 

launchers, will be undertaken as a natural part of the present pulsed program. Work has already 

begun in most areas, either as part of the ATF program or through the ORNL role in the 

development and application of plasma technologies. In the pumped limiter area the ORNL 

program which started on ISX-B has continued through the TEXTOR5 and Tore-Supra 

programs6, and in the stellarator area through collaboration on Heliotron-E7, and with the 

University of Wisconsin stellarator program. ORNL is responsible for ICRF technology 

component development and has developed improved ICH components, which are already being 

used on TEXTOR8 and DIII-D. A prototype launcher for ATF has been designed, and a 4 MW 

ICH antenna is being fabricated for TFTR and TORE SUPRA. In die steady-state area we will 

benefit from the previous experience with ICH on EBT. The steady-state EBT diagnostics and 

data acquisition systems, which are designed for plasma conditions similar to those expected in 

the ATF edge region, will be available. 

3) Additions to Operate ATF at 400-800 kW 

The key additional components required for steady-state operation at the 400-800 kW level 

are: cooled panels in the vacuum vessel + a first stage pumped limiter or divertor + steady-state 

pumping; steady-state power supplies for poloidal coils + improved cooling on buswork for all 

coils + full connection of the cooling water, improved diagnostics and data acquisition systems. 

The most critical element is the cooled panels inside the vacuum vessel. The uncooled vacuum 

vessel only allows 1.5 MJ every 5 minutes (5 kW average heat load) for routine operation, or 
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150 MJ per day, before the vacuum vessel heats to 150°C and must cool down for up to a few 

days. 

The basis for the cooled panel concept proposed is (he development work conducted for the 

EBT-P vacuum liner. An extensive parameter study along with a detailed development program 

has established the basic characteristics of this concept (see Fig. 3 and Table 3). It is planned to 

consult the materials community in choosing the materials for the panels. 

4) Additions to Operate ATF at 2-4 MW 

For operation at the 2-4 MW level more ICH power will be used. It could utilize BBC or 

modified FMIT supplies (see Table 4). Ideally, some of the launchers could be modified and 

installed during the pulsed operating phase, since they are required to realize ATF full 

performance capabilities, even in the pulsed mode. An assessment of additional diagnostics and 

data acquisition systems, beyond those which would be installed as part of the base program, has 

not been made. 

There are three different ICRF heating schemes which will be explored during the initial, 

pulsed phase of ATF operation as a part of the ATF base program: fast wave heating, slow wave 

heating, and ion-Bemstein wave heating, each covering a different frequency range. Following 

an evaluation of the efficiency and advantages of each of uiese methods, one will be selected for 

the steddy-state project. The selected option will, in all likelihood, be fast wave heating, the 

preferred method fortokamaks and for Heliotron-E. However, the other methods will be studied 

as backup candidates, in case insurmountable difficulties arise with fast wave heating, such as 

excess impurity influx during the rf heating. 

5^ Power and Particle Handling 

A more extensive array of pumped limiters or divertors would be required with increased 

pumping capability. 
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Table 3. Comparison of Panel Characteristics 

EBT-P ATF-SS 

Peak Flux (W/cm2) 

Average Flux (W/crn^) 

Land Width (cm) 

Fi.nt Plate Thickness (cm) 

Rear Plate Thickness (cm) 

Panel Depth (cm) 

20.0 20.0 

13.5 10.0 

0.813 0.953 

0.254 191.0 

0.127 0.127 

1.27 1.906 

Table 4. Existing CW RF Power Sources Available for Use on ATF 

Type Designation 

AR-1000LM9 

AN/FRT-85 

816R-2S 

AN/FRT-S6(#i) 

AN/FRT-86 (#2) 

FMIT-Modified1 

BBC-Modiaed2 

Noj&l 
1. Thirty second capability only (power supply limited), time-shared with RFTF. 
2. Upgraded to 30 MHz. 

Frequency Power 

),2 - 200 MHz 1.5 kW 

2 - 30 MHz 20 kW 

30- 60MHz 20 kW 

5 - 30 MHz 100 kW 

5 - 16 MHz 200 kW 

40- 80MHz 1500 kW 

5- 20MHz 2000 kW 
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Steady-state or long-pulse operation of ATF will require limiter or divertor structures 

capable of absorbing 1-3 MW of heat continuously, and a pumping system to exhaust -10 Torr 

1/s of hydrogen. The plasma edge in ATF has a complicated magnetic structure. Divertor 

scoping experiments are planned for an early phase of the ATF operation to establish the 

necessary data base for the design and construction of a divertoi with the required particle and 

power handling capabilities. 
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IV. Large Helical System (LHS) 

The Institute of Plasma Physics at the University of Nagoya, Japan, is presently in the 

proposal and planning phase for a large helical device to be constructed in the 1990s at the new 

research site outside of Nagoya. The LHS, as proposed, will be the largest helical confinement 

device yet built, and tentatively is planned to investigate plasma performance and steady-state 

operation issues. The figure of merit for fusion, n c XE Ti, versus stored energy is plotted in Fig. 

1, showing the anticipated LHS performance in comparison with other confinement machines. 

The genera] layout of the machine is shown in Fig. 2. The machine is planned to operate long 

pulsed (lOsec) to steady state in hydrogen and deuterium. The auxiliary heating for the device 

will be provided by ECRH, ICRH, and NB1 systems, illustrated in Fig. 3. The present design 

of the helical device features a built in divertor chamber, shown in Fig. 4, to control the plasma 

recycling and impurity production location. 

While the design is not finalized, the present machine parameter being considered are: 

R = 4 to 5 m 
a = 0.5 to 0.6 m 
B T = 4T 

T E =0.1 to 0.3 sec 

Tj =3to4keV at a plasma density of I0 1 4 ctrr 3 

Tj = 10 keV at a plasma density of 2xl0 ] 3 cm"3 

Major radius 
Minor radius 
Magnetic field 

Energy confinement time 

Ion temperature 

Shape 
Average Beta 

Wall heat flux 
Auxiliary heating 

1=2, m=10 to 14 
<P> = 4 t o 8 % a t B T = l T 

<P> = 1 to 1% at BT = 4T 
qwaU = 0.8tol.6MW/m 2 

15 to 20 MW, 0.5 sec to continuous 

ECRH - 2to5MW at 100 to 200 GHz 
NBI - 16MWatl00tol50keV 

ICRH - Planned 
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V. U.S. PMI/HHF Laboratory Facilities 

The U.S. DOE supports laboratory facilities for the investigation of Plasma Materials 

Interactions and High Heat Flux components. Almost all of these facilities have some potential 

for addressing steady state issues in the PMI/HHF fields. The application of the facilities has 

been described in the other sections of this repon that discuss the specific issues. The present 

capabilities, diagnostics, and types of experiments performed in each facility are described here. 

The laboratory facilities are summarized in Table I, and described in detail in the following pages. 

Table I. Summary of Existing U.S. PMI/HHF Laboratory Facilities 

Name 

Plasma-Materials Test Facility (PMTF) 

-Electron Beam and Ion Beam 

Plasma-Surface Interaction Experiment (PISCES) UCLA 

-High Density Plasma Source 

Tritium Plasma Experiment (TPX) 

-Tritium Plasma Source 

ORNLPMI Facilities 

-Outgassing and Glow Discharge Facilities 

Location &atus. 

SNLA Operating 

UCLA Operating 

SNLL Operating 

ORNL Operating 

Hot-Cell Electron Beam Facility (HEBF) 

-Neutron Irradiation and e-Beam Tests 

Continuous Current-Drive Tokamak (OCT) 

Electromagnetic Forces (FELIX) 

HEDL Under construction, 

Components exist 

UCLA Operating, funded for 

current drive exps. 

ANL Not-operating 
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Description of U.S. Facilities 

I. Plasma-Materials Test Facility (PMTF) at SNLA. 

The PMTF facility utilizes electron beam (EBTS) and ion beam (IBTS) test facilities to evaluate 

the thermal and mechanical response of high heat flux components and materials to intense 

surface energy deposition. There are four categories of experiments performed with these 

facilities: 

1. Thermal fatigue of materials under normal operating conditions in confinement devices. 

2. Material response to off-normal heat loads. 

3. Thermal hydraulic heat transfer studies. 

4. Moderate scale component integrity tests. 

The Electron Beam Test Stand (EBTS) system parameters are: 

Electron Energy 30 kV 
Electron Current 1 Ampere 
Total Power 30 kW 
Power Density (maximum) 100kW/cm2 

Pulse Duration 50 msec to continuous 
Sample Size (maximum) 30cm x 60cm 
Cooling System Water, 50GPM at 300PSI 
Control and Data Acquisition System LSI 11/73 

The standard operating mode for EBTS, shown in Fig.l, is to utilize a rastered beam 0.3 to 

0.5cm in diameter to heat an area of 1 to 100cm2. The beam is normally rastered at 400Hz, and 

effective pulse lengths on the order of milliseconds can be achieved by the rapid sweep of the 

beam over the sample. Continuous heat deposition is likewise possible, and steady state heat 

deposition on materials can be investigated by EBTF. The diagnostics available at the facility 

include: 
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Diagnostic Purppjg 

Infrared Pyrometer (300-1300°C) Surface Temperature 
Optical Pyrometer (1100-3300'C) Surface Temperature 
Infrared Camera (20-3000'C) Surface Temperature 
Imbedded Thermocouple Arrays Bulk Temperature 
Strain Gauges Mechanical Response 
RGA. Outgassing 
Water Crbrimetry Power Deposition 
Video Cameras Audio-Visual Observations 
SEM Metallurgical Studies 

The Ion Beam Test Stand (IBTS) maximum system parameters are: 

Ion Energy 40 kV 
Ion Current 20 Amperes 
Total Power 800 kW 
Power Density (maximum) 4 kW/cm2 for 0.2 sec 

500W/cm 2forl2sec 
Pulse Duration < 12 sec 
Sample Size (maximum) 1 m 2 

Cooling System Water, 500GPM at 1000PSI 
Control and Data Acquisition System Computer controlled 

The Ion Beam Test Facility, shown in Fig.2, utilizes a rf plasma generator and multiple grid 

accelerator from the neutral beam development programs to generate a long pulse, high power ion 

beam. Large area, high heat f ux components and structures can be tested in the facility during 

long pulse operation. While continuous operation of the ion beam is not planned at this time, 

steady state issues that can be studied during pule lengths of less than about 15sec can be 

investigated in IBTF. The diagnostics available at the facility are the same as EBTF. 
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II. Plasma-Surface Interaction Experiment (PISCES) at UCLA. 

The PISCES facility utilizes a high density, continuously operating plasma generator to study 

materials behavior and plasma scrape-off-layer physics. The experiments feature continuous 

bombardment of samples and components by plasmas with parameters representative of the 

scrape-off-layer in confinement devices. PISCES is dedicated to studying steady state issues of 

plasma materials interactions, and utilizes plasma fluxes and high fluences representative of major 

confinement machines such as tokamaks. There are three categories of experiments performed in 

PISCES: 

1. Erosion and redeposition of PIC materials and components during continuous plasma 

bombardment. 

2. Edge plasma simulation and impurity control experiments. 

3. Experiments to expand the PMI data base and provide relationships for laboratory results to 

PMI results from confinement devices. 

The PISCES system parameters are: 

Gas Type 
Operation Time 
Flux Range 
Plasma Density 
Percentage Ionization 
Electron Temperature 
Ion Energy (bias) 
Target Area 
Heat Flux (maximum) 
Magnetic Field 
Cooling System 
Vacuum System 
Control and Data Acquisition System 

H, D, He, N, Ar 
Continuous 
1 0 1 7 - 2 x 10! 9 ions/cm2sec 
10lI-10l3 Cm-3 
10-90% 
3-30eV 
30-500 eV 
50-400 cm 2 

<500W/cm 2 

200 - 1000 gauss 
Water or Air 
60001/sec Turbo pumped 
MicroVax n 
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The facility features two plasma systems, PISCES A shown in Fig.3, and PISCES B shown 

in Fig.4, a UHV vacuum oven to bake and outgas the samples, and two UHV surface analysis 

stations. PISCES A is dedicated to edge plasma physics studies, and the UHV PISCES B system 

is dedicated to plasma wall interactions studies, although some crossover naturally occurs. The 

experiments in the laboratory focus on the erosion and redeposition of materials, impurity 

transport and control, edge plasma simulations, steady state issues for diagnostics and cooling, 

and expanding the PMI/HHF data base during high fluence plasma bombardment. The 

diagnostics available at the facility include: 

Diagnostic 

Ontical Multichannel Analyzer, 1.3m Spectrometer 
Fast Scanning Langmuir Probes 
Microwave Interferometer 
Optical Pyrometer (400-3000"C) 
Thermocouples 
Ionization gauges and baratrons 
RGA 
Water Calorimeuy 
Vacuum Oven with RGA 
SEM 
AES, SIMS 

Purpose 

Impurity concentration 
Plasma Parameters 
Plasma Density 
Surface Temperature 
Bulk Temperature 
Gas Pressures 
Partial Pressures 
Power Deposition 
Outgassing composition 
Surface Morphology 
Surface Composition 
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III. Tritium Plasma Experiment (TPX) at SNLL 

The TPX facility, shown in Fig, 5, utilizes a low density, rf plasma generator to study plasma 

surface interactions and plasma driven permeation. The experiments feature continuous 

bombardment of samples by tritium plasmas or other working gases with traces of tritium. 

Steady state issues of permeation and other plasma material interactions can be studied in TPX. 

There are thrc? categories of experiments performed in TPX: 

1. Plasma driven permeation to provide a database for tritium permeation and inventory 

calculations. 

2. Sputtering and erosion of materials by plasma bombardment. 

3. Other experiments to expand the PMI data base. 

The TPX system parameters are: 

Gas Type 
Plasma Sources 
Operation Time 
Flux Range 
Plasma Density 
Electron Temperature 
Ion Energy (bias) 
Target Area 

The diagnostics available at the facility include: 

Diagnostic 

Langmuir Probes 
Ionization gauges and manometers 
RGA 
Gas flow meter 
Permeation Probe 
In-situ AES 
SEM 
SIMS, RBS 

H, D, T, others 
RF and Glow Discharge 
Continuous 
<10l7 ions/cm2sec 
<10ncm-3 
<7eV . 
15-300 eV 
10-20 cm2 

Purpose 

Plasma Parameters 
Gas Pressures 
Partial Pressures 
Gas flow rate 
Tritium permeation rates 
Surface Composition 
Surface Morphology 
Surface Composition 
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Schematic diagram of Tritium Plasma Experiment. AES = Auger electron spectrometer, QMA = quad
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IV. Hot-Cell Electron Beam Facility (HEBF) atHEDL 

The HEBF facility, illustrated in Fig.6, will utilize an electron beam test facility which is 

remotely operated in a hot cell to evaluate the thermal and mechanical behavior of materials after 

exposure to neutron irradiation. High heat flux materials and coatings exposed to neutron 

bombardment in the FFTF MOTA 1-D reactor can be transported to the e-beam facility for basic 

material properties studies as a function of the material DPA and temperature. The major 

components of the system exist, such as the e-beam equipment and hot cell, and the complete 

facility is under construction. When operational, steady state issues of the characteristics of 

irradiated materials can be studied. 

The HEBF system parameters are: 

Electron Energy 
Electron Current 
Total Power 
Power Density 
Pulse Duration 
Sample Size (maximum) 
Cooling System 
Hot cell operation 

12-25 kV 
2.5 Ampere 
60 kW 
0.3-60kW/cm2 
0.5sec to continuous 
l-200cm2 
Water, 20GPM at 120PSI 
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V. ORNL PMI Facilities 

The Plasma Materials Interactions facilities at ORNL include a high temperature vacuum 

outgassing test stand and a hot cathode glow discharge plasma simulator. The outgassing facility 

is presently used for studies of the vacuum properties of graphite and other materials ut 

temperature of up to 2000"C. The plasma simulator investigates wall conditioning, recycling, 

retention, and carbon recycling, In addition, the Radio Frequency Test Facility (RFTF) at 

ORNL, which is funded for the development of large rf components, has the potential for use in 

PMiyHHF experiments. The parameters of the three facilities are: 

OUTGASSING FACILITY 
RF-induction heating (lOkW) of large samples 
Computer controlled sample temperature with thermocouple and Optical Pyrometer diagnostics 
Temperature controlled walls 
RG A and ion gauge pressure diagnostics 

PLASMA SIMULATOR 
Plasma Source 
Operation Time 
Flux Range 
Plasma Density 
Ion Energy (wall bias) 
Graphite Liner and In-situ surface analysis 

RFTF 
Plasma Source ECRH <50kW at 28GHz) 
Operation Time Continuous 
Plasma Density 5x 10 * l cnv3 

Electron Temperature 10 eV 
Ion Energy unknown 
Target Area ' >1000cm2 

Magnetic Field 3 T 
Cooling System Water with 1MW removal 

Hot cathode glow discharge 
Continuous 
I 0 ' 4 . 5x10*6 ions/cm2sec 
<10* l crrr3 

0-500 eV 
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VI. Continuous Current Tokamak (CCT) at UCLA. 

The CCT tokamak is a U.S. facility funded to investigate current drive, if coupling and 

heating, and wall conditioning during continuous operation. The machine is partially dedicated 

to PMI/HHF activity, which will address steady state plasma materials interactions in a tokamak. 

There are four categories of PMI/HHF related experiments performed in CCT: 

1. Edge plasma properties, heat and particle flows during continuous operation. 

2. Erosion and redeposition of PIC materials and components in a continuous tokamak plasma. 

3. Impurity control experiments. 

4. Benchmarking between "Open" continuous PMI simulators (e.g. PISCES) and tokamak 

experience (e.g. CCT). 

The CCT parameters are: 

Tokamak Plasma 
Operation Time 0.3 sec at Ip=100kA 

Continuous at Ip=10kA 
Plasma Density 5x10^2 cm - 3 

Temperature Tj = T e = 10-100 e V 
Target Area >1000cm2 
Heat Flux (average) 10-100 W/cm2 

Cooling System Water 

CCT is a large (PLT size), low density, low magnetic field tokamak capable of continuous 

operation. A view of CCT is shown in Fig.7. While the program is funded for applied plasma 

physics studies, some fraction of the machine time is used to study the evolution of the edge 

plasma parameters and materials erosion and redeposition in steady state operation. As the 

facility matures, it is intended to pursue the development of impurity control systems and expand 

the PMI database for steady state tokamaks. 
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The diagnostics available at the CCT facility include: 

Diagnostic Purpose 

Standard Tokamak Diagnostics plus; 

Spectrometers and Optical Multichannel Analyzers Edge Impurity Concentration 

Scanning Langmuir Probes Edge Plasma Parameters 

RGA Partial Pressures 

Surface analysis (SEM, AES, SIMS) through PISCES collaborations. 
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